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1. Introduction

1.1. Overview

Nearlyall matter aroundus is built of up (u) and down (d) quarks. However, as soonas adequate
excitation energybecomesavailablein hadronicinteractions,it becomesapparentthat further quark
flavours exist andareeasilyaccessible.The lightestof the heavyflavours of matterwas called ‘strange’
as it appearedso to its discoverers,and today this nameis associatedwith the strange~-antiquark.
s-quarksareidentical in their properties(chargeq = — ~, baryonnumberb = + ~, spin ~, colour ~)to
the d-quarksbut different in mass.

In the laboratory experimentsexcitation of strangematter is understoodin terms of matter—
antimatter formation as it is the s—~quark pair which is createdin reactionprocessesby strong or
electromagneticinteractions.The formation mechanismof strangequarksis highly correlatedto the
reactionmechanismgoverningthe hadroniccollisions— most of this review will deal with our current
understandingof the strangenessgenerationin nuclearcollisions andhow occurrenceof various strange
and multiply strangehadronscan tell usthe story aboutthe formation of the new phaseof matter,the
quark-gluonplasma[RH8O,Ra81,Ra82,RM82, Ra83,Ra841. Alternateapproachesto diagnosequark
gluon plasma,e.g. by dilepton spectra[DG81,Ch82,SC8S,HK85j arealso of considerableinterest,but
it hasnot beenestablishedbeyondreasonabledoubt that in this casethe usual backgroundswill permit
measurement.

We will not discussfurther otherinteractionsandpropertiesof strangequarkssuch as the Cabibbo
mixing of the down andstrangequarkswith respectto the weak interactions.Note, however,thatthis
would becomerelevantif the differencein massof d and s quarkswould be generated,e.g. by the
propertiesof the vacuum state of strong interactions. Should this speculationbe true, it is quite
imaginablethat in nuclearcollisions variousfundamentalpropertiesof strangequarkscouldbe altered.
This remark is a particularcaseof the observationthat the physicalpropertiesof matter andeventhe
appearanceof laws of physics mayundergoa drasticchangewithin the environmentof a quark-gluon
plasma.This we takeas primarymotivationfor a detailedandexhaustivestudyof the propertiesof the
ground stateof stronginteractionsand its meltedform, the quark-gluonplasma.We will describehow
certain strangeparticle abundancescreatedin nuclear collisions can be usedas a tool to study the
propertiesof this, still hypotheticalform of matter.

Our view of the relativistic nuclear collision reaction [DR82Jis in agreementwith the recently
observedlarge nuclearstoppingpower[BG841whichimplies that a domainin spacearisesin acentreof
momentumframeof two nuclei in which an importantpart of the longitudinalenergyis transferredto
transversedegreesof freedom,as alsorecently confirmedexperimentally[KS85].Suchregionsof space
we call ‘fireball’. Our reaction picture and the mentionedexperimentalresults contradict earlier
theoreticalproposals[AKM8O]basedon p—p collision phenomenologyand assumingessentialnuclear
transparency.More recent theoretical studies [CK84,DGS8S] find high p—A stoppingpower and
thereforesuggestthat nuclearcollisions at energiesunder considerationwill be truly inelastic.

The physical variables characterisingthe fireball domain are: energy(density), baryon number
(density), entropy (density), and volume rather than the usual individual degreesof freedom of
particles. The methodsrequiredin the theoreticalstudy of thesequantitiesinvolve straightforward
generalisationsof the usualstatisticalthermodynamictheory.However,the fireballsare ratherisolated
and not in temperatureor particle ‘baths’. Further, the size of thefireball, andin particular,its baryon
numbermaybe relatively small. Hence,onemayjustly questionthe validity of the statisticalapproach.
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The conceptof ‘temperature’is almost certainly useful in this context, due to the large number of
particlescontainedin a hadronicfireball. It is less obviouswhetherparticleconservationlaws may be
consideredin the framework of the grand canonical ensemblethrough the introduction of various
associatedchemicalpotentialsp.r. Exact ‘counting’ of particle membersin the ‘canonical’ ensemblein
comparisonwith the statisticalaveragein the ‘grand canonical’ approachleadsto correctionfactorsof
the order1 / N, whereN is therelevantnumberof particles[HR841.Here,Nmaybe the baryonnumber
b, strangenessS = s — = 0 or evenbe a synonymfor requiredcolour conservation.Correctionfactors
for exact strangenessand colour conservationhavebeen studied[RD82,EGR83,EGR84,DGER85]
andit has beenfound that for fireball volumescorrespondingto a size of 2 fm in radiusor more,these
correctionsarenot significant. We will be contenthencewith the grandcanonicalapproachandusethe
baryochemicalpotential ~.th next to temperatureT, as the physically observablestatisticalvariables
throughoutthis work.

We furthernotethat all particlequantumnumbersthat areinvariant underthe stronginteractionare
conservedon the timescaleof interestto us (1024 s~ t ~ 1021 s). Such quantumnumbersare, aside
from baryonnumberb, electricchargeQ, and all flavour quantumnumbers,in particular,strangeness
S. The third componentof isospin is hencealso conserveddue to the Gell-Mann—Nishijimarelation,
but the conservationof isospinmaybeviolatedto someextentdueto electromagneticinteractions(we
notethat the isospin-violatingreactions,e.g.the decayof ~°—~ A~yhavea characteristictime constantof

—20
e.g. 10 s).

A prerequisitein our work is ratherpreciseknowledgeof certainempirical propertiesof strange
quarksin a largequark bag. We will discussat length in the nextsectionhowthe studyof the spectrum
of strangeparticleshelps in understandingthe massof confinedstrangequarks[AR84,AR85]. While
the physical origin of the strangequark massm~remainsa puzzle, its precisevalue is of considerable
importanceto usbecause2m~is the thresholdfor the formationof a strangequarkpair. This threshold
is near to the hadronic ‘temperature’ T —~160 MeV observedin the slopes of the particle spectra
[Ha65,HR681 andwhich is a measureof the meanenergyavailableper particle in hadronicreactions.
Consequently,the detailedbalanceof the energyavailablein a reactionto form the strangequark pair
and the reactionmechanismmust be carefully consideredin order to quantify properly the resulting
strangeparticle abundances.

The first andforemostissue at hand concerningthe nucleus—nucleuscollision relatesto the internal
structureof the formed fireball:

1. Does it consist of individual hadronswith short range correlationsbetweenthe constituent
quarks?Is the nuclearcollision reactionthereforegovernedby interactionsbetweenindividual hadronic
resonances?

2. Or, does it consistof the quark-gluonplasmaphasewhereshort rangecolour correlationsare
brokenandin which quarksand in particular, gluons are the active constituents?

Although in our work the latteroption will alwaysbe tacitly assumed,it is oneof the mainpointswe
will makeherethat the distinction of the quark-gluonplasmafrom the hadronicgasis facilitatedby the
excitationof numerousgluons, a situationwhich can only occur in the plasmaphase.But sincegluons
carrythe (confined)chargeof strong interactions,colour, their detectionin anexperimentcan only be
indirect. We show in section3 thatgluonsarevery efficient in generatingstrangequark—antiquarkpairs
in quark-gluonplasmaandhencetransitorypresenceof gluonsmay beinferredfrom the appearanceof
anomalouslyhigh strangeparticle abundancewhich will practicallysaturatethe availablestrangequark
phasespace.

In order to properlyappreciatetheseremarks,onehasfirst to recognizethatthe basicsubpr~cessfor
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strangequark production, namely the pair productionprocessgg—3s~,is, in principle, the same for
both phasesof hadronicmatterdescribedabove.In the caseof well-separatedindividual hadronswith
the nonperturbative(‘true’) QCD vacuum in between,the above-mentionedreaction can only take
place during the actual collision processof two individual hadrons,which meansthat strangequark
production experiencessevereconstraintsin spaceand time. Furthermore,all initial and final state
hadronsare colour singlets and the effectivenumber of the availabledegreesof freedom is greatly
reducedin comparisonto the quark-gluonphase.

In the plasmaphasethereis not only more rapid strangenessproduction— we will show that the
substantiallyhigher strangequark abundanceper unit of volume leads to abundantformation of
multiply strangeantibaryonswhen the plasma state fragmentsand recombinesto form individual
hadrons.In the baryon-richregimeof quark-gluonplasmathe ~-quarksaremore abundantthanii or d
quarkswith the conseqifencethat formation of antibaryonswith high strangenesscontentis facilitated
during the conversionto the hadronicgas of the plasmaphase(see section4). We developin this
volume the quark-gluonfragmentation-recombinationmodel for plasmadissociationand the numerous
fragmentationprocessesprovide additional antiquarksrequired in the formation of strangeanti-
baryons.

One of the importantresultsdiscussedhere (section5) is the fact that during the expectednuclear
collision reaction time of ca 1022 s the strangenessproducedin individual hadroniccollisions in the
thermalisedphasewill not fill the availablephasespace— however,we alsoshowthatstrangeparticles
are ratherefficiently distributedamongvarious individual hadronicstates,e.g. s-quarkswill be found
either in antikaonsK(s~)or hyperonsY(sqq) in dependenceon the value of the chemicalpotential ~,

(baryondensity), but the absolutestrangenessabundancemay be substantiallylessthanthephasespace
limit unless quark-gluon plasma state is formed. This phenomenon,which is well-known from
nucleon—nucleoncollisions hasrecentlybeenshownto persistin reactionsamonglight nuclei,suchas d
anda [Ak85]. In thesereactionsthe usual KI’rr ratio of about 11 percentis observed,evenat large
transversemomentaindicating that no changein reactionmechanismhasoccurred.Relativechemical
equilibrium is moreeasilyestablishedin the hadronicgasphasethan the absolutechemicalequilibrium
saturationof phaseof strangeparticles,which dependsstrongly on the governingreactionmechanisms.
One can usethe relative chemicalequilibrium relationsbetweenkaonsand hyperonsto measurethe
baryochemicalpotential— we will discusstheseand related issues in section 6. However, even the
relative chemicalequilibrium will not always be establishedespeciallyin casethat the densehadronic
state contains numerous, normally rare, antibaryonswhich signal the occurrenceof quark-gluon
plasma.

The final aspectof our work relatesto the transitionfrom the densestateof matterto a relatively
thin gasof particleswhich will ultimately,without further interactions,reachthe observer.In section7
we calculatethe abundancesof strangeparticlesarising upon the formation of quark-gluonplasma
under two extreme assumptionson the dynamics on the expansion-hadronizationprocess: (a) all
entropyof the plasmais spentin expansion;(b) it is convertedalmost exclusively into new particles
through fragmentationprocessesof quarks and gluons. We favour the latter case as being more
representativeof the hadronicdynamics,sincea large particleabundancethen results— in case(a) the
entropy is used to increasethe meanenergyper particle in the final state through the processof
collectiveexpansion.Numerousfragmentationsof gluonsin the case(b) providea readysupplyof ~jto
completethe formationof antihyperonsfurtherenhancingtheir extraordinarily high abundance.

We turn to describeseveralunderlyingassumptionsaboutstronginteractionsandnuclearcollisions,
which we will use when requiredin this work.
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1.2. BaggedQCD

We will tacitly assumebaggedQCD as the underlying picture of the interactionsin study. This
presupposesthat the ‘true’ vacuum state is structuredsuch that any coloured particle cannotfreely
propagatebeyonda distanceof about1 fm. This statecan be convertedinto the ‘perturbativevacuum’
at the expenseof an energydensityB. This notion hasbeen introducedoriginally in the MIT bag
model, but initially in adifferent context[Ch74,Jo751.The valueof B is estimatedphenomenologically
from a fit to the hadronicspectrum[deG75,AR84,AR85] or from sumrule considerations[Sh81](for a
recentreview see [RRY85]) which give the range

B = [(140—210)MeVI4 = (50—250)MeV!fm3.

The centralassumptionof the quark-bagapproachis that insidea hadronwherequarksarefound, the
true vacuumstructureis displacedor destroyedand colouredparticlespropagateeasily. Onecan turn
this point around:quarkscan only propagatein domainsof spacein which the truevacuumstructureis
absent.This statementconstitutes,if taken to the extreme,a resolution of the quark confinement
problem.The remainingdifficult andunsolvedproblemis to understandthe degreeof incompatibility
of ‘free’ quarkswith the true vacuumstructure.Examplesof similar behaviourin ordinaryphysicsare
easily found: e.g., a light wave is reflectedfrom a mirror surface(not perfectly!); magneticfield lines
are expelled from superconductors;etc. It has been argued[Le811that the true vacuum state of
quantumchromodynamics(QCD) is a perfectdielectric.

It is interestingto note that the bagconstantB hasa furtherinfluence:a negativepressureP = — B as
seenfrom the perturbativevacuum,actson the surfacebetweenthe true andthe perturbativevacuum.
Hence, in the absenceof other forces an empty, excitedspacedomain containingthe perturbative
vacuum would quickly vanish. In this picture of hadronic structure and quark confinement, all
colourlessassembliesof quarks, antiquarksand gluonscan form quasi-stationarystates,a ‘quark bag’.
In perturbativevacuum the laws of perturbativequantumchromodynamicsapply and we find there
relatively weakly interactingperturbativequantaof QCD.

As this typeof understandingof strongly interactingparticlesis quite commonlyacceptedtoday,we
will not repeat all well-known argumentsthat lead to this approach. Nor will we consider the
refinementsnot of essentialimportanceto the main line of our work. Thesearemainly broughtabout
by the difficulties encounteredin the incorporationof pionsin this schematicdescription.However,we
note that nuclearcollisions, in which internally excited largequark-gluonbags (‘quark-gluonplasma’)
are formed, test the aboveconceptualunderstandingfrom a quite differentangle as for the first time
large regionsof spacedevoidof structuredvacuumwill be created.This processof vacuummelting is,
in our view, the primary objective of the high energetic nucleus—nucleuscollision experiments.
However, it is fitting to note at this point that neither absenceof a phase transition in the
thermodynamicsensebetweenthe hadronicvacua,or eventhe possibleexistenceof deconfinedquarks
arounduswill greatly influenceour considerations.All we presupposeis that the meltedstatecontains
quark-gluonlike excitationswith establishedQCD properties.

We will invoke the above qualitative understandingof the hadronic structurewhen in the next
section(section2) we turnto study,in thecontext of relativistic bagmodels,thestrangequark massm~.
This is doneby exploring in a systematicfashionthe compatabilityof the baggedQCD pictureandthe
spectrumof strongly interactingparticles.We determinethat the value of m~we shouldemploy is in the
orderof 160—180MeV.
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Another relevantparameterin our work is the strongcoupling constanta~.It controls, among
others,the couplingof the strangequarksto the light flavours u, d andthe gluons. The valueof a~is
changingwith momentumtransferandit is different in timelike andspacelikeregions. In productionof
strangequarkpairs, we areexploringthe timelike domainof momentain whichthe strong couplinghas
beenfound to be weakerthan in spacelikeregions. We will thereforeconsidera value in the range

= 0.4—0.8as beingthe appropriateone, in view of the relativelysmall momentainvolved (less than
1 GeVIc on the average).Recall that a~-~ 0.14—0.20 is found in e~e—* hadronsexperimentsat
v’~>10 GeV [DR851.The smallnessof a~justifies the use of ideal gasexpressionto gaina first insight
into the propertiesof the quark-gluonplasma,as is alsosupportedby resultsof numericalcalculations
in the context of lattice SU(3)gaugetheory.Further,as pointedout by Carruthers[Ca83]the collective
phononoscillations in plasmajust about compensatefor the suppressionof low energyperturbative
modesof gluons, providing an explanationfor this ‘precocious’ validity of the perturbativeideal gas
expressions.

1.3. Ideal gasof quarksand gluons

As the quark-gluonplasma is a state composedof highly relativistic particles, where particle—
antiparticlepairscan be createdanddestroyedat liberty, particlenumbersas such,arenot conserved,
only the difference in the number of particles and antiparticles. However, as four-momentum
conservationstill holds,a co-movingvolume elementat equilibrium can be describedby a four-velocity
u12 and a local temperatureT, so thatparticledensitiesin phasespacedependonly on the conventional
Boltzmannfactor: exp(/3.~p12), wherethe four-vector is given by [To68]

f3
12=~u12. (1.1)

In the rest frameof the co-movingvolume elementone has,as usual,f3.,~= (lIT, 0).
Let us now discuss,in the rest frame of the plasma,the various constituentparticle speciesof the

quark-gluonplasma.For gluonsthereis no conservationlaw restrictingtheir number,so their density,
in ideal gasapproximation,is givenby the phase-spaceintegralover the Bose distributionfunction for
masslessparticles (~(3)= 1.20206. .

Pg~gf(2~3 (e 1_1y1=gg~ ~(3). (1.2)

Here gg = 8 x 2 (colourx spin) is the degeneracyfactor of gluon states.We have

Pg = 16 (T
3Iii~2)~~(3), (1.3)

and we note that a~correctionsto eq. (1.3) and further relationsof similar characterare known
explicitly, seee.g. [Ch78,EGR8O,RD83, RD85] expressionsbelow.Theenergydensityassociatedwith
gluons is (~(4)=1T4190=1.08232...)

fdp IiIpI --1 8 24
eg—gg ‘ ~ pI(e —1) =gg —~ T ~(4)= — ir T . (1.4)

J(21T) 15
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For quarks,we havenet conservationof eachflavourseparately,i.e. of thenumberof quarksminusthe
number of antiquarks.This is accountedfor by introducing a chemical potential ji~, where f=
u, d, s,... denoteseachindividual flavour. If the quark massis mf, the net numberof quarksof flavour
f is, accordingto the Fermi statisticalweight

Pf Pf — p1=gf J (2)~[(exp{p(Vp2 + m~— ~)} + 1)1 — (exp{p(Vp2+ m~+ ~f)} +

(1.5)

wherewe havemadeuseof the fact that the chemicalpotentialsof quarksandantiquarksareof equal
magnitudeand oppositesign.

Equation(1.5), in general,cannotbe evaluatedin closed form. For the light quarks,f= u, d, we
may, however,put m~ 0, and thenwe find, with gj = . 3~= 6 for spin and colour:

~=~fT+(lhT)~Lf (f=u,d) (1.6)

(for details see [RD85, MU851). When the quark-gluonplasma state arisesfrom symmetricnuclear
matter, i.e. Z = ~A, the numberof up- and down-quarksmust be equal,so that

~udq3/~b’ (l.7a)

andthe baryondensityPb 1S

Pb = ~(x~ + ~)= ~~(~i3), (1.7b)

wherep.~is the baryonchemicalpotential.
Strangequarksare createdin pairs only, and hencewe have

(1.8)

which implies that ~ = 0, c.f. eq. (1.5). Expandingthe Fermi function in eq. (1.5), we thenhavein

view of m5IT�1:

n~= n0 = g~f d
3p ~ ()fl1 exp(—n$~p2+ m~)= ~ T3 (m~)2~ ()n~1 K

2(n~),
(
21T) n1 iT T n=1 n T

(1.9)

and againg
5 = 2~ = 6. In the so-calledBoltzmann approximation we only retain the n = 1 term:

n~=n~=-~Tm~K2(%~). (1.10)

We will nowcomparethisto the light antiquarkdensity(~jstandsfor eitherü or d)
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I. 3

1dp 1
nq J (2iT)

3 (exp(~p~IT+~qIT)+1)

The integral(1.11) can be expanded in a manner analogous to eq. (1.9), and one obtains the following
ratio of strange to nonstrange antiquarks:

n~I(n
0+ nd) ~(m5IT)

2K
2(m5IT)exp(~/3T) (1.12)

which is depicted in fig. 1.1. There is a strong suppression of light antiquarks in the limit of large ~,

that is in the baryon-rich quark gas.
The energydensitycarriedby light quarksis foundexplicitly, assumingagainnegligible rest mass:

Eq = + + E~+ s~= 12f (2)~ ~ [(exp(~p~ — ~q) + 11’ + (exp(~pI+ ~q) + i)~]

~ (1.13)

For an ultrarelativistic gas of particles, even in the presence of perturbativeinteractions,the pressureof
gluons and light quarkscan generallybe calculatedaccordingto the law

P=~e (1.14)

while the entropydensityis obtainedby evaluating

s = ~Ph9TJ12. (1.15)

Fig. 1.1. Abundanceof strange(or antistrange)quarksrelative to the light quark abundanceas functionof T for severalchoicesof m IT = 0.8,
1, 1.2.
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We shall needjust below the relation (1.14) in order to estimatethe phasetransitionbackto hadronic
gas, while entropy plays an important role in estimatingthe particle numberabundances[GR85]. A
rathercompleteexplicit list of all relations(1.14, 1.15, etc.) including O(a~)correctionsis easilyfound
in literature to which the reader is referred to further study (see e.g. [RD85,MU85, CGS86]).
Historically, the first discussion of quark matter known to us is that of Carruthers [Ca731.

1.4. Phaseboundaryofquark-gluonplasma

It is convenient, though rather unrealistic, to visualize the hot excitednuclear matter formed in
relativistic nuclear collisions as if in contact with a thermodynamical bath of temperature T and
baryochemicalpotentialp~.

We recall that, given this assumption,the extensivevariables,viz., energy,volume,baryonnumber
of the fireball, etc., can be expressedby intensivequantities:The temperatureT is a measureof energy
per degree of freedom; the baryon chemical potential p,~, controls the mean baryon density. The
statisticalquantitiessuch as entropy (a measurefor the number of availablestates),pressure,heat
capacity, etc., also will be functions of T and /hb~ and describethe state of nuclearmatter. Any
theoretical description of the two quite different phases, viz., the hadronic gas and the quark-gluon
plasma,must allow for the formation of numeroushadronicresonanceson the oneside,which thenat
sufficiently high energydensity, dissolve into the state consisting of their deconfinedconstituents:
quarksand gluons.

It is important for the later modelling of the quark-gluon plasma statedissociation into the hadronic
gas to keep in mind, as an illustration of what is happening, the p—V diagramshownin fig. 1.2. Here
we distinguishthreedomains.The hadronicgas region is approximatelya Van derWaals gaswherethe
pressure rises with reduction of the volume. When the internal excitation rises, the individual hadrons
begin to cluster. This reducesthe increasein the pressure,sincea smallernumberof particlesexercises
a smallerpressure.In acompletedescriptionof the differentphaseswe haveto allow for a coexistence
of hadronswith the plasmastatein the sensethat the internal degreesof freedomof eachcluster, i.e.
quarksandgluons, contributeto the total pressureevenbefore the dissolutionof individual hadrons.
This, indeed, becomesnecessarywhen the clustering overtakesthe compressiveeffects and the
hadronicgaspressurefalls to zeroas V reachesthe propervolume of hadronicmatter.At this point the
pressure rises again very quickly, since in the absence of individual hadronswe nowcompressonly the
hadronic constituents. It is interesting to follow the path taken by an isolated quark-guonplasma
fireball in the baryon density—temperature pb—Tplane. Severalcasesaredepictedin fig. 1.3. In the Big

p
P potw •.. ~‘—~--—

<b> ~. -~‘~ Plasmafixed •

_ __ 1v2 v1 100 200 TEMeVI
Fig. 1.2. p—V diagramfor the gas-plasmafirst order transition,with Fig. 1.3. Pathstakenin the ph—Tplaneby different physical events.
the dots indicating a model-dependent,unstabledomain between
overheatedandundercooledphases.
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Bang expansionof the early universe,the cooling shown by the dashedline occursin a universein
which most of the energyis in the form of radiation. Hence, the baryondensityPb is quite small
compared to the entropy density. In stellar collapse leading to cold neutron stars,we follow the
dash-dotted line parallel to the pb-axis. The compression is accompanied by little heating.

In contrast, in nuclear collisions, probably the centralareacoveringmost of the Pb—T planecan be
explored by varying the parametersof the colliding nuclei,suchas energy,atomicnumbersA1,A2, im-
pactparameter.We showanexampleby the full line, andwe show only the pathcorrespondingto the
cooling of the plasma,i.e., the time evolutionafterthe terminationof the nuclearcollision, assuminga
plasma formation. At the phaseboundarydescribedqualitatively by the heavy dots in fig. 1.3, the
baryondensity i~’must be discontinuous,as suggestedtacitly by the first orderphasetransitionshownin
fig. 1.2. This, andothertheoreticalreasonsmakethe useof the baryochemical potential j~ instead of

Pb’ more advantageous since p~, like T, is continuous at a phasetransition(assumingthe presenceof a
thermodynamicalbath).In general,Pb and ~.tb may, at any given T, be relatedto eachother,if enough is
knownaboutthe structureof a physicalsystem.But evenmoreimportantly,~ like T, is a measurable
thermodynamicquantity andwe will get moreusedto it in the remainderof this paper.At this time it is
first necessaryto get a semiquantitativeideawhich valuesof T and ~, are limiting the existenceof the
quark-gluonplasma.In fig. 1.4 severalboundariesbetweenthe phasesare shown. The hadronic gas
region encompassesthe point ~ = T = 0, while quark-gluonplasmais found for T> Tcr(~). A first
estimateconcerningthe boundarybetweenthephasesin the~ — Tdiagrammaybeobtainedconsidering
the ideal gas equationsof stateof quarksand gluons containedby the vacuumpressureB and the
pressure of the hot (massless) pion gas at a given temperature,i.e.

‘~QGP90 iT
2T4+/L~T2+~—~~—B, ~HAD=~~ T4. (1.16)

The choice B’~4= 150 MeV(near the MIT bag value) leads to the curve markedI in fig. 1.4, while
Bu4= 250 leads to the curve marked II. Curve III is the statistical bootstrap critical boundary with a
chosen critical point Tcr = T

0 = 190 MeVat ~ = 0 [HR8O].

200~T[M~1

©
150 -~ ~

~00~ N

50 - \\\\

0 —~-~ / ~ ___________

0 500 ~b[MeVj 1500

Fig. 1.4. Semiquantitativephaseboundariesbetweenquark-gluonplasmaand hadronicgasphases.The curve markedIV is usedin the domain
0< I~b<600MeV in this paper.See text after eq. (1.16) for explanationof details.
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Table 1.1
Selectedcritical valuesof (/1~r,T~r)andthecorresponding~z

5IT ratio.
For T0 = 250MeV and V— t as well as —t

3 we also show ç, the
lifetime of the pure quark-gluonplasma, assuming that the initial
radiusof theplasmais 3 fm (seesection1.5 for detailsof assumptions)

T~, t~ t~3~

(MeV) (MeV) ~ T (fmlc) (fmlc)

0 160 0 17 7.0
200 156 1.3 18 7.2
400 148 2.7 22 7.6
600 130 4.6 32 8.7

The boundarycurve markedIV (full line) will be used in our calculations. It is selectedrather
arbitrarily by fixing B”4 = 200MeV, Tcr( P~b= 0) = 160MeV andp~~(T= 0) = 960 MeV andinterpolating
accordingto eq. (1.16) quadraticallyin between.Note, however,that the coefficientsof the quadratic
form, LHS of eq. (1.16)were not takenas givenby thefree quark-gluongas,but aredeterminedby the
abovechoiceof parameters.Explicitly the boundaryselectedby us satisfiesthe equation:

(TIT~°
1)

4+ (TIT~r)2(pqI/J.~cr)2(/.L~crIB”4)2(T~rIB’’4)2+ (/hq~’P~cr)4= 1 . (1.17)

The motivation to choose Tcr = 160MeV residesin the remarkablefact that transversemomentum
spectrain hadronicreactionsare governedby a universalslope parameterof 160MeV [Ha65,HR68].

= 960MeV was chosenquite arbitrarily in order for /2cr(T= 0) to be nearcurve I (MIT bag) and
curveIII (bootstrapmodel) atmoderatetemperatures.Howeverunrealisticthis latterchoicemaybe, it
will be of no influence in the following considerations where only /Lb <600MeV is used. Selecting a
numberof valuesof Pb along the critical curve in fig. 1.4 we find the correspondingvaluesof critical
temperatureandp IT as shown in table 1.1.

1.5. Evolutionfor quark-gluonplasma

1.5.1. Baryon-richplasma
We must make a further assumption in order to describe the physical phenomena and the time

evolution of the quark-gluon plasmain nuclearcollisions. Our first reactionpicturemaybe realizedin
two ways. Either it implies stopped nuclear matter leading to a baryon-richenvironmentfor the plasma
with relatively large matter radiusR

0 [DR82j or it may be realized in the fragmentation region at
ultra-high energiesbeyondthe stoppingregime [CDH83]. In the first caseassumethat the volume
occupiedby the plasmagrowsrapidly with time as morenuclearmatterentersthe reactionzone,while
the temperatureis assumedto be nearly constant.After a characteristicfireball formation time to the
inflow of matter ceases,anddue to continuingexpansionthe temperatureT beginsto decreasefaster
suchthat VT

3(=-~entropy)is a constantin timefor t> t
0. In the secondcaset0 correspondsto theproper

collision time of the penetratingnuclei, measuredin the rest frame of the nucleus.
We havethereforethe following model assumptions:

V= V0(t/t0)~, t> t0 (1.18a)
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T= f T0(tIt0)~’
3, t> to (1.18b)

T
0, t<t0.

n is a parameter,to be takenbelow as either one or three, to describelongitudinal and spherical
expansion,respectively,and the plasmatime constantis assumedto be linearly dependenton the
plasmaradiusR0,

t0 = 1.5R~ (l.18c)

as suggestedby somehydrodynamicalcalculations[Ch82].Equation(1.18b) implies further that the
time t~requiredfor the initial plasmatemperatureT0 to drop to the critical temperatureT~is

= 1.5R0(T0IT~)
3’~. (1.19)

The magnitude of R
0considered by us is in the domain of 2—4fm; T0, theinitial plasmatemperature,will

be in the interval T~< T0 <250 MeVwhere, as per assumption, T~(p = 0) = 160 MeV. Wenote that for
= 2 fm (i.e. t0 = 3 fm/c = 1023 s) and T0 = 200 MeV, eq. (1.19) with n = 1 leads to t~= 6 fm/c =

2 x 1023 s, a ‘canonical’ time used quite often furtherbelow. In the other extreme, with T0 = 250 MeV
and R0= 4 fm, one finds 3 times longer baryon lifetime, t~= 18 fm/c. However, for n = 3 we find in this
case8.6fm/c. In fig. 1.5 weshowschematicallythe time evolution of V and T. Of course,this simple
parameterizationpresentedhereof the plasmaevolutionis quite inadequatefor a moredetailedstudy.
However, its simplicity providesfor a first insight into the role that dynamicsof nudercollisions and
plasmaformationandevolutionis going to play in the studyof propertiesof this new form of matterby
observationof strangeantibaryons.

T,p. to fc th f

CTcr,~cr)

t~ tc th t
Fig. 1.5. Schematicrepresentationof time evolution of the reactionvolume and temperature.Dotted is the hadronicphase.For t < t, pure
quark-gluonplasmais present.t0 is theplasmaformation time.
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A further refinement of the time evaluation of the plasma state is necessary whenever we need to
consider the light quark content, which is controlled by the baryochemical potential. The simple
assumption

p
15(t)/T(t) const. (1.20)

appears to be the best choice in our context. This leads to

0 —n/

3
J Pb(~~”O) , t>t

0
jLb(t) = (1.21)

Pb’ t~to.

The actual value of Pb’ T establishedin a particular collision of two nuclei dependson the yet not
well-known stopping power of nuclear matter as well as on the parametersof the collision: kinetic
energy, size of projectile and target, impact parameter. In the last columns of table 1.1 we give the
expected lifetime of the pure plasma state that is the time t~until the critical valuesp~,T~are reached,
assuming R0 = 3 fm, to = 1.5R0.

As a consequenceof the assumption(1.20) the entropy per baryon in the plasma remains constant.
However,the baryonnumberincreasesfor t < t0, dueto growth of thevolume of the plasmastate.For
t> to the baryonnumber remainsconstantand so does the total entropyof the plasmastate,The
thermalenergyper baryonis constantfor t < to andit is decreasingfor t> t0. The consequencesof this
dynamicalmodelfor strangeparticleevolutionandformationwill be describedin somedetailin section
7.

1.5.2. Baryon-symmetric(gluonic) plasma
At ultra-high collision energies, when the nuclei may not be able to stop eachother, a quark-gluon

plasma with vanishing baryon number density is expected to develop in the central rapidity region
[AKM8OI. The space-time development of this gluonic matter is described by the appropriately
modified hydrodynamical model of Landau for hadronic collisions at very high energy
[Bj83,Ba83,KRR83J. The matter expandsmainly longitudinally, but there is also someflow in the
transversedirections.

In the local restframe,the variation of the energydensity £ with proper time is related to the
divergenceof the local four-velocity u

12:

(in E) = —(1 + v~)~u12 (1.22)

wherev~is thevelocity of soundin the quark-gluonplasma(1IV’~= v~for an ultra-relativisticgas). In
the framework of the inside-outsidecascademodel it is assumedthat the partonsare producedat
propertime r

0 — 1 fm/c at rapidityy = arctanh(v11),wherev is thelongitudinalvelocity in the laboratory
frame. The four-velocity is then (seefig. 1.6)

u
12=-(y,yv

11,0,O)=r(tIr,x/T,O,O) (1.23)

so that s9~u
12= r’. The energy density therefore evolves according to the law

1+v~ 4/3
E(T) = E

0(T0IT) = £0(T0/T) . (1.24)
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X=~cI~/X=Ct

Fig. 1.6. Definition of thecoordinatesfor the evolution of the quark-gluonplasmain thecentral rapidity region.The dashedline representsthe
curved line of a partonproducedat rapidity Y.

As the energy density of a baryon number-symmetric plasma is strictly proportional to T4 (see eqs.
(1.4) and (1.13)) this implies that the temperature varies like in (1.18b) with n = 1:

- T = T
0(T1r0)’’

3 , T � T~, (1.25)

as it is appropriate for longitudinal expansion.
Having outlined the framework for a detailed study of strange hadrons emerging from the

quark-gluon plasma we can now turn to the development of the subject matter by first considering what
the spectrum of strange hadrons is telling us about the intrinsic properties of strange quarks.

2. Strangequark massand hadronicspectrum

The parametercontrolling decisively the considerationsof this paperis the strangequark mass.
Recentlyit hasbeenshown that the choiceof a runningvaluefor the strangequark massparameter

m~= m
0ln(RAR), (2.1)

allows for an accuratedescriptionof the spectrumof strangehadronsin the frameworkof the MIT-bag
model. AR introducedin eq. (2.1) is a new parameterto be addedto the set of bagmodelparameters
andR is the confinementradiusfor quarks.Relation (2.1) is an empiricalconsequenceof a systematic
studyof possiblefits to hadronicspectra.Although eq. (2.1) is very suggestiveof the continuumQCD
running quark mass formula [NW81,Po76, GP76], one should not necessarily take this as evidence for
the validity of QCD,especiallyas the samestudyrevealedthat it is perfectly sufficientto usea constant
valueof the QCD couplingconstanta5. Also note thatperturbativeQCD predictsa power4/9 for the
logarithm in eq. (2.1) [NW81,GL82].

2.1. Phenomenologicalmassformula

We now describehow the relation (2.1) is extractedfrom the empirical knowledge about the
hadronicspectrum[AR84,AR85]. Considerthe MIT bagHamiltonian [deG75,Jo75]:
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4 ~ ~ fl,E, 1 v

H=B-5irR ~ (2.2)

Heren, countsthe numberof quarkswith flavour i E {u, d, s}. Isospinbreakingeffects arenot included
in eq. (2.2). The coefficients c,1

c,1 = ~hI~ (Fcr)0(Fu)1~h~, (2.3)
k<l

with F standing for the generatorsof colour SU(3) and u denoting the spin matrices C,1 are the
expectation values of the colour hyperfine interaction. There are thus 7 parameters: B, z0, £q~E~, hqq~
hqs and h~5of which the last 4 can be functionsof m5R.Werecall that the quark energies (in units of
1/R), are usually determined from boundary conditions imposed at the confinement radius R. This
normally fixes the ratios hqqIhqsIhss~as well as R-dependenceof hqs and h55. By allowing all these
matrix elements and energy eigenvalues to assume slightly different valuesthan expectedin a model
framework, one can account for small, but significant higher order effects, while avoiding the
introductionof ad hocassumptionsas to the quark dynamics in the bag and at the surface, as they are
introduced,e.g., in chiral bag models.

The nonstrange quarks are assumed to be approximately massless while the strange quarks have a
nonnegligible mass. The parametersdescribingthe propertiesof the strangequarkswill dependin a
significant manner on m5R,a dimensionlessquantity. It is more straightforward to avoid any explicit
mentioningof m5 and write a parametric representation:

= Eq + £~‘
1R+ £~2~R2+ (2.4a)

h
05(M~R)= hqs(0)+ h~R+... (2.4b)

h55(M5R) h55(0) + h~R+... (2.4c)

where £(1), £(2), h~,h~’~maybe viewedas further initially independent and dimensionedparameters
to be fixed by comparison with the spectrum of strange hadrons. Fitting all the parameters by
considering the hadronicspectrum,the R-dependenceof £~, the strangequarkenergy, is determined.
However, as is apparentfrom eq. (2.4a), one cannot, without a further assumptionor physical
consideration,identify a numericalvaluefor the massor kinetic energyof the strangequarks— initially
only the strangequark energy,£5(R)/R, will be extracted.

2.2. Fitting procedures

Explicit fitting proceduresshowthat it is sufficient to consideronly the secondorder termsin R in
eq. (2.4a)and first order termsin eqs. (2 .4b) and ( 2.4c). At this point it is worthwhile to realisethat
each such hypothesis leading to a reduction of the number of parameterscan be easily verified
numericallyby addingor omitting parameters.Failureof improvementof a fit of the hadronicspectrum
with an additionalparameterimpliesthat it is not necessaryto considersucha refinement.In that way it
is found that e(1) = 0 andfurther thatthe hyperfineinteractionis arisingfrom two-body forcessincethe
relationshiph~ = 2h is confirmedin actual numericalfits.
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Table 2.1
Upper portion and lower portion: stable and unstablehad-
rons. First column: Experimentalisospin averagemassesused
as inputs in least squarefits. Fit A: Empirical formula for

strangequark energy.Fit B: Runningstrangequark mass

Particle Exp.mass Fit A Fit B

N 939 940 938.8
w 783 782 783.1
K 496 496 495.9
4’ 1020 1021 1020.1

1193 1193 1193.5
A 1116 1115 1115.6

1318 1318 1318.3
12 1672 1672 1671.8

1232 1240 1234
K* 895 907 908.8

1385 1394 1391.4

1533 1537 1537.1

(A) E, = EqIR+

(B) m~= 234 MeV ln(R 760 MeV), B”
4 = 145.5MeV.

With the six remainingparameters[i.e. B, z
0,£q~£(2), hqq,h~(h~= 2h~ande(1) = 0)] a fit of the

eightstablehadronmassesleadsto a typical spectrumgivenunderFit A in table2.1. The massescan be
fitted on the averageto within 0.7MeV of the assumedvalues, the massesof the wide statesare
predictedquite closelyto their actual physicalvalues,yet consistentlya little too high (see[AR84] for a
qualitativediscussionof this behaviour).

However correlationsfound betweenthe parametersin Fit A imply that there were too many
parameters.This is certainly the casesince B, ~(2) andh~’~arethreedimensionedparameterswhile the
physics of the problem requires at most two independentdimensionedquantities, namely those
associatedwith the hadronicvacuumandthe strangequarkmass.Thesecorrelationsareeliminatedby
fixing or droppingof certainparameters:h is almostcompletelydeterminedby the I—A splitting. The
fit gives h~’2= —29.3 ±2.4MeV comparedto ~(MA— M~)= —29.2MeV. Further, the hadronicspec-
trum is found to be sensitiveonly to the combinationsB

113Eq~B”3z
0 andB”

3hqq and~ Therefore
one can chooseone of the four parametersB, z

0, £q~ hqq~without affecting the fit. The choice
B

114 = 171 MeV [AR84] leads to £ = 1.688, z
0 = —1.559 and hqq = 0.320 all valuesbeing reducedin

comparisonwith the MIT bag fit ~deG75].Note that in the MIT bag model the value Eq = 2.043 is
determinedfrom the boundaryconditionon the unperturbedfermionspinors.Selectingthis value,i.e.,
fixing Eq = 2.043 results in B”

4 = 147MeV, z
0 = 1.886, hqq = 0.387: all values are close but slightly

differentfrom the original MIT fit. Thequantity £~
2~(4iTB)“~ = 0.203GeV213 is determinedby the N—A

splitting. Once B is chosenatapreferredvalue, £(2) can be extractedandthe energyin eachhadronis
determined.The importantmessagehereis that the isospin averagedhadronicspectrumin the u, d, s
sectorcannotfix uniquely a valueof Eq or B independentof a theoreticalbias eventhoughonly few
parametersare fitted to a large numberof hadronicstates.

2.3. Strangequark energyand mass

Once Eq or B is selected,the energyof the strangequark E
5 asfunction of R is fixed. Although e5(R)
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varieswith choiceof B (viz. eq) the energyof strangequarksin varioushadronsis virtually independent
of this arbitrariness,as the radiusR of hadronschangesaccordingly. A numberof fits to different
functional forms r~isshown in fig. 2.1, all madeassumingB114=0.170GeV[AR851.The point to
notice here is that the strangequark energydoes not dependon the methodof parameterization,
underpinningthe physical relevanceof the result. The assumedforms are:

£~IR= {Eq + ~ + E~m)Rm}IR. (2.5)

The different curves in fig. 2.1 were determinedby assumingvalues (n,m) E (0, 1, 2, 3, 4) and
computingthe leastsquarefit to the hadronicspectrum.All differentfits terminatewith a very goodx2~
exceptfor the linear fit (1, 0) — dot dashedin fig. 2.1, which lacksthe necessaryability to turnupwards
at large R.

The energyof strangequarks, as a function of R, is determinedby the study of the hadronic
spectrum,onceB1’4 is selected.In fig. 2.2 we showthe energyof strangequarksin varioushadronsfor
various fits with different B”4 — recall that we can haveany value of B”4 as long as B1~3Eq is kept
constant.There is practicallyno variation of the strangequarkenergieswith a differentchoiceof B”4.
The strangequarkenergiesin hadronsall are in the range554—594MeV with the exceptionof kaons
whereit is 715MeV due to the very small confinementradius.

The large deviation of E
5(R) from kinematicbehaviourfound in [AR85] suggeststhat a physical

parameterizationof the massm5 is required, such as given in eq. (2.1). Then

E5(R) = e5IR= V[eqms(R) /R1
2 + (m

5(R))
2 (2.6)

1.00 i

__ :

_________________________________ • 574±10Mev •
0.50 0

0.4 0.6 0.8 .0 .2 l.4
R (fm) _______________________________

550 140 150 160 170
Fig. 2.1. The strange quark energy as a function of confinement B”4 [M ~
radiusR for variousparameterisations,eq. (2.5): a= (n, m)= (2.4): e
b = (2.3): c = (2.1): d = (2.0): dashdotted (1.0). B”4 = 170 MeV is
assumedin thesefits. Fig. 2.2. (In)dependenceof strangequarkenergyon B”4.
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andm5(R)variesaccordingto eq. (2.1) while Eq is madeR dependentaccordingto the boundaryvalue
problemposedby the MIT bag model. AssumingB”

4 = 145.5MeV the light quark momentumwas
foundat Eq(0) = 2.049±0.013, very nearto the Dirac equationbageigenvalue.The resultinghadronic
massesare given in Fit B, table2.1. All narrowhadronicmassesarefitted within 0.5MeV. The other
parametersfound [AR85] are hqq = 0.388±0.006, z

0 = —1.85±0.025, m0= 234 ±14MeV, AR= 760±

57 MeV. There is a slight correlationbetweenEq and z0 and an importantone betweenm0 and AR as
should beexpected— only two of the threedimensionedparametersB”

4 m
0 andAR can havephysical

meaning.Theeffectivestrangequark massvariesbetween173MeV in kaonsand321MeV in E* andits
R dependenceis clearly significant. (Seetable 2.2.)

Severalcommentsmust be madewith referenceto the aboveresults:
(a) The assumedform of the runningmass,eq. (2.1), is different from the (ln)

4’9 behaviourimplied
by QCD. It is the needfor the massto go up with increasingR (decreasingmomentum)which matters
but not the precisefunctional behaviour.

(b) In our future discussionthe result that the strangequarkmassis —170 MeV in a kaonplaysan
important role. The energydensity in a kaon (last column of table 2.2) is 0.75GeV/fm3 while in
nonstrangehadronsit is 4B = 0.24GeV/fm3 for B”4 = 145.5MeV. We thus can associatethe mass of
the strangequarkatthe 170MeV level with energydensitywhich we expectat thephasetransitionto the
plasmaphase.The energydensityof 0.3—0.5GeV/fm3 is found for strangehadronsin which the strange
quark masscomesto 260—310 MeV. Note that, in general, strangehadronsare ‘denser’ as thereis less
Fermi pressureto balancethe vacuumpressure,sincethe massivequark is moreinert thana massless
one.

(c) The running strangequark massseemsto be an essentialelementin the understandingof the
hadronicspectrumin the framework of the bagmodel massformula (2.2). Its smallnessat high energy
densityassuresthat strangenesswill be easilymadein quark-gluonplasma(seesection3).

Table 2.2
Masses,radii, strangequark energies,strangequark mass and energydensityhadronsas fitted.

B”4 = 170 MeV is assumedin thesefits

Fitted Rat = MIV at
mass B”4 = 145.5MeV E, m,(R) B”4 = 145.5MeV

Particle (MeV) (fm) (MeV) (MeV) (GeV/fm3)

Strangehadrons

K 496 0.543 715 173 0.75
4> 1020 0.787 594 260 0.50

1194 0.920 566 296 0.36
A 1116 0.920 566 296 0.34

1318 0.856 577 279 0.50
12 1672 0.910 568 294 0.53
K4 909 0.857 577 280 0.35

1391 1.022 554 321 0.31
1537 0.964 560 307 0.41

Nonstrangehadrons

N 939 0.987 0.24
w 783 0.929 0.24
A 1234 1.081 0.24
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We arethuspromptedto usem5= 160—180MeV in roughaccordwith the studiesof currentstrange
quark mass via various other means (see [GL82,RRY85] for a general review). The value m5—

280MeV occasionallyreferredto in literaturearisesin the context of the MIT bag model in which the
significant variationof m5 with the momentum(energydensity) hasbeenneglected.Furthernote that
almost always one finds E5 = 560MeV ±10MeV (kaons aresole significant exception).This is due to
the flatnessof E5(R) for valuesof R obtainedfor strangehadronsat given B”, seee.g., fig. 2.1 and
table2.2. This explainswhy additive quarkmodelshavebeenhighly successfulin the understandingof
the particleproperties.However, E5 = 560MeV is the constituentenergy(not mass)of the strange
quark in hadrons.

For the studyof strangequark-pairproductionin the following sectionwe shall combinethe above
massparameter,m5 — 170MeV, with the value of the running couplingconstanttakenat the relevant
(timelike) four-momentumQ

2= 4m~.Numerically this gives

a~(4m~)= (11 - ~Nf)ln(4m~IA2) —0.6 (2.7)

for Nf = 3 flavour andA — 100 MeV/c beingsuggestedby fits to scalingviolation in deep-inelasticlepton
hadronscattering[SW82].

3. Heavy quark productionin quark-gluon plasma

Considera relativistic nuclearcollision in which a transitionalstateof quark-gluonplasmaoccurs.
The productionof strangenesscarrying hadronsproceedsthrough threesteps: (i) locally deconfined
strangequarksandantiquarksarecreatedin the quark-gluonphase;(ii) thesequarksareincorporated
as hadronicconstituentsduring the disintegrationof the quark-gluonplasma;and(iii) strangehadrons
continueto react,areproducedand destroyedin the final hadronicgasphaseby (confined)strangeness
creation, annihilation or exchangereactions. In this sectionwe study the elementaryprocessesof
strange,or more generallyheavy, quark pair-productionand annihilation in the quark-gluonplasma,
andwe investigatein depththe approachto chemicalequilibriumof thestrangequarkabundancein the
plasmaphase.With our apologies,the symbol ‘s’ is usedin thissectionto denote‘strong’ in a~,V~(the
kinematic variable), ‘strangeness’and as a unit of time, aside from further useto denoteentropy
density. However, it is in our opinion always possibleto identify the propermeaningin the given
context in which the symbol ‘s’ is used.

3.1. Quark pair production

In lowestorder in perturbativeQCD,(s~)-quarkpairscan be createdin collisions of two gluons(fig.
3. la—c) andby annihilationof light quark—antiquarkpairs(fig. 3.id). Thelatterprocesswasstudiedby
Biro andZimanyi [BZ82, BZ83] who foundratherlong relaxationtimesfor approachto the chemical
equilibrium. They thereforequestionedthe previously proposed[RH8O,Ra81] use of (equilibrated)
strangenessas a diagnostictool for quark-gluonplasma.However, calculationsof Biro and Zimanyi
ignoredtherole of gluonswhichwereconsideredby RafeiskiandMuller [RM82,KMR86]. Theyshowed
that the gluonic productionrate (cf. fig. 3. la—c) is dominatingstrangenessproductionandleading to
equilibrationtimescomparableto the expectedplasmalifetime. Thus flow of strangenessin relativistic
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d)
~q.

k2~~q2

Fig. 3.1. Lowestorder QCD diagramsfor ss production:(a)—(c) gg—~s~(d) q~—~si.

nuclearcollisions wasestablishedas apromisingmethodof detectingthe plasmastate.Becauseof the
importanceof strangenessproduction in this diagnostic approachto quark-gluon plasma we will
rederive these results here in all detail.

The invariant matrix elementsfor quark-pairproductionhavebeencalculatedin lowestorderin the
QCD coupling constanta~by Georgi et al. [Ge78],Combridge[Co79Jand by Matsui, Svetitskyand
McLerran [Ma85]. The squaredinvariant matrix elements,summedover initial and final colour, spin
and flavour statesare for the individual diagramsshown in fig. 3.1:

‘ST~’ 2 2 (M
2—t)(M2—u)

L’~a~=(gGgqlras) 3~2 , (3.la)

V 2 2 2 (M2 — t)(M2 - u) — 2M2(M2+ t)
.~.> l~bI = (gGgqnas) 27 (M2 — t)2 , (3.lb)

V 2 2 2 (M2—t)(M2—u)—2M2(M2+u)~ =(g~g~~cç)~ 2 2 (3.lc)
LI (M —u)

V 2 2 216 (M2—t)2+(M2—u)2+2M2s
.~., = Nf(gqlra

5) ~ S
2 , (3.ld)

while the interference termsbetweenthe processes(a—c) are

~ = (gGgq iras)2 (M: - t)(M2-~)+M2(u- t) (3.le)

~ = (gGgq~as)2 (M 22 (u — t) , (3.lf)

2 M(s—4M)
= (gGgq~as)108(M2— u)(M2 — t) (3.lg)
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HereM is the strangequark mass[we write M insteadof m5 to render the generalityof the result
obvious], and s, t, u are the Mandeistamvariables

s=(k1 +k2)
2 , t=(k, —q

1)
2 , u=(k

1 —q2)
2. (3.2)

The momentak, and q. are definedin fig. 3.1. The degeneracyfactorsfor gluons and quarksare:

g~=2~8~=16,gq=2~3c=6, (3.3)

andNf = 2 is the numberof light quark flavours contributingto the reaction(3.ld).
Inserting thesenumbersanddividing by the numberof initial states,i.e. g~for processes(3.la—c)

and Nfg~for process(3.ld), we obtain the following averagedmatrix elements for strange quark
productionby light quarksand gluons, respectively:

~ ~q~so~ = ~2 a~(Q2)[(M2 — t)2 + (M2 — u)2 + 2M2s] (3.4a)

~ ~gg-~s~= ~2a2(Q2)[~ (M2 - t)(M2 - u) + ~ (~+

16 2/ M2+t M2+u \ 6 2

— I M ~(M2 — t)2 + (M2 — u)2) — - (2M — t — u)

+6 M2(t — u)2 — 2 M2(s — 4M2) 3 4b
s(M2 - t)(M2 - u) 3 (M2 - t)(M2 - u) (.

The strongcouplingconstanta~(Q2) heremustbe takenat aninvariant momentumQ2 which is most
appropriatelychosenas Q2 = s for the reactionsunderconsideration[Co79].Note thatthe choiceof a
commonQ2 in the variousdiagramscontributingto the processgg—~s~is essentialfor the conservation
of gaugeinvarianceat the level of a powerseriesexpansionin a

5. As thischoicefor Q
2 is independent

of the squaredmomentum transfer t, the averagedcross sections may be easily determinedby
integratingover the allowed rangeof t:

1
2Jdt~~2 (3.5)

l6lTs

with the bounds

t± = M
2 — ~s(l ~ W(s)), (3.6)

where

W(s):=(l — 4M2Is)1’2. (3.7)

Thus we find:
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= 8~a~(i + W(s) (3.8a)

- 2ira~ 11 4M2 M41 1 17 31 M21 1
= 3s 1L1 + —i---— + —~-Jtanh W(s)— + -~- —i--] W(s)

1. (3.8b)

Giventhe averagedcrosssectionswecan nowcalculatethe rateof eventsperunit time summedoverall
final and initial states.Neglectingat presentfinal stateinteractionsof the reactiondueto the presence
of strangequarksproducedearlier (we return to the questionof the influence of Pauli blocking in
subsection3.4) the strangenessproductionrate is:

= f d
3xf (2)~~ p

0(k~,x) f (2)~~ p~(k2,x)f ds6(s - (k1 + k2)
2)&(s) V12. (3.9)

The sumover theinitial statesincludesthe discretequantumnumbersi, j (colour, spin,etc.) overwhich
the matrix elements (eq. (3.1)) were averaged.i.’

12 = (k1 . k7)I~k,~k2~is the relative velocity of the
initial particles,which aretakenasmassless.In order to facilitate the calculations,a dummyintegration
over s has been introduced.

Next, we have to specify the phase-spacedensitiesp,(k, x) for light quarksandgluonsin the initial
state. In the circumstance of a nuclear collision these will initially be given by the Lorentz boosted
quarkand gluon structurefunctionsof the colliding nuclei. During the collision thesewill be modified
due to parton—partoncollisions and become,under circumstancesfavourable to the formation of
quark-gluonplasma,the thermaldistributionfunctions, boostedto the appropriaterapidity along the
beamdirection. As was arguedon the basis of perturbativeQCD [vHP75,CKR77], the gg—~gg
scatteringprocesshas a large cross section due to the large number of colour degreesof freedom
resulting in a short mean free path for gluons. Furthermore,the anticipatedlifetime of the fireball
createdin an ultrarelativisticnuclearcollision is of order6 fm = 2 x 1023s, accompanied by an energy
density above 1 GeV/fm

3. Under these conditions it is likely that each perturbative quantum (light
quark,gluon) will rescattermanytimesduring the lifetime of the plasma.Oneshouldrecallhereaswell
that randomizationof the particle momentaleading to a Maxwellian distribution needsunder such
circumstancesonly few collisions. Hence,we approximatethe momentumdistributionfunctionsby the
statistical Bose, or respectively, Fermi distributionfunctionswhich are (cf. section1.3)

f
8(k) = (exp(/3 . k) — 1)’ (3.lOa)

fq(k) = (exp(13 . k — ~q/T)+ 1)’ (3.lOb)

f4(k)= (exp(13 k+ ,uqIT)+ 1)’ (3.lOc)

where/3 k = f3~k~and(p pP.)_h

12 = T is the temperaturein the local restframe. In the rest frame of
the plasmawe havesimply /3• k= kilT, as light quarksandgluons are consideredto be massless.

The equilibrium distributions(3.10)can only be takenseriouslyfor kI not very muchlargerthan T;
to populatethe high energytail of the distributionsmany parton—partoncollisions are required,for
which theremay not be enoughtime during the lifetime of the plasma.This remark is of particular
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relevanceconcerningthe productionof quarksof heavierflavour, such as charmedquarks from the
thermalizedplasmastate.For m~—1.5GeV we havemelT—7—10 and,therefore,the representationof
the parton distribution functionsby the expressions(3.10) is inappropriatethere.We also note that,
while in each individual nuclear collision the momentumdistribution may vary, in the ensembleof
many different collisions the statistical distributions may be a good approximationof the circumstances.
We further note that by considering only the equilibratedphase-spacedistributions (3.10) in which
particles have relatively small randomisedmomentum,we implicitly neglectpre-equilibriumproduction
of strange quark pairs from direct collisions of quarks and gluons before colliding nuclei form the
plasma state, i.e. the direct productionof strange hadrons through direct nucleon—nucleon collisions in
the early stage of the reaction. However, as strangequark-pair production is not kinematically
suppressed in the quark-gluon plasma phase, contrary to the nuclear phase as we shall show below, we
do not anticipate that the pre-equilibrium production mechanismcontributessignificantly to the
strangenesspopulation.However,onemayexpectit to dominatetheproductionof heavyflavours,e.g.
charmedquarks(seesection3.5).

In view of these qualifying remarks, we now proceedusing in eq. (3.9) for the phasespacedensities
p,(k,x) the statistical momentumdistributionsfg(k),fq(k),f~(k)of gluons, quarks and antiquarks which
can still have a parametric space-time dependence, i.e. through T(x)or p0(x).Theinvariant strangeness
formation rate per unit time and volume for the elementaryprocessesshownin fig. 3.1 is then:

dtd
3x = ~ J sdsô(s-(k,+k

2)2)f (2~
3k, I (2~3kI

4M2 2

~ fg(ki) fg(k
2) ~gg~(5) + Nf g~fq(ki) f~(k2)~q~=s~(5)}~ (3.11)

The factor 1/2 in front of the phasespacedensityof gluons accountsfor the fact that the reactionis
proportional to the number of gluon pairs in each volume element,and the doubleintegrationover k1
and k2 counts each gluon pair twice. This factor is missing in a number of previous computations
[RM82,BZ83, CP84,MM84] andis introducedin [Ma85,KMR86]. Aswe haveimplicitly assumedthatin
the rest frame of the plasmathe distribution functionsf only dependon the absolutevalue of the
momentum, ki = k0 k, we can evaluatethe angularintegralsin eq. (3.11):

~f Sds&gg~s4[Jdk,Jdk2O(4kik2~S)fg(ki)fg(k2)]

4M

2 0 0)

ds&q~s5[Jdk, J dk
2 O(4k,k2— s) fq(ki) f4(k2)], (3.12)

where the step function requires that k, k2 � s/4� M
2, andthefunctionsfg(k), fq(k), f~(k)are specified

in eq. (3.10). In the glue part of the rate A, eq. (3.12), the k,, k
2 integralscan be carried out

analytically by expandingthe Bosefunction, eq. (3.10), in a power series in exp(— kIT):
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r / 1/2
4 I 3/2 - V -t/2 ~(nms)Ag = —~ T j ds s °qq_~st(5)~ (nm) K1~

IT n,mt
4M

2

2 3 —2MITI’ 1
e !o~l+T-,~+”~). (3.13)

nIT i~t LVI

To obtainthe quarkcontributionthe integralsmust beevaluatednumericallyexceptin particularlimits
in which the Fermidistributionscan besuitablyapproximated.We do not discussthis term furtherhere,
as the quarkcontributionis relatively unimportant, but we presentthe numericalresults below.

Once strange quark—antiquark pairs have been created,the s~-annihilationreactionwill depletethe
strange quark population. Under the condition of statistical independenceof the creation and
annihilation process, this loss term is proportional to the squareof the density p

5 of strangeand
antistrange quarks. With p’ being the saturationdensity at large times, the following differential
equationthenapproximatelydescribesthe evolution of p~as a function of time:

dp5/dt A[1 — (p5(t)1p°)
2]. (3.l4a)

Wenote that eq. (3.14a) mayalsoincludea termlinear in p
5(t). For example,whenthe plasmadensity

is sufficiently high, the producedstrangequarkshavedifficulty in getting away quickly from eachother.
With a scattering length of the orderof ~fm, in extremecases,one hasto allow for diffusion rather
thanreadyfree motion. In the limiting caseof very densemediumwe find the createds~pair still in a
given correlationvolume,and hencethe annihilationterm is linear in ~ in suchinstance

d135/dt~A{1—[~5(t)lp~]}. (3.14b)

The solutionsof (3.14) and(3.15) arequite similar in their appearance(monotonicallyrising, saturating
functions)and are, respectively,

p5(t) = p° tanh(t/2T)-~.~>p~(l—2 eh/T), (3.l5a)

j55(t) = p’ [1 — e_t/T] (3.15b)

with the relaxationtime constantsr and ~ controlling the time scaleof approachto the asymptotic

equilibrium density:
Tp~l2A, (3.16a)

(3.16b)

respectively. Note that it takes twice as long to reach equilibrium if thereis close s—~correlation. A
factor 2 in eqs. (3.15a) and (3.16a) is missing in [RM82], but that omissionjust compensatesfor the
othermissingfactor1/2 in front of the gluonic contributionin eq. (3.11). The resultsfor the approach
to chemical equilibrium of strange quarksdue to the processgg—+s~as presentedin [RM82] are
therefore correct, whereas the relaxation time given for the less important process q~—~s~
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[BZ82,RM82] was too large by a factor of two. Thus the net result, after rectifying all omissionsin
earlier work is that the true equilibration time is by about ten percentshorterthangiven in [RM82].A
contrary claim made in [Ma85]is incorrectas pointedout in [KMR86]. More importantly, the precise
value of the equilibration time constant is controlled more significantly by the details of QCD
interactions,the value of strangequark massand otherpropertiesof the mediuminto which strange
quarksare produced(see alsothe following subsection).

3.2. Resultsfor static quark-gluon plasma

We now discussthe numericalresults for the rates, time constantsand the expectedstrangeness
abundance[KMR86]. In fig. 3.2a we comparethe ratesfor strangenessproductionby the processes
depictedin fig. 3.1 for the parametervaluesa~= 0.6, m~= 150MeV. We seethat the gluoncontribution
dominatesthe strangenesscreationrateA. The ratefor qj —~ s~alone(shownseparately— dashedlines)
contributeslessthan20 percentto the total rate. Using the equilibrium densityof strangequarksin the
plasma,(cf. section1.3) we can thereforeapproximatethe relaxationtime T by that determined by the
gluonic production mechanismalone. The analyticalresult, setting M = m5 of section2, with T as
defined in eq. (3.16a):

1.61 (m5lT)exp(m5lT)
T~—T ~—~-— (3.17)

g a5T(1+~T/m5+”~)

is falling rapidly with increasing temperature. In fig. 3.2b we show the characteristicrelaxationtimes
toward chemical equilibrium, T, defined in eq. (3.16a).Again it is obvious that gluonic strangeness
production is the dominant process since Tg is substantially smaller than Tq (dashedlines). If we compare
the time constant T with the estimatedlifetime of the plasmastate(horizontal line) we find that the
strangenessabundancewill be close to saturationfor temperaturesof 200MeV andabove,i.e., for an

rA[c.fm~I 01 ~

gg~s0

100 200 300 100 200 300

Fig. 3.2. (a) RatesA, (b) time constants asfunction of temperatureT. Full lines: q~—* si and gg—*s~dashedlines q~—* sI. The curvesare for
a, = 0.6 andm, = 150MeV. (Notethat in (a) thecurve“gg” is smallerby factor2, in (b) thecurve “q~”is lower by a factor2, ascomparedwith the
resultsof [RM82].)
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energydensityabove 1 GeV/fm3. We note that r is quite sensitiveto the choice of the strangequark
massparameterm

5 andthe couplingconstanta~.As we haveseenin section2 the appropriatechoiceof
m5, as well as that of a~, dependson the energydensityof the plasmastate.

The dependenceof strangenessproduction on the massof the strangequark has been studiedin
detail by Munehisaand Munehisa[MM84]. We showtheir resultsin figs. 3.3, correctedfor the factor
1/2 in the gluonic productionrate.At fixed T= 200 MeV anda4 0.6 the strangeness equilibration time
increasesrapidly with m5 (fig. 3.3a), and the total densityof producedstrangequarksafter a fixed
lifetime te = 20 fmlc of the plasmafalls steeply (fig. 3.3b). This illustratesthat enhancedstrangeness
production is also a promising signal for the chiral phasetransition [Sh8la,Pi82] in high-temperature
QCD if one adoptsthe view that quarksareendowedwith a high dynamicalmasswhich meltsdown to
smaller values.Figure 3.3b shows that a changeof 200 MeV in the effective mass m5 of the strange
quarkwould result in almost an orderof magnitudechangeof the strangenessabundance.

At this point we revisit again the processof creation of charmedquarksin quark-gluonplasma,
which is quite different due to the fact that m~/T’—’7—10.Due to the large value of m~/Tthe
density-quarks at equilibrium is very low, so that conservation of charm must be accountedfor exactly
and not on average,precluding the useof the grand canonicalensemble.The equilibrium densityof
charmed quarks is therefore [RD8O](assuming V ~ 1000 fm

3):

p~~g~V(mcTl2IT)3exp(—2m~/T), (3.18)

wheregq = 6 as in eq. (3.3) and V is the quark-gluonplasmavolume. Assumingfor the momentthat

102

!~lOl~T

100 200 300 400 500
m~(MeV)

Fig. 3.3. Dependenceof strangequark productionon strangequark mass for T = 200 MeV and a, = 0.6. (a) Equilibration time for theprocess
gg—* s~(b) density of strangequarksafter t = 20 fm/c.
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high energygluonsareavailablefor suchafar-off thermalequilibrium reaction,we have,accordingto
eqs. (3.13) and (3.16a):

= p~/2A~27m~V/14ITa~= V~860fm2. (3.19)

Here we haveused a
4 = 0.2 for the strong couplingconstantat the charmedquark massscale.Seen

togetherwith eq. (3.18) thisresult impliesavery low charmedquarkabundanceat the break-uptimeof
the quark-gluonplasmaexpectedto live not muchlongerthan 6 fm/c. Thus,both the absenceof hard
gluons mentionedalready and smallness of the charm phase space contribute to a rather small
abundanceof charmedquarks[Ra82].Nonetheless,detailedstudiesof charmproduction,in particular
plasmagluon fusion to charmonium[CP84,CV84} havebeendone andthe transparencyof plasmato
charmhasbeenconsidered[Re84]. We will discussthis further in section3.5.

So it turns out that it is just the small window — quark massequalto (~—l)x temperature— which
makesthe strangenessformation time similar to the expectedlifespanof quark-gluonplasmaandallows
us to observethe presenceof this new form of matter by the observation9f consequencesof large
strangequarkdensityand abundancecreatedby gluons during the short lifetime of the plasmastate.
The evolution of the densityof strangequarks, eq. (3.15a), relativeto the baryonnumbercontentof
the plasma state,is shown in fig. 3.4 for various temperatures.The saturationof the abundanceis
visible for T > 200MeV. The strangenessabundanceshows a pronouncedthreshold behaviour at
T=16OMeV.

In orderto appreciatethe anomalouslylargestrangeparticleabundancesemergingfrom quark-gluon
plasma, we will consider the formationof strangenessin the casewhereno quark-gluonplasmahas
been formedandhadronicmatterconsistsof individual hadronsin detail in section5. In particular,the
approachto chemicalequilibrium abundancesin the hadronicgas is of importanceandit will turn out
that the absenceof the equilibrium abundancesin the hadronicgas helpsdistinguishbetweenthe two
differentstatesof hadronicmatter atthe level of singly strangehadrons.Quark-gluonplasmaactsas a
sourceof strangeness,facilitating rapidsaturationof the (hadronicgas)phasespace.Absenceof gluonic
degreesof freedom assuresthat far too little strangenessis producedin individual hadronic (gas)
collisions.

~s~b M-15OMeV, a5-0.6

i024 i0_23 i022 tEsi

Fig. 3.4. Time evolution of the relative strangequark to baryon numberabundancein the plasmafor varioustemperaturesT (m,= 150 MeV,
a, 0.6).
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3.3. Influenceof volumeexpansion

When the volume occupied by the quark-gluon plasma changes in time (expands), we have to
supplementeq. (3.14a)with the volume dilution term (seesection7 for furtherextensivediscussion)

dp5 ldV
(3.20)

where now A and p° are time dependent quantities in consequenceof temperaturebeing a time
dependentfunction. Both Ag A andp°arenot dependenton the chemicalpotentialof light quarks.
As describedin section 1, we assumethe simple functional relations,eq. (1.18) to parameterizethe
time dependenceof T and V. In fig. 3.5athe resultingevolution of strangeparticledensity,calculated

(t)[fm
3} {To=25OMev ®fTo~180~eV

0.6~ ~ ltm LRO= 4fm

m
5-170MeV

90’!, Sot. a~05 (a)
~

d)0.2 ~ Sot

Oo 5 10 15 20 25 30

o)b) c)

(b)fl
101 ~250Mev -180MeV— - 3fm 4fm

m5-l7lMeV
a~-06

time IfmI
100 ~ 0 ,

0 10 20 30

Fig. 3.5. (a) Evolutionof strangenessdensityfor two typical evaluationscenariosof the plasma.See text for explanations.(b) Total strangeness
evolution in plasma(p,(t) multiplied with V(t)).
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assumingm5 = 170 MeV, a~= 0.6is shown[KMR86].CaseI correspondsto aratherhot blobof plasmaof
size 3 fm and initial T= 250 MeV, while caseII correspondsto the initial plasma temperaturebeing
more modest, T0 = 180MeV, while the radius being 4fm. V—t has beenassumedhere. Since the
product T~R is nearly the same, the energycontentis almost equal in both examples. They hence
representtwo different conceivablescenariosof a collision of heavynuclei. The arrow marked90%
shows the time at which the phasespacesaturationreachesthat level. The fall of the strangeness
density is a consequenceof the volume expansion,ratherthanstrangenessannihilation. As shown in
fig. 3.5b, the total strangenessis quite rapidly built up in the collision, and we can expect80—120

pIl)
0.4 p5(T)t),~5)0) ~:~PMeV

/ ~ 0.5

0.3 b) ‘fis - 170 1/tV

0.2 c)

(a)

d)

0

0 5 10 15 20 25 30

20 p5(t)

d)

1.5 ~-250MeV

R0-31m
a5-0.6
m,-170 1/tV

1.0 c)

(b)

b)

0.5k— a)
900/ Sst time Elm]

0 -~ II’I I I I L.~~_i I I I I I I I I I t..

0 5 10 15 20 25 30

Fig. 3.6. Relative abundanceof strangeness:(a) P,JPq~ (b) p,/p.
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strangequark pairs to be produced.There is virtually no net strangenessannihilations~—*gg as the
plasmaexpands.This is becausein the expansionprocessthe temperatureandstrangenessdensityboth
drop and the combined effect is sufficient to rapidly decouplestrangenessfrom the hadronic re-
equilibrationreactions.Points(a), (b), (c) and(d) indicatewhen,alongthe assumedcritical curve(see
fig. 1.3), the critical temperature is reachedat which the chemicalpotentialassumesthe values0, 200,
400, 600MeV, respectively(seetable 1.1), corresponding to Tcr = 160, 156, 148, 130MeV, respectively.
The phasetransition to the hadronicgas occurs at thesepoints, dependingon baryoncontentof the
plasma.As we seefrom fig. 3.5a,the transitiondensityis expectedin the narrow interval 0.15/fm3<

<0.3/fm3. This valueindicatesthat clusteringof two strangequarksin onehadronicvolume will be
frequent,and further that the total abundanceof strangenessis a measureof the plasmavolume at the
phase transition [KMR86].

Under the assumptionof ideal gas relations betweenthe baryochemicalpotential p~and the
q= u + d and~ light flavourdensities,wecomputethe time evolutionof relativestrangenessabundance
evaluation p

5(t) /Pq(t) andp,(t) /p4(t) for case I, shown in fig. 3.6. Curves marked (a)—(d) correspond to
values of ,ablT as fixed in table 1.1 and discussedabove. Naturally, with increasing j.r>~, the relative
strangenessabundancePs’Pq diminishes, but is substantialeven at large is,,. As baryon number
increases,~ abundancedecreasesand the opposite trend results in the p,1p4abundance.These two
characteristicpoints have beenemphasizedpreviously [RH8O,Ra81, Ra82, Ra84, RD83] and are
essentialprerequisitesin order that theproposedanomalousabundancesof strangeantibaryonsdevelop
in nuclearcollisions. We record,in particular,that at .t,,/ T—2.7 (curve (c)), we expectequalnumbers
of ~ and ii + d quarks,while for each2.5 nonstrangequarkswe find one s or ~ quark in the plasma.

One may arguethat the selectedscenarioin respectof volume or temperatureof the plasmahas
been overly simplified and optimistic with regard to the strangenessphasespacesaturationin plasma.
As the main developmentsof our work dependnearlyexclusivelyon the ability of the plasmastateto
reachthe equilibrium strangenessdensitywe now will showthat this is quite generallythe case.The
evolutionof the plasmadependson two initial quantities:R0 andT0 R0controlsthe characteristictime
of the plasma,see eq. (1.lc), but the lifetime is prolongedby having high initial temperatureT0.
Further, high temperature greatly facilitates the formation of strangeness, cf. eq. (3.17). All these

T~=160MeV,i.i~-0MeV

0 I I I I I I I I 0 I
200 250 T0IMeVI 300

Fig. 3.7. Degreeof strangenessabundanceequilibrationasa function of initial temperatureT0. Theradiusof theplasmais a parameter:R0= 2, 3,
4 fm.
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influences can be systematicallyinvestigatedby consideringthe degreeof strangenessequilibration
reachedin the plasmaas a function of T0 with R0 beinga parameter.In fig. 3.7 we seethat to within
factor 2 we always achieve saturation of strangenessphase space,of course more easily for the
long-lived largeplasmaor a hot initial environment.Here t~is the time atwhich the plasmastatecools
to the phasetransitiontemperatureand commencesto coexistwith the hadronicgasphase(seesection
1 and table 1.1).

3.4. Influenceof Pauli blockingoffinal states

Matsui, Svetitsky and McLerran [Ma85] have recently studiedthe influenceof final state Pauli
blocking on the rate constants for the strangenessproductionprocessesgg—÷s~andq~j—~s~.As more
andmorestrangequarksand antiquarksareproducedthey occupy, in part, the availablephasespace
andmayimpedeproductionthroughthe influenceof the Pauliexclusionprinciple. In order to account
for this effect, it is necessaryto makeadditionalassumptionsbeyondthoseintroducedin section3.1,
becausethe phasespacedistribution of alreadyproducedstrangequarksmustbe identified. Matsuiet
al. assumedthat the strangequarks producedare rapidly thermalized,so that their momentum
distributioncan be representedby the form

f5(k) =f,(k) = (Az’ ePk + 1)’. (3.21)

HereA4 exp(p~/T) is the fugacity of strangequarkswhich describesthe amountof saturationof the
statisticalphasespacedensity. Initially, for p5 = 0, we have A5 = 0 (p.s= — x~ chemical equilibrium is
characterizedby A4 = 1 (p.s = 0). Since strangequarksare alwaysproducedin pairs,~ andp, areequal,
which implies A~= A5. As the chemicalequilibrium requiresA, = Az’, the equilibrium abundancemust
satisfyA4 = A, = 1 as stated.While assumptionof eq. (3.21) seems,at first sight, perfectlyreasonable,it
follows upon far-reaching assumptions, e.g. that the spacecorrelationsbetweenthe quark and the
antiquarkof a newly producedstrangequark pair are rapidly destroyed.

Oncef5(k) andf,(k) arespecified(cf. eq. (3.21)),it is easyto expressthe productionrateAgain and
the annihilationrate A,04~of strangequarksin terms of the invariant matrix elements(3.1) andthe
phasespacedensities,taking Pauli blocking and effects of Bose statisticsinto account:

I d
3k, I d3k

2 I d
3p, I d3p

2
Again = j J J j (2ir) 6(p, +p2 — k, — k2)

(2ir) 2k, (2IT) 21k2 (2IT) 2Ip, (2IT) 2 p2

X[~fg(ki)fg(k2)~ I~a+ + ~2 +fq(k~)fq(k2) AId] [1_f(~)][1 f,(p2)]’

(3.22)

I d
3k, I d3k

2 I d
3p, I d3p

2
A,044= J J 3 J 3 j (2ir) ~(p1 + p2 — k, — k2)

(2ir) 2k1 (2IT) 2k2 (2IT) 2 p, (2IT) 21p2 0

±fg(Pt))(1 ~fg(P2)) ~ Ala + +

+(l fq(Pt)) (1 f~(p2)) ~ lAId] f4(k,) f,(k2). (3.23)
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The factor 1/2 in front of the gluecontributionsagainaccountfor the double-countingof gluon pairs.
In eqs. (3.22) and (3.23) the law of detailedbalanceis incorporated,i.e. the squaredinvariant matrix
elements,summedover degeneracyof initial and final states,are equalfor the forwardand reverse
reaction. Further, since

I ~ I (2~)32p
2 (2IT)

4~(p,+p
2—k,—k2)lAll

2=
16

1
2JdtlAl12,

(3.24)

we can establish the relation with our previous eq. (3.11), provided that the statistical factors(1 — f5),
(1 — f,) are replaced by one [KMR86].This amounts to the neglect of Pauli blockingin the final state.
Observingthe elementarypropertiesof the thermaldistributions,viz.

1 + fg(k) = exp(/3 . k) fg(k), (3.25a)

1 ~fq(k) = exp(/3 k — >uq/T) fq(k), (3.25b)

1 —f~(k) =exp(p~k— p.q/T) fq(k), (3.25c)

l—f4(k)=1—f,(k)=A~’exp(/3.k)f4(k), (3.25d)

it is possible to rewrite the effective reaction rate as

Aeff(AS) Again(As) — A,055(A4)
(3.26)

= (1 — A~)Again(As)= (A~
2— 1) A,

045(A4).

Upon approach to chemical equilibrium, i.e. A5—+1, the overall reaction rate Aeftobviously tendsto
zeroas

Aeit(As)~~’(1 — A5) 2Again(As= 1). (3.27)

In order to determinetherelaxationtime neartheequilibrium distributionwhich maybe expectedto be
influencedby Pauli blocking, one nowhasto studythe dependenceof the strangequarkdensityp~on
the fugacity A4 nearA~= 1:

o o I d
3k —1 fJk —‘

~P
5~~j (2IT)~~ e +1)

= A~’~— J d
3k (A~~ + 1)2]

(2IT)

I dk ~3k —2

~Ps —J ~ (e +1) ~p
5 . (3.28)(

2IT)
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The evolution equation

dp4/dt Aeff(AS) (3.29)

then takes the asymptotic form

p” dA4ldt~(1— As)2A~ain (A5—* 1) (3.30)

with A~ain= Again (A4 = 1). This saturation equation has the sameasymptoticsolution as eq. (3.14a),
with the equilibration time constant

= P~/2A~~. (3.31)

The relaxationtime (3.31) has been evaluated numerically by Matsui et al. [Ma85]. In addition to the
effects of Fermi and Bose statisticsfor light quarks and gluons, which are alreadycontainedin eq.
(3.16a), it aso contains the influenceof Pauli blocking. This effect will be of relevanceonly for high
equilibrium densityof strangequarks,i.e. at temperaturesTconsiderablyhigher thanthe strangequark
massm4, as shownin fig. 3.8. The solid line representsthe strangenessequilibrationtime as definedin
eq. (3.31), while the dashedline reproducesthe previous result (3.16a), which neglects the Pauli
blocking in the strangequarkphasespace[KMR86]. The smalldifferenceis seento grow graduallywith
temperature,not exceeding20 percentevenup to T = 400 MeV, which corresponds to an energydensity
of about20 GeV/fm
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Fig. 3.8. Influence of Pauli blocking on the strangenessequilibrationrate.Solid line: with Pauli blocking; dashedline: without Pauli blocking

[Ma85];dotted line: Boltzmannstatistics.
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The dottedcurve showsthe resultobtainedif all phasespacedistributionfunctionsin eq. (3.22) are
replacedby the classical(Boltzmann)distribution. This substitutionleadsto a somewhatlower rate of
strangenessproduction,mainly throughpartial suppressionof gluonic degreesof freedomin absenceof
Bose statistics. It is obvious here that the classical momentum distributions are sufficient for a
quantitativeestimateof the strangenessequilibrationtime in the quark-gluonplasma,given the much
larger uncertaintiespertainingto the precisevaluesof the relevantparametersm5 and a4.

3.5. Pre-equilibriumproductionoff/i/i particles

We now briefly returnto discussthe productionof charmedquark—antiquarkpairs. While charmed
quarks are probably not a very useful signatureof the quark-gluon plasma,becausethe energies
availablein the thermallyequilibratedphasespacedistributionsarefar too low, charmedquarksmay
be readily producedin the pre-equilibriumphaseof the collision, and maythereforebe an important
backgroundsourceof high-energyleptons. In fact, in hadroniccollisions at high energythe J/~iis the
main sourceof lepton pairswith invariant massabove3 GeV and not the Drell—Yan process[CP84].
This is sobecauseof the 15% branchingratio for the decayof J14i into e + e - and~

The diagramsof fig. 3.1 arenot appropriatefor descriptionof charmoniumproductionbecausethe
quarkpair in the final statenormallydoesnot carry the appropriatequantumnumbers(coloursinglet,
spin triplet). CleymansandPhilippe [CP84]have,therefore,consideredthe higher orderdiagramsof
fig. 3.9, in which the quantumnumberbalanceis achievedby emissionof a (soft) gluonin addition to
the JR/i.Recallingthe discussionof subsections3.1 and3.4,the rateof JR/i-productionby two gluons is:

A — 1 f d
3k

1 f d
3k

2 f d
3p

3 f d
3p’ 2 ~

2 J (2IT)~2lk
1l J (2IT)~2lk2l J (2IT)~2E~i (2IT)~2lp’l ( IT)

x ~(k~+ k2 —pt, —p>)g~,fg(k1)fg(k2)~ l~gg_ojgl2(1+fg(p’))

= ~ I (2~
22E,I (2~)72lk

1iI (2~k2 6((k1 + k, -pj)
2)g~ fg(ki) fg(k

2)

x ~ lJ~gg.~jgl
2. (3.32)

Herewe haveneglectedPauli blockingeffects for charmedquarks,andin the secondstepalsoinduced
emissionof the final state gluon. We also madeuse of the masslessness of the gluon in the delta
function. The overall factor 1/2 introducedto avoid doublecounting of gluon pairs is also missingin

~ ~

Fig. 3.9. QCD diagrams for charmonium J14
1 production by gluons.
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[CP84].The invariantmatrix element,summedover final and averagedover initial quantumnumbers

is:
— 2 2 3 3 F(JIt/i—s~ p~p) s2(s — M~)2+ t2(t — M~)2+ u2(u — M~)2./ttgg_o.jgl = SIT a 2 ( — — M2)2( — M2)2 , (3.33)

where M
2 is the massof the Jl’l’ resonance. The leptonic decay width of the J/t~iis usedto expressthe

quark-antiquarkwavefunctionat the origin. Of course,the strong couplingconstanta4 must now be
takenat Q

2 = M~.
The rate (3.22)andthe momentumspectrumof J/tji particleshas been calculated by Cleymans et al.

[CP84,CV841 and by Reusch[Re84]on the basisof two differentassumptionsfor the gluon distribution
fg(k): (i) for the thermaldistribution(3.lOa) in the quark-gluonplasma(‘thermalproduction’),and(ii)
for the unperturbeddistribution of gluons in the incoming nucleons(‘direct production’).The latter
assumption correspondsto a picture of the nucleus—nucleuscollision as an ensembleof A, . A

2
independentnucleon—nucleoncollisions, whereA1 arethe atomicnumbersof thecolliding nuclei.Note
that in this latter case the factor 1/2 in eq. (3.32) must be droppedas the two gluons originate from
different sources,anddouble-countingcannotoccur. In fig. 3.10 the results (full line pre-equilibrium,
dashed line equilibrium production rate) are compared showingthat direct productionof JR/i particles
can be expectedto be dominatingover the thermalproductionin most regionsof phasespace.This
makes charm production rather unattractiveas possible signaturefor the quark-gluon plasma, but
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Fig. 3.10. Charmoniumproductionratefor J/~j productionin nucleus—nucleuscollisions, divided by productof atomicnumbers.Solid line: direct
production(individual nucleon—nucleoncollisions) at cm. energy22.5 GeV/nucleon.Dashedlines: thermal production at T = 250MeV. The
transversemomentumwas taken as 250MeV/c (after [CP84I).
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indicates that direct JR/i production may constitute a seriousbackgroundfor lepton pairs of large
invariant masswhensuch areused to diagnosequark-gluonplasma.

Final remarks
We thushavelearnedthat only the strangequarkabundancenearlysaturatesin a sufficiently excited

quark-gluonplasmawith T ~ 200MeV, e ~ 1 GeV/fm3owing to the high gluondensityandm
4~ T. This

allows strangenessto be an importantobservableindicating in turn the abundantpresenceofgluonsin
the reaction. The high particledensityof strangequarksin plasmaassuresthat whenthe quarkmatter
hadronizessome of the numerouss and ~ quarksmay form strangeness clusters such as ~, 11, and
particularly important, their antiparticles,and also exotic strangeobjects,instead of being bound in
kaonsonly. Consequently,we will emphasizebelow in our investigation,our expectationsabout these
multistrangehadrons.

If the plasmastatefrozeout directly into a low densityhadrongas,we would expectthe formationof
an extraordinarily high strangequark density, with an anonymously large abundanceof strange
antibaryonsas comparedwith antinucleons.In a dynamical collision process,initial high hyperon
abundancewill be redistributed by the processesof expansionand mixing (see section 7). More
pronouncedeffectscan be foreseenherefor multistrangeantihyperonsdueto high absolutestrangeness
abundance.The remainderof this reportwill be devotedto the developmentof the necessarytools and
a calculationof the expectedparticle abundances.

4. Conversion from the quark-gluon phase to the hadronic phase (Hadronization of the quark-gluon

plasma)

4.1. Hadronization scenarios

Very little is knownaboutthe processof hadronformationfrom a cooling quark-gluonplasma.It is
not even clear whether hadronizationin the context of a nuclear collision proceedsin bulk, by
formation of bubbles of hadronicmatter coexistingwith the quark-gluonphaseor by evaporationof
hadronsfrom the surface.The latter process,in particular mesonemission from the surfaceof the
plasma,hasbeenconsideredby severalauthors [DR83,BGM83, Sch84,ME85]. Detailedcalculations
haveindicatedthat it probably is a slowerprocessthanhasbeeninitially estimated.A crudeestimateof
the plasma lifetime subject to pion radiation can be obtained[Mü85] by dividing the total energy
containedin the plasmavolume by the energyflux per unit time carried away by a pion blackbody
radiation (m.n 0)

2 4 2cEQG — (IT /
3O)gQ~TITR L — 2g~~

~ dE,~/dt (IT2l120)g~T42ITRL— N,,

wheret = 37, g,, = 3 andwe haveassumeda cylindrical geometrywith lengthL anddiameterR. For a
transverseextension R—3 fm, which may be reasonablefor collisions of heavy nuclei, we find
‘h —75 fm/c.

Otherauthorshaveassumedslowhadronizationin bulk, wherea mixed phaseof quark-gluonplasma
and hadronic matter exists for an extendedperiod of time [KM85,FKR85]. Kapusta andMekjian,
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taking only longitudinal expansion of the fireball into account, find that the mixed phase exists for a
period

th (g00/g,,)t~ —— 12t~ (4.2)

where t~is the time it takes for the quark-gluon plasma to cool to the critical temperaturefor
hadronization. For an initial temperatureT0 — 300 MeVthey find th —75 fm/c. Hencewe conclude that
surfaceradiation and bulk transition to a mixed phaseare competingprocesseswith roughly equal
timescales.In section7 we examinethe consequencesof a simple dynamicalpicture and find similar
magnitudesfor th.

Anotherpossibility is an expansiondriven supercoolingof the quark-gluonplasmapossiblyfollowed
by suddenand explosivetransitionto a superheatedhadronicphase.In recentcalculations[KM85] such
supercooling occurs for a ratherlong period of time (5—50fm/c dependingon the initial temperature).
Wenote that this is a very much longer time than the characteristic timescale for equilibration processes
in the quark-gluon plasma (Teq~ 0.5 fm/c). Sincein plasmaquarksandantiquarksassembleeasily into
hadronlikeclusters[CCR84]dueto their interaction,it is our opinion that hadronization itself will then
not require a subsequentcomplete long-rangereorderingof the phasestructure. In our view, this
scenario is thereforeunlikely to coexistwith particleemissionprocessesandotherfasterdisintegration
pathsof the plasma.

4.2. Fragmentationof quarksand gluons

In the following we shall explore the consequencesof a schematicfragmentation-recombination
model for hadronization that is an extended and revised version of the combinatoric break-up model of
Biro and Zimanyi [BZ83]. The model may be expectedto provide a reasonabledescriptionof the
hadronization process when it occurs in bulk without extended supercooling and subsequent reheating.

The break-upmodel in its initial form was basedon the combinatoric distribution of quarksand
antiquarks into mesons and baryons, taking into account all possible configurational degeneracies. The
main reasonwhy thismodel cannotprovidean accuratedescriptionof the hadronizationprocessis that
the numberof existingparticlesis reducedby abouta factorof four if only recombinationis assumed:
eachquark—antiquarkpair reducesto a single meson,and the hadronizationof gluons— which are
almostas abundantas quarksandantiquarkscombined— hasbeenneglected.Although the reductionin
the numberof particlesis awell-known phenomenonin chemicalrecombinationprocesses,it contradicts
basic laws of statistical physics when applied to a gas of relativistic particles. For a gas of massless
fermions or bosons at zero chemical potential the entropy density is strictly proportionalto thenumber
density of particles, in particular

(S/fl)boS(snS = 4~(4)/~(3)— 3.6 (4.3a)

(s/n)termions=4 x 7~(4) /6~(3) 4.2. (4.3b)

In the presence of a finite chemical potential ~ the ratio is reduced for fermions, because the
degenerateparticlesdo not carry entropy.However, evenfor large ~ = 2T the ratio is still approxi-
mately 2.5.

If quarks and antiquarks would simply recombine into mesons,mainly pions,therewould be only
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half as many pions afterwards as there were quarks and antiquarks before: N,, = ~(Nq + Nq) (assuming
= 0, for simplicity here).According to (4.3a) each pion carries 3.6 units of entropy(neglectingthe

pion mass: actual entropy per pion is near 4 for m/T~ 1), while each quark and antiquark carries 4.2
units of entropy.The entropyratio betweenthe hadronic (pion) gas and the qurk-gluongas would
thereforebe

nIT 1 (44)
5qOg ng+(nq+n~)~4

using the primordial gluon and quark densities

ng = 16(T3IIT2)~(3), (4.5a)

flq + n~= 12(3T3/2ir2)~(3) (is = 0), (4.5b)

i.e.

flg = ~(flq + n
0). (4.6)

But contraryto eq. (4.4) we knowthat the total entropyshouldincreaseduring the phasetransitionin
view of the secondlaw of thermodynamics.In orderto appreciatewhat went wrong,we recallthat the
usual chemical reactionsinvolve nonrelativisticparticles, whoseentropy per particle increaseswith
temperatureandalsopossiblyon accountof internal excitations.The entropycan, therefore,be made
to increasewhile the numberof particlesdecreasesdueto recombination.Suchan effect is not possible
for relativistic particles.The only practicalway in which the factor4 can be compensatedis by allowing
quarksandgluons to fragmentinto more quark—antiquark pairs before recombining into mesons. An
alternateway would be to blow up the volume occupiedby hadronicmatterby a largefactor, while T
and ~rremain unchanged, but this would very likely be a highly endothermic process, impossible in the
absence of a heat bath.

The large amount of entropy residing in the quark-gluonplasma can only be disposedof by
generatinga sufficiently large numberof pions— this has been discussed at length in [GR85] and an
estimateof K~/ir~— 0.3—0.4, i.e. 3 timeshadronicreactionaverageandsimilar to the measuredratios
in hadronicjets [KRa85]hasbeen obtained.A tacit assumptionis madehereto the effect that all
entropy residesin particle excitationsin the plasma as well as in the hadronicphase.Therefore the
possibility that the vacuumstateitselfmaycarry nonzeroentropyor, moreimportantly, that thereis a
differencein entropycontentbetweenthe perturbativeandthe true QCD vacuumis beingdisregarded.
That this may occur is known e.g. from the electromagneticCasimir effect where, under suitable
conditions, the vacuum entropymay be a function of the boundaryconditions(see e.g. [PMG85]).
Thereis no indicationat presentthat the modificationof the vacuumhasan importantinfluenceon the
entropybalance,but it would be very interestingto see a more thoroughstudyof this question.

There exists a simple mechanismpermitting explicit implementationof the fragmentationprocess:
recall that a quark—antiquarkpair will only in onecaseout of ninebe found in acolour singletstatethat
can form a single meson. In the other eight casesthe quark—antiquarkpair, forming a colour octet
state,mustfirst radiateagluon in orderto be able to recombineinto a meson.Similarly, gluonswill not,
in general,simply disappearinto the vacuumduring the hadronizationprocessin view of their colour
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octetnature, but will fragmentinto a quark—antiquarkpair. We shall explorethe consequencesof this
concept by consideringthe competition betweenthe threeprocesses(a) q~j—+‘~i, (b) q~j—’ITG, (c)
G—s’qö~,shown diagrammaticallyin fig. 4.1. We shall denotethe reactionratesfor the threeprocesses
by A, B, C, respectively.

Then the following rate equations hold:

= (A + B)NqN4 (4.7a)

Nq = CNg — (A + B)NqN4 (4.7b)

N4 = CNg — (A + B)NqN4 (4.7c)

Ng = ~CNg + BNqN4. (4.7d)

Taking the differencebetween(4.7b) and (4.7c) we immediately recoverthe baryonnumberconser-
vation

Nq~N4=0 (4.8a)

that is

Nq=Nq+b/3 (4.8b)

whereb is the baryonnumberin plasma.
Adding (4.7c) and (4.7d) we obtain the relation

+ P~T~= ~ANqN4 (4.8c)

which may be usedto eliminateN4 from the right hand side of eq. (4.7a) to give

N,, = —(1 + B/A)(N4 + Pig) (4.9a)

that is

N,, = —(1 + B/A)(N4 + Ng — N4(0) — Ng(0)). (4.9b)

Ti (a)

(b)

G~ZI~ (C)

Fig. 4.1. Quark andgluon fragmentationreactionsin hadronisingquark-gluon plasma.
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When the hadronizationprocessis completedat t = th, all antiquarksand gluons have been converted
into mesons (here only pions) neglecting the rare formationof an antibaryon.We find, therefore,

N,,(th) (1 + B/A)(N4(0) + Ng(0)) . (4.10)

However, requiring the conditions,, �
5q4g in order to respectthe secondlaw of thermodynamicswe

expect (cf. eq. (4.4))

N,,(thad)� ~Nq(0)+ Ng(0) (is = 0) . (4.11)

Making useof eqs. (4.5) and (4.6) in order to relateNq(0) andNg(0), we obtain from eqs. (4.10) and
(4.11) the condition

B/A�~j—~ (is=°). (4.12)

We havethusshownthat, in orderto conserveentropyduring the hadronizationprocess,every gluon
andaboutonethird of thequarksmust fragmentbefore coalescinginto mesons.Note that if theratesA
and B were solely determined by colour weight factors we would have B = 8A. However, due to
dynamicaland kinematicalreasons(diagram4.lb involves an additional factor a

4 and is phase-space
suppressed)the rateB can be expectedto be considerablysmaller than8A. For B/A = 12/25at ~ = 0
the entropyremainsconservedin our modelof the hadronizationprocess;for higher ratios, the entropy
increasesduring the phase transition. For future referencewe also calculate the total number of
fragmenting(participating) gluons Ng in the processrepresentedby the diagrams of fig. 4.1. This
number is defined as the difference betweenthe final pion and the expectedpion number if all
primordial antiquarksrecombinedto form pions:

Ng = N,, — Nq(0) = Ng(0) + (Nq(0) + Ng(0)) = (i + ~ ~)Ng(0). (4.13)

Clearly, P~>Ng(O) and in view of eq. (4.12) the numberof participatinggluonsis at leastabouttwice
as largeas the numberof primordial gluonswhen~ = 0.

At finite baryochemicalpotential the necessityfor quark fragmentationis reduced,since baryon
formation accountsfor a significant fraction of the total entropy of the hadronic gas.On accountof
their largemassMb the specific entropyof a baryonexceedsthe value(4.3b). In the framework of the
nonrelativisticapproximationonefinds

(s/n)baryon ins 4 + (Mb — p.~,,)/T (4.14)

where isb =

3isq is the baryochemicalpotential. Although expression(4.14) assumeslargestvaluesfor
small 15b’ the net contribution of baryons to the total entropy grows with the baryondensitywhich
grows rapidly with ‘5b’ as exp[—(Mb — is.,,)/ T]. Numerical studiesshow explicitly that the need for
quark fragmentationin orderto conserveentropyin the processof phasetransition(or transformation)
quickly decreasesas isb grows. Thus at high net baryondensityp > p

0 it is sufficient in our model
calculations to allow only for fragmentationof thosegluons which are initially presentin the plasma
phase,i.e. to put Ng = Ng~
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4.3. Combinatoricbreak-upmodel

Having accountedfor entropyconservationand possible entropygenerationin the hadronization
process,we havedeterminedwhich portionsof the quarksand antiquarkscontainedin the mesonsand
baryonsafter the quark-gluonplasma break-upareremnantsof the previously existing (constituent)
particlesandwhich arenewly producedby fragmentation.Whenwe now studythe flavourcomposition
of the hadronscreatedin the break-up,we must first determinethe flavour content both of the
constituentquarksand antiquarksand of thoseproducedby fragmentinggluons.

The flavour compositionof the quark-gluonplasmaat equilibrium andthe approachto it hasbeen
discussedin detail in the previoussections. We shall assumethat the flavour content of the quark
constituentsof the plasmaarejust thoseobtainedfrom integrationof the rate equationup to the time
of break-up.When the break-upoccurs graduallyvia an intermediatemixed phase,thena different
flavour distributionwill haveto be usedat each instantof time accordingto the evolutionequations.
However, we will not considerpossiblere-dissolutionof hadronsinto the quark-gluonphasethrough
the boundarybetweenthe two phases.We thus view the break-upprocessas proceedingin a single
direction: quarkscoalesceto form hadronsbut not vice versa.

In order to determinethe flavour contentof the quark—antiquarkpairsproducedby fragmentation,
further theoreticalor experimentalinformationis required.Fortunately,flavour dependenceof quark
jet fragmentationhasbeenextensivelystudiedbothexperimentallyandtheoretically.Although it is not
entirelyclearwhetherthe conceptsdevelopedfor jet fragmentationarevalid in the environmentof the
hadronizingquark-gluonplasma,we shall adopt theseconceptsas a first guideline.In particular,it has
beenshownin the contextof the flux-tube model [CNN79,GM83} that the relative probability of glue
fragmentationinto aquarkpair of massm, is controlledby the parameter

ft = Nexp(—m~/K) (4.15a)

where K — 1 GeV/fm is the QCDstring constant. These values have been used in stochastic quark jet
fragmentation models [FF78,AGIS83] and were shown to provide a successful description of the
experimentaldata. For light quarks we can take m0 = md = 0, so that the normalization constant
becomes

N’ = 2 + exp(—m~IK) (4.15b)

leadingto f~= fd ——0.425, f4 — 0.15 for m4 -— 170MeV. We shallnot considerfragmentationinto heavier
quark flavours.

The numberof quark—antiquarkpairsof eachflavour is now obtainedby multiplying the effective
number of fragmenting gluons Ng, given by eq. (4.14), with the probability f, for producing the
consideredflavour.

The flavour compositionof all the quarks and antiquarksthat finally becomeconstituentsof the
hadronsproducedin the break-upof the plasmais nowfully determined.At a given time therearefor
each flavour, the primary quarks N~or antiquarks N, created by the quarko-chemical reactions, and
there are thosegeneratedby glue fragmentation.When we combine these,we obtain the following
expressionsfrom the numbersof quarksand antiquarksof eachflavour that effectively contributeto
hadronization:

Nq=Nq+fqNg, N4=Nq+fqNg (4.16a)
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Ns = N,= Ns+fsNg (4.16b)

where

Nq=Nu+NdI fqfu+fd

Nq will be takenat the (chemical)equilibrium value,but N4 mustbe determinedby integrationof the
strangenessrate equationsdiscussedin section3, should it be different from equilibrium value in a
particular case considered.

After the developmentof the gluon fragmentationwe can now apply the combinatoric break-up
model to determinethe flavour compositionof the hadronsat the beginningof the evolutionof the final
hadronic phase. In the framework of this combinatoric model, the available quarks are distributed
among the final state hadrons by using two constant probabilities: one for meson production and one
for baryon production. The abundanceof mesonsis assumedto be related to quark abundancesas
follows:

N,, = aNqP~4, (4.17a)

NK = aNqN,, Nk = aN4N~, (4.17b)

N,~—aA14P~,, (4.17c)

wherea is a recombinationconstantcharacterisingtheformation of mesons.The abundanceof baryons
is similarly given by

NN=~ 13N, NN=-~j I3I~, (4.18a)

N~= ~ f3N~N4, N~= ~- pi~ic’~, (4.18b)

N! ~ f3NqN~ N~= 13N4N1, (4.18c)

N0=~f3!~, Nft=~f3N~, (4.18d)

andf3 is the recombinationconstantcharacterisingthe formation of baryons.The variousquarksare
distributedamongthe hadronssubject to the conservationlaws for eachflavour:

Nq=NI,+NK+3NN+2Ny+Nin, (4.19a)

N4 = N,, + N,~+ 3N~+ 2N5, + N~, (4.19b)

N4Nk+N,4+Ny+2Nz+3N1-,, (4.19c)

N,=NK+N~+N~+2N~+3N,~,. (4.19d)
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Wheneqs. (4.17) and(4.18) areinsertedinto theseconservationlaws, the four equationsreduceto two
identicalsetsof two equationseach for the coefficientsa and ~3:

aQ + ~f3Q2= 1, (4.20a)

aQ + ~/3Q2= 1, (4.20b)

with the abbreviations

Q=Z~q+P~s, Q=N
4+Jc’,. (4.21)

Equation(4.20) leadsto:

Q+Q 4(Q+Q)

a = 3(Q+Q)
2+(Q-Q)2’ (4.22a)

~ (4.22b)

In view of strangenessconservationwe haveN
4 = N,, andtherefore

Q+Q=Nq+N4+2Ns (4.23a)

Q~Q=Nq~N4. (4.23b)

As the pion differs from the othermesonsdue to its doublerole as memberof themesonmultipletand
as Goldstone boson of chiral symmetry breaking, it might be tempting to replacethe expression
N,, = aNqN4 in eq. (4.17) by an analogousformulawith an independentparametera,,:

N,, = a,,NqN4.

It turns out, however,that the balanceequations(4.19) requirea,, = a, otherwisethey are inconsistent.

4.4. Hadronsfrom quark-gluonplasma

We shall now explorethe predictionsof the recombination-fragmentationmodel for the chemical
compositionof hadronicmatterimmediatelyafterthe hadronizationprocess,if weassumechemical(and
thermal) equilibrium in the quark-gluonphase.

The primordial q, ~jand s = ~ abundancesare generallyassumedto be given by their respective
equilibrium values (we kept the first 5 termsin the seriesexpansionbelow):

~ (~)2~ ~ K2(~?) (4.24a)
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p4~--~--~-~ (~ exp(—n~/3T) (4.24b)

T
31/~\3 2h/~1

I_i —n =—fl—I +IT i—i~ (4.24c)‘q rq IT 1\3TJ \3T!J

Pq = Pq[(Pq — p
4)/p4 + 1] (4.24d)

which are to be multiplied by the volume to give Nq~N4, N~= N1. To find the activequark numbers
Nq~N4, N4 = N, according to eqs. (4.16) we also need the density of gluons, i.e.

Pg = 16(T
3/ir2)~(3). (4.25)

For the purpose of the numerical study of the importance of fragmentation, it is convenient to write,
instead of eq. (4.16)

P~q= Nq +fqNg +f,~,(Nq+ Nq), (4.26a)

sameequationfor light antiquarks and

Ns=N
1=N4+f4Ng. (4.26b)

Light quark fragmentation to strange quarks has been neglected here. In this way we can explicitly
explore the consequences of the fragmentation of both gluons and quarks which is not anymore possible
in eq. (4.16). fq has the same meaning as previously, while f~is a quark fragmentation probability
parameter.We denotein fig. 4.2 the curves as:

Curve fq f~ Comments(fig. 4.2)

(a) 0 0 No fragmentation
(b) 0.85 0 Only gluon fragmentation
(c) 0.85/2 1/2 Reduced gluon fragmentation

andsomequark fragmentation
(d) 0 1 Only quark fragmentation
(e) 0.85 1 Fragmentation of quarks and

gluons,quarksfragmentstronger
thangluons

f4 = 0.15 in all instances,i.e. thereis a smallgluefragmentation
into strangequarks.

In fig. 4.2 the ratio of quark-gluonplasmato hadronicgasof ‘mesonper baryon’ is shownalongthe
critical curve separating the phases, see section 1.4. In the quark-gluon plasma hadronization we have

OGP - -p (qq)=aqq (4.27a)

~~GP = (q — ~)/3 (4.27b)

while in the hadronic gas
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101~~_(p(q9~QGP/(J~q4))HG

iü~~

T[MeV],~il60 158 157 154 148 140 130
lU I I

0 100 200 300 400 500 600
~,[MeVI

Fig. 4.2. Mesonsperbaryonalongtheassumedcritical curve,both (T,, p
5,) aregiven.Ratio of quark-gluonplasmarecombinationto hadronicgas

abundancesis shown.Curve(a) excludesfragmentation,while (b)—(e) includedifferentdegreesof fragmentation(seetable in text for fragmentation
parameters).

HG -

p (qq)=p,,+p,.+p,1+p~+p,,+p5 (4.28a)

= PN + p~+ p~.+ P! + p0 — antibaryons. (4.28b)

We seein fig. 4.2 thatwithout fragmentation,consideringonly recombination,the ‘mesonper baryon’
functionalongthe assumedcritical curveis smallerin quark-gluonplasmathanin hadronicgasphase.
The introductionof fragmentationpermits that thereare moremesonsper baryonsin plasmathanin
the correspondinghadronicgas phase.It is hard to decidewhich of the fragmentationcurves(b) — (e)
bestreflect on the actual physicalbehaviourof hadronisingplasma.With fragmentationpermitted,we
find that particle multiplicity from quark-gluonplasma can easily be three times higher than if no
plasmawere formed,in agreementwith qualitativeestimatesbasedon entropyarguments.But the real
strengthof our approachis only apparentoncestrangequarksare involved.

We first considerthe degreeof clusteringof s—~quarksin hadronisingplasmaalongthe critical curve,
cf. fig. 4.3. Here we use

p(s~)= aii (4.29a)

p(q~)+ p(~s)= a(~j+ ~i) (4.29b)

and hence(.~=s):

p(s~) = (4 29c)
p(qs) + p(~s) ~ +
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_ N

2160 158 157 154 148 140 130 T[MeVI101 I —I-——+--~-I -‘-~- 160 158 157 154 1 140 3
0 100 200 300 400 500 600 10 I—~- I I I I

Mb[MeV] 0 100 200 300 400 500 600
Fig. 4.3. si clustering:Full lines quark-gluonplasmarecombination
results. (a) without fragmentation. (b)—(d) including fragmentation Fig. 4.4. Antihyperon abundancealong the assumedcritical curve, full
(see table in text for choice of parameters). Dashed-dotted are lines recombination from qurk-gluon plasma, (b)—(d) including frag-
hadronicgas equilibrium results. mentation.Dashed-dottedare hadronicgasequilibrium results.

The dashed-dottedline in fig. 4.3 is the hadronicgas resultusing:

HG
P~ p4,+p5.

p~G+pp~+p~+p~*+p~.. (4.30b)

We note that the curvemarked(d) is very closeto the hadronicgasresult. It correspondsto permitted
fragmentationof quarks and gluons. As before (a) has only recombinationand it then leads to
predictionof substantials~clustering, which is diluted by the fragmentationprocess.Specifically, the
notation is in figs. 4.3 and 4.4 below:

Curve fq f~ Comments(figs. 4.3 and4.4)

(a) 0 0 Only recombination
(b) 0.85 0 Fragmentationof gluons
(c) 0.85 0.5 Fragmentationof quarks& gluons
(d) 0.85 1 Fragmentationof quarks& gluons,

quarksfragmentstrongerthangluons

Thus we find quiteabundantformationof ~ S*) in anyscenarioof nuclearreaction,with 5—20% of
all strangenessfound in thesehadronicstates.In thisregardwe agreewith earliersuggestions(seeShor
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[Sh85]and referencestherein)that abundantlyproduced~-mesonsareindicative for the plasmastate
formation. However, as the presentedcalculationsshow, the total 4 abundance will not exceedthe
hadronicgasequilibrium valuesignificantly.Since a ~-mesonis nearlya virtual K—K cluster,we expect
thatrapid strangenessexchangereactionson baryonswill rapidly re-establishhadronicgasequilibrium
expectations.In thatobservationwe differ significantly from conjecturespresentedrecently[Sh85]that
~-mesonswill escape easily from the fireball due to their small ‘size’. We must allow for resonant
strangenessexchangereactionson baryons,leadingto rapid equilibrationof the t/i-mesonpopulation.

In fig. 4.4 we show the abundanceof antihyperonsper baryon resulting from the hadronisation,
alongthe critical curve. We use

~OGP =. (4.31)

and~~GP as in eq. (4.27b). Dashed-dottedis the hadronicgas result. As the fragmentationprovides
additional antiquarkswe are seeingthat fragmentationcurves (b), (c), (d), lead to very substantial
abundanceof antihyperonsnearly two orders of magnitudeabove the already substantial(normally
unattainable)equilibrium abundanceexpectedin hadronicgas(dashed-dottedcurve). We will discuss
the methodof computinghadronicgasequilibrium abundance,in detail, furtherbelow in section6 and

p~GP ________ _____ p\HG __________________

101 -
10_i

~ ~

TIMeV] T[MeV]

~ 158 157 154148140130 1~51?0158 157 154 148 140 130

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 0 100 200 300 400 500 500

~blMeV]
Fig. 4.5. Baryon abundancefrom quark-gluonrecombinationwithout fragmentationalong critical curve. Quark-gluonplasmaand equilibrium
hadronicgas are shownseparately.
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notehere,however,thatwe shouldnot expectthat equilibrium abundanceis reachedat all without the
existenceof a plasmasourceof antihyperons(seesection5).

It is very important to appreciatethe result that for each baryon we expectone tenth or more
antihyperons.Even thoughthis numbermaybe depletedby annihilationreactions(seesection7), it is
lessdepletedthanthe numberof antinucleonsand hencethe cornerstoneof the proposalis established
that YIN ratio is a characteristicobservableof the quark-gluonplasma[Ra81—84].

Theseconsiderationsmakeclear that antibaryonproductionfrom the quark-gluonplasmacannotbe
reliably predictedwithout propertreatmentof entropyconservationthroughgluon fragmentation.The
suggestionby Greinerand coworkers[HSG84,He85] that antinucleonand evenantinucleiformation
could be a signatureof the quark-gluonplasmais basedon a descriptionwhich totally neglects this
effect. (We shall return to thispoint in section7.3 whenwe discussresultsof a full-scalecalculationof
quark-gluonplasmaexpansion,cooling and hadronization.)

Mainly as a matterof recordwe showin figs. 4.5 and 4.6 baryonandresp. antibaryonabundancein
the recombinationmodel without fragmentationalong the critical line and compare it with the
equilibrium hadronic gas. As we shall study in detail below, antibaryonsin hadronicgas must be
expectedto always be far below the equilibrium abundanceexceptif quark-gluonplasmais formed.
Notable is the enhancementof ~ abundanceeven without fragmentation.As seen in fig. 4.4,

f ~J1\QGP
1p~HG

100~ 100~

101 - 10~ -

102 — i~2 -

~

- N

T[MeV] T[MeVI
-~160__158157 154 148 140 130 -5160__158 157 154 148 140 130

101 I I I I 101 I I I I
0 100 200 300 400 500 600 0 1~200 300 400 500 600

Fig. 4.6. Antibaryonabundancefrom quark-gluonrecombinationwithout fragmentationalongcritical curve. Quark-gluonplasmaandequilibrium
hadronicgasare shownseparately.
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fragmentationwill enhanceantibaryon abundanceas more antiquarksbecome disposableto form
antibaryons. Thus we can concludethis sectionwith the observationthat a substantialenhancementis
expected for antibaryon abundancesarising from the plasma state,even when comparedto the
equilibrium abundanceof the hadronicgas. It is predictedthat from a baryon-richplasmaantihyperons
will be initially producedquite abundantly,at the level of 0.1 per baryon(cf. fig. 4.4). We return to
discussthe evolution of theseabundancesin expandingfireballs in section7.

Kämpfer et al. [Ka851havemodified the recombinationmodel to accountfor the availablephase
spaceof the producedhadrons,which dependson the massm, of thehadronicstate.They find that the
entropy of the hadron gas is maximised, given a fixed number of hadronic constituents, when the
particle numbersobtainedfrom the recombinationmodel (without fragmentation)are multiplied by
Boltzmannfactors

ft = exp(—m1/T). (4.32)

The introductionof theseweightsamountsto the assumptionthat thermalandchemicalequilibrium is
reachedinstantaneouslyin the hadron phase,as far as it is allowed by the limitations from the
availability of constituentquarksandantiquarks.

When the factorsft are included,the expectedcompositionof the hadronicgasphasebecomesmuch
closer to that at chemical equilibrium, which will be discussedin section6 (seefig. 6.2). Figure 4.7
showsthe resultsobtainedby Kãmpfer et al., not accountingfor fragmentationprocesses.We shall test
the validity of the assumptionunderlyingthe factors(4.32) in section7.2. Therewe treatthe temporal

1-150 MeV 1=200 MeV N

0 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.4
i [13eV]

Fig. 4.7. Unnormalizedhadron yields versusquark chemical potential (~s= p,,,/
3) at freeze-out, for two different temperatures.The model

assumesthevalidity of weight factorsf, = exp(—mIT),but no fragmentation(from [Ka85]).
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evolution of the composition of the hadronic gas phase when it is still in equilibrium with the
quark-gluonplasma.We shall find thenthat relative equilibrium is reachedonly whenthe coexistence
period is very long, certainly longer than 20 fm/c. In practical cases,therefore,the introduction of
weight factorslike (4.32) must be regardedwith considerabledoubt.

5. Strangehadronsin hadronic gas — Evolution and formation

5.1. Relevant reactions

We now study the dynamicsof both strangenessproductionand redistributionin the hadronicgas
phase and proceedto compute the timescalesinvolved in strangenessproduction and exchange
reactions,with particularemphasisput on the caseof multiple strangenesscarryingantibaryons[KR85].
A scenariowill be assumedin which there is no quark-gluonplasma formed. However, the set of
evolution equationswe developfor the strangeparticle evolution, in the spirit of chemicalreaction
(kinetic) equations[Me82] is valid under all assumedreactionscenariosas only the initial conditions
needto be modified from caseto case.The purposeof this sectionis to estimatethe strangeparticle
abundancesexpectedif no quark-gluonplasmahasbeenfound.

At the stageof the nuclearreactionwhena thermally equilibratedfireball hasbeenestablished,the
standardreactionfor strangenessproduction

N+N-*N+Y+K

where Y A or I, play almost no role, because:(1) its threshold at -—670 MeV energy in the
centre-of-massframe is higher thanin reactionsbetweena pion andabaryon,or betweentwo pions,
(2) the pions arethe most abundantparticlesexceptperhapsat very high valuesof p1,, (3) the phase
spaceof two-particlefinal statesis morefavourablethanthatof three-bodyfinal states.In consequence,
the following strangenessproducingreactionswereconsideredby Koch andRafelski [KR85]:

ir+N—s.K+Y ir+—s.k+~’ IT+IT—s.K+K

(5.1)

The commonreactionfeatureof all processeslisted under (5.1) is the q~—~s~reaction,see fig. 5.1,
where three quarks are spectators,and a q~pair is annihilated and an s~pair is formed. The
experimentalvalue of the OZI-rule forbidden cross section for the reaction ir + N—*Y + K (N
nucleon), is only about 0.1 mb in the energyregion of interest.Hence,the strangenessphasespace
saturationin HG shouldbea relatively slowprocesssincethes~formingcollision time of apion with a
nucleon,at p -— 3p0 = ~/fm

3 is

r — (uup)’ ~~.~(102fm2 .3 X 1023 fm/srn ~/fm3)’ 1021 s.

It is also clear that direct pair production of multiple strangenesscarrying (anti-)baryonsis strongly
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q q

sq > sq sq > sq

sq s,q -. > s,q

Fig. 5.1. (a) Typical quark flow diagramfor strangenessproductionreaction:annihilation of a qj pair and productionof a sO pair. Severalquark
spectatorlines are also indicated. (b) Typical quark flow diagram for strangenessexchangereaction: exchangeof the s-quarkfrom the initial
K-meson to thefinal baryon. Severalquarkspectatorlinesare also indicated.

suppressed in nuclear collisions. But these particles may be produced by the following strange quark
exchange reactions:

K+N—~Y+ii K+N—~Y+ir

K+Y—~+IT K+Y—*~+ir (5.2)

K+~11+1T K+~—~fl+ir.

All these reactions are ‘exothermic’ as the reactionproductsarelessmassivethanthe particlesin the
initial state. Experimentally,one finds for the strangenessexchangereactionK + N—s-Y + IT a cross
sectionroughly ten timeslargerthanthe productioncrosssectioneq. (5.1). This meansthat strangeness
is much faster redistributedamongthe strangeparticle family thanproduced.The underlyingtype of
subprocessfor all reactionsin eq. (5.2) is depictedin fig. 5.2 wherethe strangequark from a kaonis
exchangedto the baryonandforms a hyperonY.

Fast redistributionof stranges-quarksamongdifferent hadronsis requiredfor the relative chemical
equilibrium of s-quarksto be reachedduring the lifetime of the fireball. It is worth mentioningthat the
exchangeprocessesoften proceedvia resonantintermediatestatessuch as K + N~3Yres~4Y+ IT. This
effect is includedin the dynamicalapproachdescribedherein that the resonancecrosssectionsfor the
exchangereactionsare being used.What is neglectedis the possibility of the intermediateresonant
statereactingbefore decay. This effect along with other effects such as, e.g. a possible increasein
effectivehadronicsize leadingto an increaseof the exchangereactioncrosssections,is not takeninto
account.

As emphasisedin eq. (5.2) the generationof strangeantibaryonsproceedsvia antinucleonswhich,
however,havea very low abundancedensityin the hadronicphase.This is a consequenceof the small
productioncrosssectionsfor antinucleonsin combinationwith the strengthof NN annihilationsinto
multiple pion final states. Considere.g. the annihilation reaction: the energiesbelow 1 GeV the
p + ~ —~ Sir cross section is approximately 100 timeslargerthanthe strangenessproductioncrosssection
via pions. Thus eventhoughthe (unsaturated)phasespacedensityof antinucleonsis quite low, it is
essentialto considerthe following setof annihilation reactionsin our calculationsin orderto account
for the competitionof the strangenessexchange,reaction(5.2),with annihilationreactions:
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N+N—~---5ir,

Y+N-~K+----4-ii, Y+N-~K+---4ii,
(5.3)

~+N—*2K+---3ir, ~+N—~2K+--—3IT,

c1+N-~3K+—-2IT, f1+N-~3K+---2IT.

So far, in this context, all the annihilationstrengthhasbeenconcentratedin the five-body final state
becausethis channelis favoured by phasespacearguments.Adding a meanthermalenergyto the rest
massesof all particlesin thefinal channel,we find to a good approximationthe energyof the incoming
baryon—antibaryonchannel. It is well known that phasespacecan effectively suppresslow energy
many-bodyfinal channelsand favours‘thermal’ productionmodes[Ha65].Also annihilationbetween
two strangebaryonshasbeenneglected,becausein this caseboth participantshavea suppressedphase
spacedensity. It is knownfrom experimentalstudyof p~annihilationthatthe multiple pionfinal stateis
oftenproducedvia intermediateresonancestates,such as pplr, w-TrIi, etc. The openissue hereis again
whether these intermediateresonancescould possibly participate in further reactionsbefore they
decay.

As only a selectednumber of all accessiblehadronic states have been included in the above
considerations,one maywonderif the inclusion of the higher-lyinghadronsdoesnot essentiallyalter
the picture. While the numberdensitiesof particles in statisticalequilibrium get exponentiallysmaller
with their massincreasing,the numberof statesalsoincreasesexponentially.However, in a short-lived
systemsuch as formed in high energynuclearcollisions tails of mass distributions-will hardly be
populated(exceptperhapsin the caseof quark-gluonplasma)and only a limited numberof hadronic
resonanceswill be excited. Including the kinetic equations,all low-lying hadronicstates,and using
resonantcross sectionsseemsthereforean entirely appropriateapproach.As we haveseen,the time
constantfor strangehadronproductionis about1021sandhenceit is fully consistentto ignore all (even
infinitely many) statesof high masswhichwill not havethe slightestchanceof beingexcited in collisions
of individual hadronsduring 1022 s durationof the high energynuclearcollision, exceptin the caseof
a transitoryformation of quark-gluonplasmawhich we do not considerin this section.

5.2. Rate equationsfor the productionofstrangeparticles

We nowproceedto developthe evolutionequationsfor the densitiesof particlesincludedin the time
evolutioncalculations.Note thatonly the time evolutionof thedensitiesandtotal particlenumberswill
be consideredandthe evolution of momentumdistributionshas not beeninvestigated.

The reasonbehindthis neglectof a treatmentof the momentumspaceevolution is, of course,the
belief that the rates for approachto a thermal phase spacedistribution are at least an order of
magnitudelargerthanthose governingchemicalequilibration.This is certainlycorrectfor strangeness
production,as the resultsdiscussedbelow indicate. (For reactionsamongnonstrangehadronssucha
division into chemicalandthermalequilibrium may not be possible,since excitedhadronicstates,e.g.
the p or the ~, play a doublerole as chemicalspeciesandas resonancesin the interactionS-matrix.)

The momentumintegratedtime evolution equationstake the generalform (see appendixA for
explicit form)
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~ p~(t) = ~ {(~a~) H Pk(t)} - ~ (~v~ p~(t) H Pk(t)) (5.4)
p

wherethe index i, k denotesthe constituentparticles ‘IT, N, Y, ~ etc., and their antiparticles,we do
not distinguishdifferent isospinstates,and f3 sumsover all reactionsproducingandresp. depletingthe
populationof the constituenti. Index k~, denotesthe particles (typically two) which participatein the
productionreactiona, while k~countsthe reactioncomponents(excluding i) in the depletingreaction.

The quantity ~o~v ) is the (thermal)averagedcrosssection for aninitial channelto leadto a specific
final channel includingparticle i. For two-body initial states, denotingby a, b the two particles,we
have:

13 3 n

j d ~a d ~h fa(’~a)fh(
13h) °ab Vab

(~b0ab~= (5.5a)

1 ~ A3 fI \~I

J ‘~ a U b Ja’= a) Jbt~

where o~abis the crosssectionfor the a+ b—~n-bodies,0ab therelativevelocity of the incomingparticles
andfa(Pa)’ fb(Pb) for their momentumdistributions,which areexplicitly renormalizedabovesuchthat

Jd3P~f-(P~)=1.

For almost all particles in the hadronicgasit is sufficient to usethe Boltzmannmomentumdistribution
function, but for pionsfurther improvementis required.

The value of (o-v) at a given temperaturedependsstrongly on the thresholdenergyrequiredto
makethe transition from the initial to the final state.In particular, u is zero unlessthe energyof the
incomingchannelin the centre-of-masssystemis greaterthanthe sum of the restmassesof the particles
in the final channel.This is madeexplicit if we write a- in terms of T-matrix elements[KB731:

a-ab = F’ f [1d4P
1~(P~ — m~)®(P~)~4(P5+ — ~ (5.6a)

where

F = 2{[s — (ma + mb)
2][s — (ma — mb)21} 112(2)3n_4 (5.6b)

and, as usual,S1~2is herethe total energyin the c.m. system(and not strangenessor entropy).

Insteadof calculatingthe transitionprobabilities

MI2 := (fITIi)12

from a suitable reactionmodel — which is not explicitly feasible at present— measuredcrosssections
LTab(5) are usedin a functionalparameterisationof the datain termsof the centre-of-massenergyv’~.
With somealgebraandin the Boltzmannapproximationfor the distributionfunctionsit is then possible
to write (uv), eq. (5.5) in the form
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~f d~u(~)[s - (ma + mb)21[ - (ma - mb)] K1(~)
KOabt)ab) = 0 2 2 (5.7)ma mb K2(f3ma)K2(/

3mb)

where \/~ is the threshold denotingthe lowest energynecessaryto allow for the reaction in the
centre-of-masssystemof the two colliding particles under consideration.One should note that the
average(5.7) is weightedwith the factor K

1(/3\/~)which for many reactionsis a small number.
Equation(5.7) is derivedas follows: for the denominatorof (5.5a)onesimply finds, usingstandard

expressionsfor Boltzmannmomentumdistributions:

f(P)=exp(—f3\/P~+m~) (5.8a)

f d
3P~ft(P

1) 4 m~~‘ K2(~m1)

with f3 = T’ being the inverse temperature. The nominator of eq. (5.5a) is now recast into the
covariantform:

J ~ fa(1~a)fb(~b) u(s) Vab 2Ea

=f d~P~d
4Pbfa(~a)fb(Pb) ~

0(P~- m~)~0(P~- m~)cr(s) A”
2(s) (5.9)

wherewe haverewritten the expressionsto be manifestly covariant

I’A3D P

I UI

11 4 ~ 2 2\

J 2E J o~ , m,,, (5.10)
Uab 2Ea

2Eb = A112() = {[s — (ma + mb)2] [s — (ma — mb)2]}”2 -

The covariantlywritten Boltzmanndistributionsft(P,)= exp(—/3 - P,) (in c.m. form f3~= (lIT, 0)) are
additive in the momenta

fa(~a)fb(~b) = Jd4Pe~54(P— ~a— Pb)

and P is the total momentumof the incoming particles.Using J ds o(P2 — s) = 1 we can thus write:

f d3Pad2Pbfa(~a)fb(~b) cr(s) Vab =f ds cr(s) A~2(s) Jd4Pe~ô(P2— s). (5.11)

The last integral is now nothing more than the relativistic invariant momentumphasespacefor two
particlesand equals
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J d~P~d4Ph64(P — ~a— ~h) ~(P~ — m~)6~(P~— m~)= (IT/2)s’ A~2(s). (5.12)

Recall further:

Jd4Pe~”8(P2 — s) = v~K
1(~v’~). (5.13)

Inserting eqs. (5.12) and (5.13) in (5.11) and using eq. (5.8) leads, when inserted into eq. (5.5)
straightforwardlyto expression(5.7).

Turningbacknowto the explicit evaluationof the thermalaveragesi~ we notethat experimental
information is available for the following reactions

(a) ii + N—p K + Y ‘strangenessproduction’
(only charged pions)

(b) K + N—*Y + ‘IT ‘strangeness exchange’
(only chargedkaons)

(c) p + p—p 5’rr ‘annihilation’.

Moredetailsaboutthe reactionchannelsusedandcrosssectionparameterizationaregiven in appendix
B. Fortunately,there is for eachclassof above-mentionedreactionsat least one experimentalcross
section which can be used to calculate the corresponding thermal averages.

In the caseof particular reactionsfor which no experimentalinformation is available, one can
proceed by assumingthat the T-matrix elementscontainedin the expressionsfor the crosssectionsare
only weaklydependenton the transferredmomentumin the consideredenergyrange.This assumption
seemsto be valid for low centre-of-massenergiesin hadron—hadronreactions[KB73].

We proceedto exploit theseassumptions.Taking the nearly constantmatrix elementout of the
integral in eq. (5.6) we find for the numeratorof eq. (5.6a):

— M(a + b~n)1
2 J H d4P~6

0(P~— m~)6(P — ~

:= M(a + b—p n)1
2 IMSn(P2, m,) (5.14)

which permitsus to write for the integral in the numeratorof eq. (5.5)

1M12J ds IMS2(in) IMSn(out)J d4Pe~8(P2 — s).

The last integral abovebeinggiven in eq. (5.13), we obtain:
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M + b—~ 2 f thas IMS2(in) IMSn(out) K1(f3V~

)

~a n1 v-rO
\ crabVab/ — 3,z—3 2 2 ~ —1

(
2IT) 4 ma Ki(f3ma)m~K,(f3mb,/3

with MI2 = (fITIi)12 and IMS2(in), IMSn(out) being the two- and n-particle invariant phase space
volumesof the in- and out-goingparticlesas definedby eq. (5.14). In the two-particle case

IMS2 = (IT12)s’ {[s — (m
1 + m2)

2] [s — (m
1 — m2)

2]}”2. (5.16a)

In the relativistic limit, all massescan be neglectedand

IMSn~(~) (1)!l(2)! 5~2 (5.16b)

The relativistic approximationeq. (5.16b) introducesin our studiesa tolerableerror (—20%) in the
framework of accuracydesiredhere.

Sincethe sameconstantmatrix elementfor eachunderlyingsubprocessis used,only the phasespace
dependenceof the different reactionsremains. Thus, for example, the strangenessproductioncross
sectionin its thermalaverage,experimentallygiven (a-~V,,N), maybe used to compute

K! KY K! KY
(u,,Yv,,Y)—(cr,,Nv,,N)Pl, Pl=(u,,yu,,Y)I(u,,Nv,,N) (5.17a)

where P
1 now,perassumptionof constantI MI

2 onlydependson Tthroughitsdependenceon particlephase
space.Similarly,

Ktt KY 1(0 KY(u,,!v,,!~(cr,,Nv,,N)P
2 P2=(u,,!u!,,)/(u,,Nv,,N) (5.17b)

KK KY KK KY~o-,,,,v,,,,)= (u,,Nv,,N)P3 P3 = (o,,,,v,,,,)/(cr,,Nv,,N) (5.17c)

where all P, dependonly on the phasespace.
In an analogousmannerone obtainsthe meanthermalcrosssectionsfalling under the categories

‘strangenessexchange’ and ‘annihilation’. The various exchangecross sections are normalized by
(u~v~N)and all annihilationcrosssectionsby (u~v~6)which we can evaluatefrom an experiment
as describedabove, and usingthe parameterizationof crosssectionsgiven in appendixB.

The matrix element I MI
2 for reactionswhereparticles and antiparticlesare interchangedare the

same,and the meanthermal crosssectionof the reversereactionsare given by thoseof the forward
reactionstimes the constantwhich weights the equilibrium densitiesof the incoming articlesby the
outgoing ones. The equilibrium densitiesof various hadronic gas constituentsare discussedin the
following section6.

We concludethat in this frameworktherearethreetypical reactioncrosssections,viz. ‘strangeness
production’, ‘strangenessexchange’ and ‘baryon annihilation’. In fig. 5.2 we presentthe thermally
averagedstrangenessformation and exchangecross sections obtained within the above outlined
framework. We note that strangenessexchangereactions leading to multiple strangeclustersare
substantial, 1—3 mb at all temperatures.Strangenessformation reactions are dominated by the
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Fig. 5.3. Comparisonof the predictedthermallyaveragedcross see-
Fig. 5.2. Thermally averagedstrangenessformation and exchange tions for the reaction irrr—~KK, basedon the universalmatrix ele-
crosssections(o’u) Ic, basedon theassumptionof universal invariant ment assumption(solid line) and on the assumption of constant cross
matrix elements. sectionabove threshold(dashedline).

‘iiii—+ KK reaction, which at T = 200 MeV reachesthe strength0.2 mb. This behaviourconfirms the
previously stated assertionthat relative chemical equilibrium involving baryonsis much easierto
achievethan the absolutesaturationof the strangeparticle phasespace.

We note that the cross section of the reaction ‘rrIT—~KK, which is an important channel for
strangenessproductionin the thermallyequilibratedhadronicgas,cannotbe measureddirectly. It can,
however, be derived from the reactionspp—+pp’rrir, ppKK with the help of dispersionrelations.
Protopopescuet al. [Pr731havefound in this way that the crosssectiono-(’rr’rr-—~KK) is approximately
constant above threshold with a value of a-~= 3 ± 1 mb. In orderto check the approximatevalidity of
our assumptionwe havecomparedin fig. 5.3 the resultsobtainedfor the thermally averagedcross
sectionon the basis of the two different modelassumptions:the solid line showsthe predictionof the
universalmatrix elementmodel(cf. fig. 5.2), while the dashedline showsthe expectedaveragedcross
section found by assumingconstantcross section threshold.That the two results agreewithin the
experimentalboundsis reassuring.

The calculatedaveragecross sectionsenter the nonlinearmasterequations,cf. appendixA, that
describethe evolutionof the chemical composition of the hot hadronicmatter phase.Before these
equationscan be solved,it is necessaryto specifytheinitial valuesof all the densitiesata given time t

0.
If oneis interestedin decidingwhethermultistrangeparticleabundancestell uswhetheraquark-gluon
plasma phasehasbeentemporarily producedin a nuclearcollision, one must comparescenariosin
which particle abundancesare calculatedas if the reactionwere to proceedeither entirely through
hadronicmatteror with the intermediatepresenceof a deconfinedquark-gluonphase.In the first case,
one may set the densitiesof strangeparticles at t0 all equal to zero, neglectingdirect strangeness
productionin the first momentsof the collision beforethermalequilibriumis reached.In the othercase,
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strangenessis first producedin the quark-gluonplasmaand then— in its break up — the strangequarks
andantiquarksarebuilt into hadrons.The hadronicreactionthen startswith thestrangenessabundance
that hasbeenbuilt up in the quark-gluonplasma,andpossibly modifiedin the phasetransitionbackto
hadronicmatter.Predictions,therefore,requirea specific modelof the hadronizationprocess,whichwe
describedin theprevioussection4.

5.3. Approach to equilibrium of strangeness abundance in hot hadronicmatter

We shall now discussthe solution of the rate equationsfor the abundancesof strangeparticlesin a
thermally,and isospin-but not strangeness,equilibratedhadronicgas.Let the productionof strange-
nesscommenceat a time t0 = 1 X 1024 see,sinceafter that time the pion- andnucleondensitiesshould
havereachedapproximatelytheir equilibrium values [Me82].For the antinucleondensitywe use the
chemicalequilibrium value, being awareof the fact that the assumptionof baryochemicalequilibrium
for antinucleonsis overestimatingthe possible abundance.This leads to an overestimateof the
abundanceof strangeantibaryonsgeneratedby hadronicinteractionsin the absenceof quark-gluon
plasma.A reducedinitial abundanceof antinucleonswould causea still longer equilibration time of
strangeantibaryons.

The time evolutionof the hadronicgassystemdescribedaboveis fixed oncethe temperatureT and
baryonchemicalpotentialp~are prescribed.For simplicity, we assumefor the purposeof computing
the characteristictimes of equilibration and time evolution of particle abundancesthat T and p.~are
constantover space-time.

Let us beginthe discussionwith the study of the time evolutionof the total strangenessabundancep4
which is calculatedaccordingto the quarkcontent:

PSPK+Pic.+Py+
2P!+3P0 (5.18)

where, as before, PY = PA + p~.Due to exact strangenessconservation,p
4 is equal to the total

antistrangenessdensityp,. Similar equationsdefine light quarkdensityor baryon numberdensity.
The results of the calculation are shown in fig. 5.4 for T= 160MeV and two valuesof the baryon

chemicalpotential,p~= 0 and /Zb = 450 MeV. When looking at both curves,we see thatafter a typical
break-up time of the hadronic fireball of about 5 X 1023 s, the strangenessabundancepredictedfor the
hadronicphaseis still abouta factorof threesmallerthanits equilibriumvalue. Individual particleswith
higher strangenesscontentsuchas fI (seebelow) will be still moredistantfrom equilibriumdistribution.
Oneshouldbe awarethat complexcircumstancesof nuclearcollisions in which no plasmawasformed
mayfurtherreducestrangenessabundanceand that we havemaderatheroptimistic assumptionsabout
the equilibration time for the nonstrangeantibaryons.

We next turn to the discussionof the multistrangebaryonsandantibaryons.We find that thedensity
of anti-omegasas well asomegasis in HG a factorof about~ lower thantheir equilibriumvaluesfor a
break-up time between1023 and 10

22s (see fig. 5.5). This is true for baryon-lessas well as for
baryon-richhadronicgas.Anticascades(E) aresuppressedby afactor of about102 with respectto their
equilibrium values.We emphasizeagainthat in morerealistic calculationswith expansionand cooling
of the hadronicfireball takeninto account,and with a lower initial densityof antinucleonsthan the
equilibrium values takenhere,one would end up with an evenlower densityof strangeantibaryons
after a given time t. Hence results presented in fig. 5.5 mustbe strictly consideredas upperlimits for
plasma-lessnuclearcollisions.
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For this reason,strangeantibaryonsappearas the mostpromisingsignal for the temporaryexistence
of a deconfinedquark-gluonphaseduringthe courseof the collision. As wehavealreadyseenin section
4, the quark fragmentation-recombinationmodel of quark gluon plasmaleadsto a quite substantial
abundanceof theserare hadronicstates.

6. Strangenessabundance in hadronic gas in chemical equilibrium

We now considerabundancesof strangeparticles in the chemicallyequilibratedhadronicgas phase.
Althoughwe havejust shownthatin the hadronicgasphasesucha stateis probablynot attainable,this
exerciseis not entirely academicas variouspre-equilibriumreactionson quark-gluonplasmaseedsmay
producethe requiredstrangeparticle abundanceshould precritical conditions for the formation of
quark-gluonplasmabe achieved.The HG is a very complicatedstateof hadronicmatter due to its
strongparticle interactionswith the presenceof numeroushadronicresonances.But it turns out that
just the postulateof the resonance-dominanceof hadron—hadroninteractions[Ha65] allows a vast
simplification of the theoreticaltreatment.When regarding the hadronicgas phaseas a mixture of
various noninteractinghadronicresonancegases,all information about the interactionis hiddenin the
massspectrumT(m

2, b) which describesthe numberof hadronsof baryonnumberb in a massinterval
dm2.

In the grandcanonicaldescriptionone thenfinds that the nonstrangehadronsinfluencethe strange
onesby providing a backgroundvalue of the chemicalpotentials,andin particularthe baryonnumber
chemicalpotentialp~b~This is bestseenconsideringthatthe totalpartition functionis additiveaslong as
the various gas fractions interactonly via particle resonances.We thenhave

ln Z = in ~nonstrange+ in Zstrange- (6.1)

In order to understandstrangeparticle abundances,it is sufficient to considerin ~stran~eat given ~

However,the relationshipbetweenes,,, andthebaryondensityPb is controlledalmostcompletelyby the
nonstrangeparticlesand hencecan not be determinedby the considerationspresentedhere.However
p..

0, like T, is a thermodynamicalvariableaccessibleto direct measurement(seesubsection6.3) while Pb

is difficult to measuredirectly.

6.1. Grand canonicaltreatment

Relatively low densityof strangeparticles permits us to consider the grand canonicalpartition
function in the Boltzmannapproximation:

in Zs(V,T; A1) = ~ Z1 111 (A~~~)~” (6.2)

wherethe one-particleBoitzmannpartition functions

Z1(V, T) = g1(VT
3I2ir2) (m

1/T)
2 K

2(m1IT) (6.3)
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of the particlespeciesj with the correspondingdegeneracyfactorgand massmappear.ThefugacitiesA1
as introduced in eq. (6.2) control the quantumnumbercontentof the particle speciesj. We have:A~
which controlsthe strangequarkcontent,A6 which controlsthe baryonnumbercontentandoccasional-
ly we alsoconsidera A0 associatedwith the electriccharge.The powern.1 is thenumberof charges‘i’ in
the hadron ‘j’. The upper index (j) indicates that we are looking at the fugacity associatedwith the
given hadronj.

It is usefulto record the explicit form of eq. (6.2) whenonly single strangehadronsare considered
and isospin breakingeffects are ignored:

lnZ~(V,T: Ab, As)=ZK(As/Aq+Aq/As)+ZY(AsA~+A/A~
2) (6.4)

where

= Ab (6.5)

accordingto the fact that threelight quarksmakeup a baryonand

ZY= (VT3/27r2)(2W(xA) + 3W(x~)). (6.6)

Here it is convenientto write x
1 = M1IT and use the function

W(x)—x
2K

2(x)—~2. (6.7)

Similarly

ZK = (VT
3/2ir2) 2W(xK). (6.8)

Using the partition function (6.2), we can calculatethe meanstrangenessby evaluating

S=(n
5—n9)=A5~inZ(V,T,A4,...) (6.9)

which is the differencebetweenstrangeandantistrangecomponents.This expressionmustbe equalto
zero since strangenessis a conservedquantumnumber with respectto the strong interactions.This
introducesan importantconstraint,e.g. it fixes A4 in terms of Ab (and A0 when considered).Let us
ignore, in the first instancethe multistrangeparticles. Then inserting eq. (6.4) in eq. (6.9) we find

Z + A’Z 1/2

y := As/Aq = ~ ZK + AbZY] - (6.10)

We record a strong dependenceof y on the baryonnumber.Recall that

Ab=exp(~IT), (6.11)

andhencethe term with A~
1will tendto zero as ~, getslarger andthe term with A

6 will dominatethe
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expressionfor y. As a consequencethe particleswith fugacity A4 (i.e. ~s,qqs) are slightly suppressed.
Conversely,the abundanceof particleswhich contain the strangeantiquark(q~,~j~j~)will be favoured
by the factor ,~ 1 dueto the presenceof finite nuclearmatterdensity.Furtherwe notethat q~(Kb, K0)
kaonsarethe dominantcarriersof ~-quarks,while qqs hyperonstatesaremain carriersof s-quarksat
finite baryon density. We further note that in eq. (6.10) A4~1, which is the case in quark-gluon
plasma— it is for this reasonthat when quark-gluonplasma dissociatesa nonequilibriumdensityof
strangeantibaryonsemerges.Strangeantibaryonsarenormally suppressedin equilibratedhadronicgas
accordingto eq. (6.10).

In order to obtain the meanequilibrium abundanceof differentstrangeparticles,we introducefor
eachspeciesits own dummyfugacity (which we subsequentlywill set equalto unity). Recall that the
different strangeparticles needto reach relative chemicalequilibrium for the calculation of ratio of
abundancesto be valid. Remember,however,that strangeantibaryonswill not follow this assumption
while strangemesonsand baryons,in general,approachthe relativechemicalequilibrium expediently.

We furtherobservethat evenassumingabsolutechemicalequilibrium in the gasphasewe found in
section4, in comparison,five times more strangehadronsfrom fragmentation-recombinationof the
plasma in comparable thermodynamicconditions. The baryon density in the hadronic phase is,
however,lower if a first orderphasetransitionis encountered.Due to this effect, the total equilibrium

strangenessabundancewould be nearly equal in both phases,as emphasizedcorrectly by Redlich
[Re85].However, we notethat the approachto equilibrium will be evenfurtherdelayedin the thinner
gas phase assumedby Redlich than it is otherwise, resulting in effectively still smaller expected
strangenessabundancein the hadronicgas phase.No matter how one looks at it, all strangenessis
always producedin QGP phasesimply becausethe density of gluons is so extraordinarilyenhanced
there,due to their colour degeneracyfactor 8 and their masslessness.

In fig. 6.1(a,b,c)we haveshownthreeexamples,namely,the ratiosof antihyperonsto hyperons.The
explicit expressionsfor theseratiosturn out to be very simple:

~nA)I(nA~=AqAs=Aby (6.12a)

(n~)I~n!) A/Ar = A~
2y4 (6.12b)

(n
1=~)I(n0)= A~

6= A~2y6. (6.12c)

Note in passingthat the actual value of A
4 is slightly different from A4 as definedin eq. (6.10) when

multiply strangehadronsare also countedin the strangenessconservationrelation eq. (6.9). We
observein fig. 6.ic thatthe enhancementof antistrangenessdueto the factor ,~ 6 is visible in the ratio
fl/fl which approachesunity for largetemperaturesoverthe whole~s~1,-region.Sucha behaviourof the
equilibriumabundancesis not reflecting on the abundancesdevelopingin actualnuclearcollision, since
hadronicgas reactionscannotexcite equilibrium density in fl as discussedat length in section5. The
abundanceof fi can be significant only if quark-gluonplasmahasbeenformed.

In fig. 6.la the expectedsuppressionof A atfinite baryochemicalpotentialbecauseof thestrangeness
chemistry is recorded. This ratio exhibits_botha strong temperatureand pb dependence.The
remarkablysmall upperlimit abundanceof A, i.e. i0

4 A of the A-abundancein hadronicgas phase,
under conditions likely to be reachedin an experiment at the end of the hadronizationphase
(T— 120—180MeV,~ (4—6)T) is characteristicof the natureof the hot hadronicmatter phase.In
section4 we haveobtainedmuchhigher estimatesA/A ratio initially fed by the quark-gluonplasmainto
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Fig. 6.1. strangebaryon/antibaryonparticle ratiosin hadronicgasequilibrium abundanceratio of A/A in dependenceon baryochemicalpotential
~ at fixed temperatureT: (a) A/A; (b) ~I~ (c) 11/ft.

the hadronicphase.The actual final abundanceof antihyperonsexpectedfrom a transientquark-gluon
plasmaphasemustbe computedin an off-equilibrium approachby taking the initial valuesobtainedin
section4 andusing the methodsof section5, coupledwith a dynamicalmodel, to evolve the densities
until essentiallyall particle—particleinteractionsdisappear.Herepresentedequilibrium ratiosareto be
takenas upperlimits in the instancethat no quark-gluonplasmahas beenformed.
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Fig. 6.2. Particledensitiesin equilibratedhadronicgas at T = 160 MeV, as a function of baryochemicalpotential p
1,

Figure 6.2 describesin a most completeway the strangeparticle contentsof the hadronicgas at
T = 160MeV as a function of the baryochemicalpotential: The meson(left) and baryon—antibaryon
densities(right hand side) are presented.We include (dashed)nonstrangemesonsand also N and ~
baryons. The total energy density of the particles shown is displayed in parallel to the p~axis at the
bottom,while the baryondensityis displayed horizontally on the top. We also showthe energyper
baryon(left) and the fraction of the energyin the baryons(right).

First we note that T/P~q 1, i.e. T/js.,, = ~p~/T = 3, our favouritevaluein the foregoingdiscussion
correspondsto an energydensityET = 1 GeV/fm

3, energyper baryon crT/b = ET/(B — B) = 1.9GeV
andbaryondensityPb — 5p

0, the latter beingcompletelydominatedby PN andp~.At thisvalueof ~ we
clearlyseesuppressionof strangeantibaryonsagainststrangebaryons.Recall this equilibrium result is
not confirmedby our nonequilibriumandphasetransitioncalculations.More detailsaboutthe relation
betweenenergiesandparticledensitiesat T= 160MeV as a function of p,,, is givenin fig. 6.3. It cannot
be emphasizedoften enough that all quantities assumevalues accessibleto nuclear collisions of
50GeV/nucl(Lab)when ~ 450—600MeV.
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Fig. 6.3. Energy density ET/V, energyper baryonE~/(B—B),baryondensity (B—B)/V as a functionof P~bfor T 160MeV equilibratedhadronic
gas. Only particlesshown in fig. 6.2 contributeto quantitiesdisplayedhere.

6.2. State of chemicalequilibration in hadron—nucleusreactions

We have,by now, largely settledthe theoreticalframeworkfor analysingstrangeparticleabundances
in both possible phasesof hadronic matter. We have shown that considerationof the dynamical
approachof the abundanceto the maximumavailablephasespacedensityis anessentialcornerstoneof
the study of both phasesof hadronic matter. Our intention now is to show that hadron—nucleus
collisions at high centre-of-massenergiesshow a degree of chemical equilibration amongstrange
particleswhich cannotbe achievedin a phasein which the processof chemicalequilibrationis basedon
reactionsbetweenindividual hadronsonly. While the intermediatestate formed may not havethe
characterof a plasma,it most certainly involves the subnucleardegreesof freedom.

Let us first considercertainp—p and p—nucleusexperimentswhere the data wereanalysedin the
frameworkof a chemicalequilibrium hadronicgasmodel [GKR84]. Sincewewant to describedifferent
particlemultiplicities, including the rapidity distributionof the baryonnumber,it is necessaryto find for
the baryochemicalpotential i~b’ controlling the baryonnumber,a dynamicaldistribution interpolating
betweenthe centraland projectilerapidity regions. The linear relationship

(6.13)

hasbeenproposedby [GKR84] with x being the usual Feynmanvariable, viz, the fraction of the
maximalmomentumpossible a particle carrieswhen detected.mN= 940MeV is the nucleonmass.

The physics underlying this approachis the hypothesis that the valencequarks of one nucleon
penetratethe target ratherfreelywithout muchinteraction,while muchof the energyandmomentum
in the gluon field remainsin the centralreactionregion.This region, therefore,should exhibit smaller
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net baryon and chargenumberwhereasin the maximum rapidity region we would expectto see the
quantumnumbersof the incomingparticles,that is the baryonnumberis foundmainly in the projectile
(andtarget)fragmentationregions.A dynamicalrelationbetweenx and~ fulfilling theserequirements
is given by eq. (6.13)—for x = ±1(projectile/targetregion) we have js~,,—>mN and for x = 0 (central
region)we have j.t~,,= 0. Note that eq. (6.13) is not applyingto nucleus—nucleuscollisions at energies
consideredhere,in which we expectthatquarkcurrentsarestoppedin the centralregion as well (see
section1).

The approachoutlined in section6.1 is applied incorporating, asidefrom baryonnumber(b) and
strangeness(S) the conservationof the electric charge(Q). Chargeconservationis necessaryin the
light of experimentaldata when needingto distinguish up- and down-quarks:the proton, used as a
projectile, hastwice as high u-quarkthand-quark abundance.

For the singly strangeparticleswe have:

= A~A~2A~ (6.14a)

(n
1~ + n50’i/(nA + n1o) = A~

4A~2 (6.14b)

= A~4A~2A~2. (6.14c)

A~by itself is, by virtue of strangenessconservation,afunction of A,, andA
0 (compareeq. (6.10)). The

measuredii~/i~ ratio may be first used in order to fix A0 which describesthe up—down quark
asymmetry.We have:

— A~. (6.15)

Indeed,the experimentaldatafor (ppreactions)can be satisfactorilyrepresentedby the functionalform

= ‘~r~/~r exp(2x): pp reactions, (6.16)

in the region0.2sx�0.7.

The assumption(6.13) implies, in turn
= exp(2~/T) = exp(2xmN/T) (6.17)

f = exp(lOx); T 175 MeV: pp reactions

t=exp(12.5x); T= 150MeV: pN reactions

where,as indicated,a rangeof the temperatureparameterT was takenaboveand-belowthe valueof

160MeV. A similar changebetweenpp andpN reactionsin A0 is requiredand we will also use:
= exp(2.2x): pN reactions. (6.18)

In fig. 6.4 we comparethe socalculatedand the measuredstrangeparticle ratios[(a) K~/K in p—p
collisions;-(b) K~/K in p—N collisions; (c) A/A in p—N collisions and(d) P’rr~/p’rr in p—N collisions].
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Note in (d) that the double ratio (~/p)/(~r/ir~),which is equalto A~2and thereforeprovidesan
independentconsistencycheckfor the assumedimportantrelation(6.13),givesa satisfactoryagreement
with data (fig. 6.4d). Taking anyotherpowerof x in eq. (6.13) would destroythe visible exponential
behaviourof this doubleratio as a function of x.

Considernow the measuredmultistrangeantiparticleto particle ratios [GKR84]. The comparison
with dataof Bourqinet al. [Bo79,Bo80] is shownin fig. 6.5 wherethe predictionsareindicatedby full
circles. As a function of strangeness(S = 1, 2, 3), the data are relatively well describedby relative
abundancesobtainedin the framework of the hadronicgas model.

At first sight it is a surprisingfact that the absolute experimentalmeanmultiplicities of antistrange
hyperonsarecompatiblewith the abundancesweobtainfrom hadronic gas in chemical equilibrium at a
temperatureof 150MeV and a volume of about 1 fm3, whenfurther assumingthat theseparticlesare
mainly producedin the central region of rapidity where ~ = 0. From our ‘approachto equilibrium’
analysisin the previoussection,we know that often less than ~ of the strangeantibaryonicphase
space abundanceis excited by reactionsin the hadron gas phase. Further, we note that the 11
abundanceseenwould require an active gas volume of ---i04 fm3 in order to be generatedin the
hadronicgas phaseduring the reactiontime 1023 s. Thus, we must concludethat the relatively high
abundanceof antistrangehyperonsobservedhasnot beenproducedby hadronicgasreactionsbut that
it must originate from reactionsbetweenquarks and gluons in the perturbativevacuum, with the
structureof the intermediatestatebeingsimilar to a quark-gluonplasma.This argumentwould not be
consistent,though, if particlespectradid not just happento havetransversemomentumdistributions
correspondingto a high degreeof thermalization,andin particular,a temperatureof about 160MeV
[Ha65,Ha68]. Furtherdiscussionof experimentalfacts suggestingthis viewpoint is given by Koch and
Rafelski [KRa85].

We now considerbriefly the availablesparsedataon strangeparticle productionin nucleus—nucleus
collisions at several GeV/A lab kinetic energy [Ha81,Sch82,Sh82,An84]. These data cannot be
describedby hadronic gas phasespace saturatedparticle abundances[ASS81,As81, Ko81, AS81,
ABS84, RK8O, Ra81,Zv84, ZS84,CL84, B184, Bi82, MuK83, Ko83, Ko84]. This implies thatat these
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Fig. 6.5. Antibaryonto baryonratiofor p—Be collision asfunctionof strangenessS for x = 0.48. ref. [Bo791.Our calculatedpointsareindicatedby
a full circle [T= 150MeV, A0 = exp(2.2x)].
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relatively low nuclearenergiesstrangeparticle production is still dominatedby reaction processes
betweenindividualhadrons,which thereforeleadto particleabundancesfar belowstrangephasespace
saturationfor hadronicgas models. Evenat the muchhigher energiesavailableat the ISR at CERN,
light-ion reactions(dd,ace) have beenshown to exhibit no spectacularincreasein kaon versus pion
production ([Ak85], see fig. 6.6). This indicatesthat quarkmatter hasnot beenformedwhich would
haveenhancedthe rate of strangenessabundanceformation. Experimentswith heavierprojectileshave
to showwhetherthisis dueto the smallnessof the employednuclei (d,a) or dueto a still insufficiently
high bombardingenergy.However,evenin the reactionsmentionedaboveit is found thatabundance
ratios of strange particles obey the laws of the relative chemical equilibrium — that is strangeness
generatedis rapidly redistributedamongthe final statehadrons[KRG83}. A method for statistical
descriptionof relativechemicalequilibrium is discussedin the following subsection.

In this subsectionwe havepresenteda number of argumentsdemonstratingthe presenceof the
action of QCD colour degreesof freedom in various hadron—hadronas well as hadron—nucleus
collisions [KRa85]. In particular, the questionof why the reactionproductsdisplaysucha high degree
of thermaland chemicalequilibrationcould bequalitatively andplausiblyexplainedby this hypothesis,
founding a working basefor statisticalmodelsof hadronicreactions.

6.3. Relativechemicalequilibrium

It is possibleto modify the grand canonicaltreatmentof section 6.1 slightly to allow for relative
equilibrium rather than for absolutechemical equilibrium only. As long as effects from weak
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interactionscan be neglected,i.e. for time scalesmuchshorterthan10b0 s, the total strangenessmust
vanish. In the absenceof absolutechemical equilibrium, the fugacities A4 and A5 that control the
hadroniccontent on strangequarksand antiquarks,respectively,are no longer relatedthrough the
conditionA5 = A~

1.Rather,one hasto assume

A~fA~, (6.19)

with the new parameterf controlling the deviation from absolutechemical equilibrium, which
correspondsto the valuef = 1.

The partition function in the Boltzmannapproximationis:

ln Z4 = ZK(ASA~’ + AqA
5) + ZZY(A4A~+ A5A~

2)+ ZE(A~Aq+ A~A~’)+ Z
0(A~)+ Z~A4A5,

(6.20)

where Z1 are the one-particlefunctions, eq. (6.3). The average total number of strangequarks
containedin the hadronsis

(n4) = A4 ln Z
4 = ZKASA~’+ Z~A

4A~+ 2Z~A~Aq+ 3Z~A~+ Z~A4A5, (6.21a)

whereasthe total numberof strangeantiquarksis given by

(n5) = A5 ~- ln Zs = ZKASAq + Z~A5A~
2+ 2Z~A~A~1+ 3Z

0A~+ Z~ASAS. (6.21b)

Since we nowhavetwo independentparameters,A4 andA5, we can fix (n4) and ?,n5) independently.As
discussedabove,the conditionof vanishingnet strangenesshasto be imposed

0 (n4) — (n5) = ZK(ASA~
1— A

5Aq)+ Z~(A4A~— A5A~
2)+2Z_in(A~Aq— A~A~’)+3Z

0(A~— A~).

(6.22)

Consideringthe singly strangehadronswhich in most instancesdominatethe strangenessabundance,
we find the condition

A~(ZK+A~Zy) 2 ZK+A6ZY
f_A4A5~A2(z+A3z) ~ Z+Z/A’ (6.23)

wherey = AS/Aq and Ab = A~as before,cf. eqs. (6.5) and (6.10).
Ratios of particle numbersarenow easilydeducedfrom eqs. (6.21), e.g.

(nA)/(nA) = A5A
2/A

4A~=f-y
2A~2 (6.24a)

~ etc. (6.24b)
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Therelationsareobtainedfrom thosevalid atabsolutechemicalequilibrium, eqs. (6.12),by the simple
substitutiony2—÷fy2.From eq. (6.23), however,it is obviousthat fy2 numerically hasthe same
value as previouslyy 2, eq. (6.10),which should now bedenotedYeq Hence the ratios ofparticles are
thesameas found in absoluteequilibrium eventhoughthis statehasnot beenreached.Thus, the same
‘relative’ chemical equilibrium is fully justified.

We now proceedto fix the valueof A~,i.e. y. Ignoring againthe influenceof multistrangehadrons,
we find from eq. (6.21a)

y(Z~+ AhZY). (6.25)

Givensomearbitrary value of (n
4), we can use eq. (6.25) to fix -y.

This then allows us to compute the value of f. Inserting eq. (6.25) into (6.23) we find

(n~~2 ~___ 2

(ZK + Zy/Ah)(ZK + AhZY) — [~eq~ (6.26)

wherethe last equality follows from the considerationof the equilibrium limit f—+ 1. We further note
that accordingto eq. (6.23)

Y=f
t12Yeq (6.27)

where, as mentioned, ‘Yeq is as given by eq. (6.10). As we have already shown, the ratios of strange
particle abundancesdo not changein relative chemicalequilibrium but are the same as in absolute
chemicalequilibrium. Equation(6.26) furthershowsthat the absoluteabundancesof strangehadrons
are proportionalto the actual total abundance(n

4~.In detail consider for example the hyperon
abundance:

(ny) = ZYASAq = Z~yA6

= ~~Sq)) ZYAb Yeq = fl ~ ~. (6.28)

At this point it is worthwhile to appreciatethat thisbehaviouris borneout by resultsshownin fig. 4.5.
There is clearly a visible difference by a factor of two between strangebaryon abundancesin
(equilibrated)hadronicgas (full lines) andthe recombinationabundancesfrom plasma(dashedlines).
However, our simple approachdoesnot account for the more complexbehaviourof strange anti-
baryons,where at high baryon densityorders of magnitude differencesarise, cf. figs. 4.4 and 4.6.
Recall againthat equilibratedhadronicgasis shownfor comparison— its effective appearance is a signal
for quark-gluonplasmaor precriticalphenomena[KRa85J.

6.4. Measurementof the baryochemicalpotential

As we have seen in the previous two subsections, the baryochemical potential is of similar physical
importanceas the temperatureof the hot hadronicmatter— it is henceof greatinterestto exploreall
the possible avenueswhich would permit its measurement.Perhapsthe simplestand most sensitive
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approachproposedby Koch et a!. [KRG83] is to studythe distributionof s-quarksamongmesonsand
baryons.The existenceof K—N resonancesassuresthat this processis a rapid one andthat whatever
s-quarkabundanceis presentwill be sharedaccordingto the laws of relative chemical equilibrium.
Naturally, as is the casewith the measurementof temperatureby observationof shapesof particle
spectra,we will nearlyalwaysmeasurea ‘freezeout’ chemicalpotential, that is, someeffectiveaverage
over the last stagesof the evolutionof the hadronicfireball.

A first promising case is the ratio of K~to K abundances:both can be observedin the same
experimentalsetup. K~(togetherwith K°)is the majorcarrierof i-quarks,while K (togetherwith
K°)containsonly a fraction of the s-abundance,the balancebeing with the hyperons.Thus the K~
providesthe normalisationfor the K abundancewhich dependssensitively on the baryonchemical
balance.In fig. 6.7 this ratio is shown as follows from the simple relationship

nK+/nK- = A~2A~, (6.29)

usingA
4 given by eq. (6.10) andneglectingtheeffect of electricchargediscussedin eq. (6.14). SinceK~

will have,in general,fewer interactionsthanthe K~,we expectthat an importantcorrectionmust be
applied in actual circumstancesin orderto accountfor effective cooling of K dueto expansionof the
hadronicgas.

The ratio of abundanceof K to A seemsto be the next logical caseto studyas both K andA will
suffer the expansioncooling.

One should notice, however, that ~° will decay quite rapidly into A and will consequently
contaminatethe measurements— it will be difficult to judge howmany A’s really are ~°, the latter one
originating in part alsofrom chargeexchangereactionsof ~~. FurtherA’s arisefrom decayof multiply

(a) T[MeV]~ 100 4O~~

102 - ~14O 20-

- ~7D0

101 - ~:=P:~?rnoss - 600

100 I I Pb[M~] 0
0 200 400 600 800 1000 100 120 140 160 11MeV]

Fig. 6.7. The ratio (nK*/nK_) (a) as a function of thebaryochemicalpotential for severaltemperaturesT and (b) as a function of T for several
valuesof p~.
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Fig. 6.8. Contoursof abundanceratio (n~-)I(n,,)in the p—T plane.

strangebaryonswhensuchdecayoccursufficiently rapidly in order for the decaycascadeto be hidden
in the reactionvertex. However, we can presumethat the A-abundancewill dominatetheseeffects
which can be correctedfor in an experimentalsituation.Hence,we showin fig. 6.8 the contoursfor the
K/A ratio expectedaccordingto the simple phasespacemeasure(seesubsection6.1),

nK-/nA = A~2A1W(xK)/W(xA) (6.30)

and A
4 as given by eq. (6.10) maybe usedagainhere.

The temperaturerangeconsideredis below 160MeV, sinceboth K - andA will strongly interactin
the expansionphaseof the hadronicgas and be relatively ‘cold’ at the freeze-outpoint.

7. Strangenessevolution in an expanding fireball

7.1. Fireball scenario

The hadronicfireball formed in a nucleus—nucleuscollision at high energyis not a staticobject,but
expandsundertheinfluenceof its internalpressuresubjectto its inertia.We nowconsiderthe equation
of motion for strangenesscarryingparticles in suchan environment.Thereare threepossiblephases
that mustbe accountedfor: (i) a purequark-gluonplasmaphase,(ii) apurehadronicphase,and(iii) a
mixed phasecontainingquark-gluonmatterandhadronicmatterside by side.We shall commencewith
the discussionof the strangenessevolutionin the mixed (coexistence)phase,sincethe othertwo cases
follow immediately in the appropriatelimit.

Following Kapusta and Mekjian [KM85] we consider a volume elementV, of which a fraction
= V01V is made up of quark matter, while the remainingfraction fH = VHI V consistsof hadronic

matter,i.e.:

V=VQ+VH, f0+f11=1. (7.1)
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The volume V expandsin time

dV= ~dt=dV0+dV~. (7.2)

There are two mechanismsthat lead to a changein volume occupiedby the two phases.The volume
maychangedueto a hydrodynamicalexpansionat nearlyconstantentropy.Alternatively the volumes
can changedue to mutual exchangeof particles,i.e. entropy, betweenthe two phases.This latter
processis associatedwith the quark-gluonfragmentationprocesswe havediscussedin section4.

We shall assumethat in the expansionstagephaseconversionproceedsonly from the plasmaphase
into the hadronicphasebut not vice versa,so that the plasmavolume monotonicallydecreasesduring
the existenceof a mixed phase.Simultaneously,the volume of the hadronic phase continuously
increases,due to the accumulationof hadronic particlesas well as due to (hydrodynamical)volume
expansion.

Thus the changein volume per time interval dt reads

dV0 = dV~— dV~, dVH = dV~+ dV~, (7.3)

wherethedV~0denotevolume expansion(at fixed entropy) while dV
t’ standsfor the volume change

dueto particleexchange(indices ‘e’ standfor expansionand‘p’ for particleexchange).Before andafter
thehadronizationprocesswehavedV~= 0; during the existenceof the mixedphase,we putdV~= 0, as
statedabove. We focus our attentionnow on the time evolution of the mixed phase.We must first
establisha relationbetweendV

0 anddVH. This is providedby the assumptionthat thereis no significant
productionof entropy, i.e. that the increasein entropy in the hadronicphasedSH is balancedby the
loss of entropy from the quark-gluonplasmadS0 due to particle loss:

dS0= 5~dV0 = —sudVH = dSH, (7.4)

wheres~and
5H are the associatedentropydensities. In the non-interactingquark-gluonplasmawe

have

s
0 = ~ ~

2T3+ 2(p~/3)2T (7.5)

where p.,, is as usual the baryon chemical potential. The entropy density in the hadronicphase is
approximately

= + 4[(5 + ~ ch(~) — ~ sh(~)] (mNT)312 exp(—$mN) (7.6)

wheremN is the nucleon mass. As the Boltzmann approximation has been used to derive eq. (7.6), we
must require that (p.~

1,— mN) < T for its validity.
Let ushere,in thefirst consideration,neglecttheinfluenceof anonvanishingbaryonchemicalpotentialp..,,

andof the baryoniccontributionto ~ Equation(7.4) thendescribesthe increasein hadronicvolume
due to gradualconversionof quark-gluonplasmainto a pion gas as accordingto the simple relation:

dVH = —(sQ/sH)dVQ= —~dV0. (7.7)
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This meansthat in the endafter the conversionof the quark-gluonplasmato pionic gas,the latter must
occupya volume that is at aboutten timeslargerin order to conserveentropy!This increasein volume
resultsin a dilution of strangequarksamonglight quarks,which is somewhatmitigatedby the creation
of additional strangequark pairs in the fragmentationprocessdiscussedin section4.2. The dilution
effect was observedby Redlich [Re85] in comparing equilibrium strangenessabundanciesin the
quark-gluonand hadronicgasphases.Equatingthe total baryonnumberin the two phases(at equal
baryochemical potential p..,,) he calculated the ratio of the numberof strangeparticles,which is shown
in fig. 7.1 as a function of p.,, at T = 160 MeV. At p..,, = 0 the ratio of volumesis VH : V0 = 6.5.

As is evidentfrom fig. 7.1, the volume dilution leadsto a rathersmall valueof the enhancementof
strangeness in the quark-gluon plasma. The factor 1.5 ±0.2 would render experimental use of
strangeness as signal for formation of a deconfined state useless, if chemicalequilibrium concentration
of strangeparticleswere really reachedin nuclearreactionsproceedingsolely through the hadronicgas
phase. However, as shown in section 5, in the kinetic treatment of the evolution of a hot hadronic gas,
strangeness equilibrium densities are missed by a large factor. As a consequence, the dynamical
enhancementfactor for strangenessproductionin the quark-gluonplasmaphase is much largerthan
that shown in fig. 7.1. According to the results depicted in fig. 5.4, the additional dynamical
enhancementamountsto a factor 5 or more for a lifetime of the hadronicfireball of 10fm/c.

We now proceedto explorethe consequencesof ahadronizationscenarioin which a largevolume
jump occurs. Since the phase transition and volume growth is, in reality, accomplishedgradually
throughparticipationof numerousintermediatehadronicstates,wewill turnfurtherbelow to consider,
in addition to quark recombination, the quark and gluon fragmentationmechanismintroduced in
section4. The latter effect is requiredin orderto generatethe additionalhadronicparticlesthat takeup
the entropycontentof the quark-gluonplasmaand fill the largerhadronicvolume.

We aremainly interestedin the fate of strangequarks.The numberof strangequarksin the plasma
phasechangesbecauseof two reasons:on the one hand, strangenessproducing reactionsmakeit
approachthe equilibrium abundanceaccordingto the law:

dN~= Ag[1 — (N4/N~)
2]V

0 dt R4 V0 dt, (7.8)

0 200 400 600
1~B(MeV)

Fig. 7.1. Ratio of the numberof strangeparticles in quark-gluonplasmaand hadronicgascontainingthe samenetbaryon number.The ratio is
shownas a function of s~(after [Re851).
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whereAg is the rate constant(3.10) and R4 includes the effective reduction factor [1— (N4/N~)
2].

Furthermore,the numberof strangequarksin the plasmaphasechangesdue to their conversioninto
hadrons. Weshall assume the loss of strangeness, dN~,is proportional to the loss of volume dV~,
i.e.

dN~= (N
4/V0)dV~= N4d(ln V0), (7.9)

where we have assumedthat dV~= dV0 in the mixed plasma-hadronphase.The total change in
strangenesscontentin a time interval dt is therefore

dN4 = dN~+ dN~= R4 V0 dt + N4 d(ln V0). (7.10)

Dividing by V0 dt, and with

N4p4V0 (7.11)

where p~is the density of strange quarks in the plasma phase, we find:

d id d

~p4~-~- ~N,—p4~(lnV0)’~’R4. (7.12)

Equation (7.12) emphasisesthat thereis no dilution term in the QGP strangenessdensity evolution
equationbecausethe densityof strangequarksis assumedto changeonly dueto particlereactions,but
not due to hydrodynamica!expansionof the volume occupied by the plasma phase.This fact is
containedimplicitly in our assumptiondV~= 0 for the mixed phase. -

Next, we considerthe changein the numberof strangeparticles,e.g. of antikaonsK or K°,in the
hadronicphase.It can changeeither through hadronicreactions

dN~= AK[1 — (N~IN~)
2]VH dt~RK VH dt, (7.13)

or due to conversionof strangequarksfrom plasmainto antikaons:

dN~= —p~dN~= —Pk N
4d(lnV0). (7.14)

Herep ~ describesthe probability for a hadronizingstrangequark to endup in an antikaonratherthan
other hadron.

In the spirit of eq. (4.17b)we have

—dN~/dN~=p~= aN~N4/N4 (7.15)

understandingimplicitly that the effective numberof quarks,as determinedby eqs. (4.16), shouldbe
usedon the right handside. We thusobtain

dN~= —a NqN4d(lnV0), (7.16)

where the constant a must be taken from eq. (4.22a).
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We can, finally, again replaceparticle numbersby particle densities,

NKp~VH, (7.17)

and we find, combining eqs. (7.13) and (7.14):

= ~_(~+ — p,, ~- (ln VH) = RK — a ~~-~ — p~~-(In V.,.,). (7.18)

It is now convenientto expressdV0 by dVH with the helpof eq. (7.7)

= R~+ a ~ ~—(In VH) — p~~-(In VH) = R~+ (a i~ — p~)~j (In VH).

(7.19)

The right handside containsthe reactionterm, a feedingterm reflectingon expressingcreationof new
kaonsfrom the quarkphase,and the dilution term due to expansionof the hadronicphase.Whereas
loss term and dilution term exactly cancelledin eq. (7.12), this is not so herefor the feeding and
dilution terms.

For the sakeof completeness,we record the evolutionequationfor the pure phases,which do not
contain exchangeterms. Then onehas:

(lnV) (7.20)

for the pure quark-gluonphase,and

pg=R~p~ (lnV) (7.21)

for the pure hadronicphase.The index ‘0’ or ‘H’ is not neededfor the volume then,since either
V= V0 or V= VH, dependingon the phase.

We must now specifythe initial conditionsfor the hadrondensitiesin the mixed phase.Concentrat-
ing on antikaons,in the first momentof the mixed phaseNK = V~= 0, so that the initial valuefor p~is
not obvious. However, if we go back to eqs. (7.13) and (7.16), we find in the limit V~—~0:
dN~Idt=0,

dN~= — a N~N4 d(In V0) = a N~~ ~ dVH (7.22)

and therefore initially

p~(t= 0) = a !~~ s~/s0. (7.23)

The entropyratio factor s11/s0=— 1 / 10 describes the dilution of strange particles in the transition from
quark-gluonplasmato hadronicgasthat wasdiscussedfollowing eq. (7.7).When the time-evolutionof
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the fireball volume V is given by appropriate hydrodynamical equations, or by other assumptions, e.g.
as discussedin section1.5, eqs. (7.12), (7.19)—(7.21)and(7.23) fully determinethe variationof strange
particledensitieswith time.

7.2. Strangeparticle abundances:Baryon-richplasma

We can now proceedto computethe strangeparticleabundancesemergingfrom nuclearcollisions.
For t c t0, eq. (7.20) mustbe usedwith the reactionmechanismsdescribedin section3 andgiven again
in eq. (7.8).Throughoutthis sectionwe assumethatthe initial plasmatemperatureT0 = 250MeV, the
plasmaradiusR0 = 3 fm, the plasmatime t0 being assumedas 1.5R0= 4.5fm/c. The strong coupling
constanta4 = 0.6i~takenandm4 170MeV is employedin theplasmastate.The table7.1 presentsthe
implicitly assumedpure plasmalifetimes t, andtime t,, atwhich plasmagascoexistenceceases(seefig.
1.5) resultingfrom assumingthat the fireball volume growswith time as V—t~,n = 1 and3. The degree
of saturation,p4/p°,of the strangequark phasespaceat t = t,~is also displayed.It is found from
integrationof eq. (7.20) up to t = t~with the dilution term

d n
~—!nV=—; t<t~. (7.24)

We noticethatthe slow expansion,n = 1, leadsto very appreciablepureplasmalifetime of 17—32fm/c
dependingsomewhaton p..~/T and resultsin completelysaturatedstrangenessphasespace.The fast
radial expansion,n = 3, is more in agreementwith naive expectationsfor the baryon-richplasmaof
section1.5.1— the lifetime of pureplasmastaterangesfrom 7 to 9 fm / candthestrangenessphasespace
is about90% saturatedwhenhadronizationbegins.

At t = t,~ the plasmastatecommencesto coexist with the hadronicgas. We turn now to our plasma
fragmentation-recombinationmodel, seesection4. Accordingto the scenariopresentedin the previous
subsection,we further have

VH(t) = V~(t/t0)” [1— (t~/t)~]r/(r— 1) (7.25a)

Table 7.1
Characteristictimes and strangenessequilibrationof hot hadronic matter in nuclear

collisions

ti,’

t ti,’1 ti,3) ti,3>
(fm/c) p,Ip (fm/c) (fm/c) p,/p (fm/c)

(MeV) ,u,,,/T cf. fig. 7.4 cf. fig. 7.3

0 0 17 1 162 7 0.5 14
200 1.3 18 1 165 7 0.68 15
400 2.7 22 1 173 8 0.90 15

600 4.6 32 1 193 9 0.98 16

t,: beginningof coexistencephase.
t~. endof coexistencephase.
p,/p’: degreeof strangequark saturationof plasmaphasespaceat t = t,.
(1): V—t; (3): V— z~.
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V0(t) = V0(tIt0)” [(t~/t)” — 1 ir]rI(r — 1) (7.25b)

where r is obtainedfrom eq. (7.7):

r = SQ/5H . (7.25c)

Naturally we find, addingeqs. (7.25a) and (7.25b)

V(t) = V~(t)+ 1
7

0(t) = 1/~(t/t~)”. (7.26)

The functional forms shown in eqs. (7.25) are direct consequencesof the requirement(7.26) and the
assumptionsmade,suchas eqs. (7.3) and(7.7). We furthernotethat the endof the mixed phaseis at
V0 =0, i.e.

th = r”t~. (7.27)

The times th shown in table 7.1 arise from actual r obtainedinserting eqs. (7.5) and (7.6) into eq.
(7.25c). The casen = 1 doesappearto exaggeratethe lifetime of the mixed phaseandn = 3 maybe a
better choice for a 3-dimensionalexpansion,as it implies R -= t, T—= lit.

Thus for t,~< t < t,, while the volume evolves according to eqs. (7.25), the strangequark density
evolvesaccordingto the undilutedeq. (7.12), sincethe entiredilution occursthroughexpansionof the
hadronicgas part of the reactionvolume due to the assumedexactcorrelationof quark-gluonplasma
volume expansionwith conversioninto hadronicgasphase.However, we allow for temperatureand
chemicalpotentialtime dependenceand T-= (lit)”

3 particularlyinfluencesthereactionconstantR
4,cf.

eq. (7.8) and eq. (3.13). The hadronicgaseq. (7.19) is usedto describethe evolutionof the various
strangehadronsafter the following generalizationhasbeenmade

p~(t)= ~ R~+ (pcom ~ - p1(t)) ~ (ln Vu). (7.28)

Herep. is the abundanceof hadronicgas particleswe seek,andp~°
mare the combinatoricdensities,

e.g.:

* *
corn a corn 2

PK = ~ P~Ps’ Py = ~ PqPs~ (7.29)

etc., compareeqs. (4.17) and (4.18). We haveusedvolume reducedcombinatoricfactors

a*z~~V
0a, f3*1V~c,/3 (7.30)

such that eqs. (4.21), (4.22a) and (4.22b), for the a*, /33., are given in terms of densitiesand not
absolute abundances.Finally, R~”~is the reaction contribution of channel n to the ith particle
consideredas developedin section5 and explicitly presentedin appendixA.

As we haveseenin section4, the fragmentationmechanismin the quark-gluonplasmarecombin-
ation model usesthe surplusentropy of the plasmato generateadditional partons.These additional
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partonscontribute to the formationof hadrons,ensuringconservationor increaseof entropyover the
phasetransition.In section4 we consideredbothfragmentationof gluonsand of quarks.Forvanishing
baryochemicalpotential p..,, = 0 we found that somefragmentationof quarksis neededfor the entropy
balance,but considerablyless than gluon fragmentation.When the considerationis extendedto finite
values of /A~

1,~it is found that quark fragmentationbecomeslessimportant, and gluon fragmentation
aloneis sufficient to conserveentropy [Ko86]. It is, therefore,not unwarrantedto neglect quark
fragmentationin anexploratorycalculationof the expectedparticle abundancesfor differentvaluesof
the baryochemicalpotentialp.1,, and to take only gluon fragmentationinto account.

7.3. Numerical results

Chemicalevolution equationfor the threeexpansionsteps (quark-gluonplasma,phasetransition,
mixed phase)were first solved numerically by Kapustaand Mekjian [KM85]. Their analysiswas only
concernedwith baryon-free systems, including pions and kaons in the hadronic gas phase.The
interestingcaseof multistrangebaryons,andstrangeantibaryonswasnot consideredin thiscalculation.
The conclusionof theseauthorsthatunderalmostall conditionsthe hadronicgasphasewill emergein
absolutehadrochemicalequilibrium must, therefore,be takenwith somecaution. Since the reaction
irir—~KK has a relatively large cross section above threshold,it is not inconceivablethat chemical
equilibriumof kaonsmaybereachedevenin the absenceof quark-gluonplasmaformation.This would,
however,requireexistenceof a dense,hot hadronicfireball for a very long spanof time or extremely

0.3

...~ ...
0.2

0.1 - L~S~S - 0.07

C I I I

0.2 -
K/ir - AS~0

- 0.07

200 300 400 500
T~,(MeV)

Fig. 7.2. K/ir ratio calculatedby [KM85Jfor a model involving pionsandkaonsonly. M: mixed phasescenario;L~S= 0 (~S= S) supercooled
plasma scenario without (with) entropy generation. The different curves correspondto different assumptions about parametersdeterminingthe
reaction cross section s (solid: ‘most likely’; dashed:‘optimistic’; dotted: ‘pessimistic’. See [KM85] for details).
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high temperatures(T> 200 MeV) in the hadronicphase.Whethersuchconditionsarecompatiblewith
the kinetic propertiesof collision events,must be testedin future experiments.

Kapustaand Mekjian [KM85] also consideredthe casewhen no mixed phase is formed, and the
phasetransitionis effectedinsteadafter strongsupercoolingof the plasmaphaseby a suddentransition
to a superheatedhadronicgasphase.As far as the resultsof kaonproductionare concerned,thereis
almost no difference comparedwith the mixed phasescenario in the final composition, because
chemicalequilibrium in a superheatedhadronicphaseof 300MeV temperaturewould be approached
very quickly. Figure 7.2 shows the results of Kapusta and Mekjian [KM85] for the expectedK/’rr

ratio as a function of the initial temperatureT0 of the fireball. The uppertwo partscorrespondto the
scenarioinvolving a supercooledplasmawith (z~S= S) or without (z~S= 0) entropyproductionin the
transition,while the lower part representsthe mixed phasescenario.

Let usnowcometo the resultsof calculationsbasedon the full set of rateequationsin the hadronic
phasediscussedin section5, involving baryonsandantibaryonsin addition to pionsandkaons[Ko861.
These calculations are based on the following picture of the evolution of the fireball: initially a
quark-gluonplasma is formed, which expandsand cools until it reachesat t = t,~the phasetransition
point towardsthe hadronicgasphase.Temperatureandbaryochemicalpotentialarethenkeptconstant
andthe plasmais graduallyconvertedinto hadronicgas.During this processthe volume of the mixed
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Fig. 7.3. Strangeparticle abundancesassumingfast volume expansion(V—t) and recombinationwith gluon fragmentation:(a) s-quarkand (b)
0-quark carrying hadronsat the endof coexistenceof quark gluon plasmaand hadronicgasphase,as a function of critical values of T and p~.
Dashed:equilibrium abundancesin thehadronicgasphaseat the samevalues of T and p~.
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phase grows according to the requirement of entropy conservation as expressed in eqs. (7.25). The
calculationis stoppedat t = th when the quark-gluonplasmais fully convertedinto hadrons.In the first
part of the expansion,whenonly the plasmaphaseis present,eq. (7.20), for strangequarkproduction
is solved.Later,whenplasmaandhadronicphasecoexist,eq. (7.12)is solvedfor strangequarkdensity
in the plasmaphase(light quarksandgluons arealways assumedto be in full equilibrium), while eqs.
(7.28) aresolvedfor the evolutionof abundancesof i~,K, N, Y, ~, [1 and antiparticlesin thehadronic
phase.In the hadronizationprocess,mesons and baryonsare assumedto form accordingto the
fragmentation-recombinationscenarioexpressedby eqs. (7.29) and presentedin detail in section 4.
Gluon fragmentationensuresapproximateentropyconservationby providing the additional partons
requiredto fill the largerhadronicgas volume with mesonsand baryons.

First, considerthe particleabundancespresentedin figs. 7.3 and7.4. Both figuresdiffer in the choice
of the exponentn in eq. (7.24) and correspondto fast (n = 3) resp. slow (n = 1) volume expansion.
Parts (a) and (b) in eachcaserefer to abundancesof hadronscontainings- and ~-quarks,respectively.
Theabundancesarepresentedas foundat t = th, the time whenthe plasmaphasehasbeencompletely
convertedand the hadronic gas phaseis quite thin already.The curvesare given as function of the
values of the thermodynamical variables T and p.~at the point where the critical curve is crossed.
Throughoutthe -calculationa constantT/p.,, ratio is assumed. The dashed curvesare the equilibrium
hadronicgas resultsas obtainedaccordingto the grand canonicalapproach,section6.1.
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Fig.7.4. Strange particle abundances assuming slow (longitudinal) volume expansion (V.—t)andrecombinationwith gluon fragmentation,elsesameas
fig. 7.3.
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As discussedin section 5, the actual abundancesof strangehadronsin the collisions in which no
plasmais formedwould be significantly smaller,in particular,the strangeantibaryonswould be far from
their hadronic gas equilibrium values. As we see from the presented results, there is a very significant
overabundance of strange antibaryons found, which — incidentally— doesnot rely on the mechanismof
quark-gluonfragmentation(but fragmentationincreasesoverall), whether other hadronscome out
aboveor just at their chemicalequilibrium abundancedependsto a large extenton the lifetime of the
mixed phase.For short lifetime (fig. 7.3) considerableoverabundanceof hyperonsY = (A, ~)and
cascadeparticles~ is predicted.As could be expectedfrom naive argumentsconcernings—~symmetry
in plasma,the abundanceof Q and f~turn out to be quite similar, independentof the value of p..,,.
- For reasonsof experimentalpracticability it is importantthat the densitiesof strangeantibaryonsY,

arein the rangei03 to 102ifm3 at the time of breakup. Given the largefireball volume of several
thousandfm3 at this time, a numberof theseparticles are expectedto be producedin each single
reaction event leading to formation of quark-gluonplasma.This fact greatly reducesthe dangerof
mistaking rare fluctuationsin purely hadronic reactioneventsfor plasmaformation, and allows for
accumulationof high-statisticsdata.

By contrast,the proposalof Heinz, SubramanianandGreiner[HSG84,He851 to utilize antinucleias
signaturefor quark-gluonplasmais plaguedby extremelysmall abundancesof theseparticles, e.g.
antideuteronsare predictedto occur with abundancelO_6 to 104ifm3, and anti-alphaparticlesonly
with a densityof l0_12 to 103ifm3. Observationof a very largenumberof quark-gluonplasmaevents
andgreattrustin the absenceof substantialrare fluctuationsaway from hadronicequilibrium would be
requiredto establishthe presenceof quark-gluonplasmafrom such asignal. (Theparticulardeficiencies
of the calculationof Heinz etal. [He85],e.g.violation of entropyconservationduring thehadronization
process,hasbeendiscussedbefore,seesection4.4.)

In conclusion, our calculationspresentedaboveconfirm the particular suitability of strangeanti-
baryonsfor diagnosisandstudyof the quark-gluonplasmastate.However,theyshouldnot yet betaken
as the ultimate picture on expected particle abundances,as more realistic plasma evolution and
dissociationmodelshave to be developed.In particular, the combinationof the hadrochemicalrate
equationswith a state-of-the-artsolution of the relativistic hydrodynamicalevolution equations
including a phasetransitionwould be a worthwhile next step.

8. Highlights

The results collected in this report, some of them shown for the first time, substantiatethe
expectationthat abundancesof strangeparticles, most notably of strangeantibaryons,provide a
powerful tool to probethe quark-gluonplasmain nuclearreactionsat very high energy.We will not try
hereto comprehensivelyrepeatthe discussionsset forth in the variousprecedingsections,but instead
concentrateon the resultsthat highlight the uniquefeaturesof strangeparticle production.

We beginrecalling the resultsobtainedin section4 wherewe haveshownthat in caseof equilibrated
strangenessabundancesin differentphasesof hadronicmatter,strangehadronicparticlesarepredicted
to emergefrom the quark-gluonplasmaphasemoreabundantlythanthiswould be the casein a purely
hadronic gas (figs. 4.3 and 4.4). To a large degreethis behaviouris a consequenceof numerous
fragmentationprocessesrequiredin the break-upof the plasmaphasein order to obey the 2nd law of
thermodynamicsandalso dueto the fact that (s) / ~q) relativeabundanceis enhanced.It is important
here to emphasisethat the specific exampleof strongenhancementin the strangeantihyperonY
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productionwas found to persistfor all hadronizationscenarios(seefig. 4.4). The enhancementof s~[~I,
fig. 4.3, appearsto be lesspronounced.On the otherhand,for the morecommonstrangenesscarrying
particles, viz. kaons and hyperons, no impressive but nonethelessalso an observablesurplus as
comparedto the hadronicequilibriumabundancesis expected.However,for theseparticles,a failure to
find above-equilibriumabundancecannotbe taken.-as a signal for the absenceof a plasmaphase.In
other words: Y abundanceanomalies(and also ~ and 11) are characteristicfor_plasmaformation
becausetheywill exceedthe size of the phasespaceof individualhadrons,while K, K andY (aswell as
‘it) anomalieswill be there,but arenot consideredto be characteristicbecausetheir abundanceswill be
nearthe phasespacelimit.

Another importantpoint we emphasisehereagainis that hadronicreactionratesaremuchtoo small
to allow for equilibrationof strangeparticledensitiesduring a nuclearreactionunlessplasmais formed.
After a reactiontime of 10fm/c (about 3 X 1023s) the gross densityof strangeparticleswould still
remainan orderof magnitudeoff its equilibrium value(seefig. 5.4). This lack of saturationof strange
particlephasespacein hadronicgashasfirst beendiscussedandis well knownfor nuclearcollisions in
the energy range around 1 GeV/u. For strange antibaryons the underpopulationis even more
pronounced,with two to threeordersof magnitudemissingto equilibrium (fig. 5.5). This meansthat
eventhe observationof saturatedhadronicequilibriumfor theseparticleswould be a mystery,pointing
to the temporarypresenceof a quark-gluonplasma seed,at least.The predictedantihyperonphase
spaceoverabundance,resulting from the quark-gluonplasmaregion,can — if actually observed— only
be explainedby invoking the deconfinedplasmastate.These resultsare confirmed by the dynamical
evolutionscenariosdevelopedin section7: evenwhenall surplusplasmaentropyis usedfor expansion
ratherthanquark-gluonfragmentation,the overabundanceof strangeantibaryonspersistsat leastuntil
the phase transition is completed,cf. figs. 7.3 and 7.4 (fast and slow phase transition scenarios,
respectively).

The usefulnessof strangeantibaryonsas signalsfor quark-gluonplasmaformation is most strikingly
emphasized by a comparison of fig. 5.5 and fig. 7.3. To wit, fig. 7.3 showed the results of a calculation
alongthe linesof a ‘fast’ expansionscenario,wherea quark-gluonplasmawas assumedto beformedin
the collision, cooling to the critical temperatureat about 8 fm/c after the start of the reaction, and
completingthe break-upinto hadronswithin an additional time interval of 7 fm/c. Altogether, the
high-densitystageof the reactionlastsfor about 5 X 1023 s, after which time the densitiesof strange
antibaryonsare predictedto exceedsubstantiallythe hadronic equilibrium values. In absenceof a
quark-gluonplasmastate,the abundanceof strangebaryonsand antibaryonswould still be far below
saturationafterthis reactiontime,as fig. 5.5 shows,by factorsrangingfrom 20 for antihyperonsA, ~ to
more than 100 for triple strangebaryonsCI, CI.

The sourceof all theseresultscan be tracedbackto the fact that strangequark-pairproductionin the
plasma phaseproceedsat a sufficiently fast rate to permit statistical equilibrium abundanceto be
establishedin less than 10 fm/c. As discussedin section3, this is mainly dueto the abundantpresence
of gluonic excitations, allowing for quark-pair production in gluon—gluon collisions. In a sense,
therefore,abundantstrangeantibaryon productionis indicative of an environmentin which two-gluon
processesdominateover single-gluonexchangephenomena.

In conclusion, we have shown on the basis of a dynamicaltheoreticalmodel of strangeparticle
productionin nuclearcollisions thatnormallyrarestrangeantibaryonS or particleswith multiplestrange-
nesscontent (antibaryonsA, ~, ~, CI) provide a very promisingexperimentalsignal in the search
of the quark-gluonplasma.In particular,abundantstrangenessproductionis indicativeof the presence
of gluon excitations,a characteristicproperty of the deconfinedQCD phase.
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Appendix A: Master equations for strangenessevolution in hadronic gas

The setof differential equationsconsideredhere reads:

p~= V~N~{P2[p~p~— RlpKp~]}+ (~v~N~ {A2[p~pa— R5p0p~]}

—(~vN~) D3{p0p~— R11p~p~}, (Al)

p~= (~~v~N){P2[p~p~— R1p~p~]}+ (~~v~N){A2[pKp~— R5p~pj}

5-,, 3 2
KO-NNVNN) {D3[pripN — RIIpKp~1}, (A2)

p~= ~ {P>(p~p~— R2p~p~)— P2(p~p~— RlpopK)}

+(ff~vkN~{A.,(p~p~— R6p~p~)— A2(pkp~— R5p0p~)}

5,, 23

(~N~Ntt) {D2[p~p~—RlopKp~]}, (A3)

= V~N) {P1(p~p~— R2pap~)— P2(p~pa— R.,p~p~)}

+(UgV~~) {Al(pKp~— R6p~p~)— A2(p~pa— R5p~p~))

5-,, 23
(uNr~VNr~t){D2[p~pN— RlopKp,,]}, (A4)
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~PYNN){P
3,PNR3PYPKPI(P3,PYR2PKP~)}

~

(o~NNvNN){Dl[pYp~— R9p~p~]}, (AS)

p~= K ~V3,N){P3,P~— R3p~p~— P1( p3,p~— R2p~p~)}

TTY+co~NvkN){pKp~~— R7p,,,p~— A1(PKPY — R6p3,p~)}

51,
cONNVNN){D1[PYPN — R9pKp~]}, (A6)

YIT

~PN_NN)[P3,PNR3PKPY1KNN)[P~PNR7P1,PYI

SIT

NNVNN~{PNPN— R8p~+ D.,(p~p~— R9pKp~)

+D2(pNp~,— R10p~p~)+ D3(pNpj~— R.,.,p~p~)}, (A7)

d
1 ‘ YITp.,c~= NVITN)[pITpN — R1p~p~J— cO-I~NV1(N)[PKPN— R7p,p~.]

/ 51,

— N~VNf~){PNP~— R8p~+ D1(p~~>p~— R9p~p~)

+D2(p~p~— R104p~,)+ D3(pNpfl— R11p~p~)}, (A8)

p~= ( ~v3,~){p3,p~— R3p~p~+ P1(p~p~— R2p~pa)

+ P2( p3,p~— R1p~pfl)+ P3(p~— R4pKpk)}

ITY
co~Nu~N){p~pN— R7p3,p~+ A1(p~p~— R6p3,p~)+ A2(p~p~— R5p3,p0)}

51,

+NNVNr~){Dl(pf~py— R9p~p~)+ D2(p~p,.— R10p~p~)+ D3(p~~>p0— R.,.,p~p~)},

(A9)

d KY
PK = KUITNVITN){PITPN — R3PKPY+ P1(p3,p~— R2p~pZ)

+ P2( p3,p~— RlpKpo)+P3(p~,— R4p~pK)}

/ ITY

co~NvKN){pKpN — R7p3,p5,+ Al(pKp~.— R6p3,p~)+ A2(pKpz — R5p3,p~)}
— R9pKp~)+ D2(pNp~— R10p~p~)+ D3(p~p~— R.,.,p~p~)},

(AlO)
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PIT = Ku~vITN){(pITPN+ p1,p~)— R3(pKpY + p~p~)
+ ~1[(P1,PY + pITp\,) — R2(p.,~~p~+ p~p~)]

+P2[(p1,p~+ ~ — R1( PKPO + p~pt-.,)]+ P3[p~, — R4pKpkI}

+ PKP~)— R7( PITPY + PITP~)

+ PKPY) — R5(p3,p~+ p1,p~)l+ A2[(p~pa+ PKP~) — R5( p3,p0+ p1,p~)1}

+(p~VN~){pNp~— R8p~+ Dl[pNp~+ PYPi~— R9(p~p~+ PKP~)1

+ D2[pNprt + p~p~— R10(p~p~+ p~p~)]+Di[pNp~+ p~p~— R11(p~p~+

(All)

with the following definitions

KO
D ~— (oITyvITY~. D ~— Ko1,Ev1,~). ._ _________1J~ KY ‘ ‘2~ KY ‘ T

3~ KY
(aITNVITN~ KOITNV1,N~ KOITNVITN)

IT~ ITO

KUKYVgY) . ._ ________A1 .— , A~.— ITY (Al2)
(o~Nv~N) KO~NV~N)

2K+3IT 3K+2IT
KO-YN VY~) . ._ ~ ~ ._ ~ v.,..,~)

~—‘1 5-~ ‘ ‘~2 SIT SIT
K ON~VNr~ KONNVN~) (UN~VN~

cc = cc cc cc cc cc 2

D ~— P1,Pa . ._ P3,P~. D . P1,PN . D .— ____1, cc , 1t2 cc 1~~3 cc cc I~4 .— cc cc

PI-.,PK PEPK PYPK PKPg~

D ~— PKI~ . D . PKPY . D . PKPN
— cc cc , ~‘6 — cc cc , 1~7. — cc cc

PoP1, P1,P~ PYP1,

___ p~p~ . P~P’~ . . P~Pit~R8. cc5~ R9. cc cc R.,0.— cc 2 =3 , R11. cc 3 cc 2,
(p1,) (PK)(P1,) (~oK)(p1,) (PK) (P1,)

wherethe p,°°denotethe equilibrium densitieswhich are given by:

= 47.~3(m)2 K2(~~)~ , (A13a)

= 4T
3 (m)2 K

2(~) ~ (Al3b)

= ~ (m~)2K2(~i) A~
2A~, (A13c)
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cc 4T3 (mN\2 (m.,.
4~ ±~

PN.f~~~f) ~ , (A13d)
cc 2T

3 fmK~ (mK\ ±1 ±~

PK,i~f)K
2kjf)Aq A4 , (A13e)

= ~ (m)~{K2(~~)+ ~K2(~ç.!) + ~K2(~T)}. (A13f)

Exceptfor the caseof pions, the densitiesarecalculatedin Boltzmannapproximation.Note thatK, K
denotesthe K-mesonscontainingan ~, s quark, respectively.

Oneshould noticethat all reactionconstantsdefinedunder(Al2) are independentof the fugacities
Aq~A4 sincethesequantumnumbersareconservedfor eachreaction.Thereforetheyonly dependon the
temperatureand the massesof participatingparticles in the HG. The quantumnumber (chemical
potential) dependenceenters through the initial condition, in our case e.g. the assumptionof
equilibratedphasespaceof nucleons.

Appendix B: Parameterizationof strangenessproductioncrosssectionsin hadronicgas

Unfortunatelya uniqueparameterizationof measuredcrosssections[He83}over the whole rangeof
the centre-of-massenergyis not feasible.The full energyregion is divided into smallerintervalswhere
simple parameterizationsapply. In the following we adopt the parameterizationof ref. [KR84] rather
than that of refs. [ME82,CL841.

Specifically,we havechosenthefollowing fits. In thecaseof the ‘it + p—+ K + Y reactions.

p-~K>: (Bla)
A(v~- v~); \/~ < V~ < v’~ \/~ = 1.683GeV;

= 1.934GeV; A = 0.7mb/0.218GeV

u(V~)=Bexp(-Cs/~); v’~<V~ s/~3GeV;

B=60.26mb; C~”2.31GeV’

Dexp(—Ev~); v~<v~<a’; D=0.36mb; E=0.6O5GeV
1

(Bib)
A(V~-v’~); ~<v’~<~/~ V~=1.613GeV;

= 1.684GeV; A = 0.9mb/0.091GeV

o(Vi~ Bexp(—Cv~); \/~<V~<’~/~ V~2.l GeV;

B=436.3mb; C=4.154GeV’

D exp(—Ev~); v’~<V~’<°°; D =0.314mb; E=0.301GeV~
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(Blc)
A(vi~-v~); ~<v~<vi~ f~=1.689GeV;

= 1.722GeV; A = 10.6mb/GeV

o~(V~)= Bexp(-Cv~); /~<v’~<\/~ \/~=3GeV;

B=l3.7mb; C=l.92GeV’

Dexp(—EV~); z~v’~<c; D=0.l88mb; E’0.6llGeV’

(Bid)

F(constant); \~<v’~<\/~ \/~=l.69lGeV

r(VT)= Dexp(—E-v’~); ~ v~V~=l.9GeV;

D309.O6mb; E=3.77GeV’.

In figs. Bla—Bld we show theserespectivefits with data takenfrom CERN—HERA Reports[HE83].
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Fig. Bi. Cross sectionsfor the strangenessproductionprocess.Data are takenfrom CERN—HERA Reports[HE83].Our parameterizationas
outlined in appendixB.
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Sincewe arenow interestedin an isospin averagedcrosssection,we haveadoptedthe approachof
ref. [CL84] andtakenthemean‘rrN —~ KY crosssectionas:

— — 1 + + + — 00 — — —

ir(’iTN—3. KY) = 4{cr(’IT p—~I K ) + o(ir p—* I K ) + u(’rr p-~I K )}.
In the caseof strangenessexchangecrosssections

KN—3.YIT

we only havedata for the mostly measuredreaction

Kp—+Air0

and few data points for

KN-* Air

as displayedin fig. B2.
In order to obtain an isospin averagedcrosssection,we assume

&(KN—~Y’rr)= ~{r(Kp—~ Mi°) + r(KN—*Air)}.

The fits for the showncrosssections(fig. B2) are:

Kp—~rr°A: (B2a)

Bexp(-Cv~); <v~<\/~ V~=1.473GeV;

o~(Kp—~Air°)= B = 1479.53mb C = 3.377GeV’

Dexp(—Ev~); s~/~<V~<cc; D=0.3mb; E=0.72GeV’
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b
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Fig. B2. Data and our fits to the strangeness exchange cross sections. Data are taken from IHE83I.
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Kn—3.Air: (B2b)

r(Kn—*A’ir)=Dexp(—Ev’~); \/~<v’~<ca; V~=-~/~=1.699GeV;

E=3.063GeV1 D1132.27mb.

Thesefits are also shown in figs. B2a and B2b.
In the caseof annihilationcrosssectionsinto five pionswe only haveinformationaboutthe channel

— + — 0

pp—~5’Tr(ir +2’ir +‘ir) (B3)

andwe took

&(NN—*5ir)~u(pp--*2ir~+2ir +‘iro)

andfit the datato the form

o~(p~—*2’ir~+2’rr +‘ir°)= Dexp(—EV~); /~<V~<c~

= = 1.985GeV; D= 871.72mb; E = 1.95 GeV’.

The fIt is shown in fig. B3.
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Fig. B3. Data and our fit to thebaryon annihilationchannelwith data from [HE83].
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Notesaddedin proof

Severalrelevantarticleshavecometoourattentionfollowing thecompletionofthisreport.Theseworks
include:

1) Matsuiet al. [MA86], extendingtheir earlierwork [MA85},havestudiedstrangenessevolutionin
theframeworkof Bjorken’shydrodynamicaldescriptionof the spacetimeevolutionin thecentralrapidity
regionof ultrarelativisticheavyion collisions.Theirframeworkis similar to that of KapustaandMekjian
[KM85], in particular,they only considerpionsand kaonsin the hadronicphase,but not baryons.
Theirresultsarevery similar to [KM85]; whena plasmastateis fonnedthe resultantK! ‘n~ratio will be
enhancedroughlybyafactorof 4fromthatinpp collisionsashasbeenpredictedby [GR8S].Theyalsodo not
considerhadronicchemicalreactionsin thefinal phaseandneglectgluonfragmentation.

2) Theinfluenceof strangeparticleson critical thermodynamicalvariablesarisingfrom amodelfor the
phasetransitionfrom hadrongasto quarkgluonplasmais studiedby [LRH86]andwasfoundto besmall,in
line with naiveexpectations.

3) In a recentpreprintHeinz, Subramanian,StockerandGreiner[He86]havealsopointedout the
importanceof entropyconservationfor thehadronizationscenario.Theyconcludethattheir earlierresults
[He85]concerningantinucleiproductionmustbetakenwith caution,but no new resultsarepresented.

4) Biro andZimanyi [BZ86]haveinvestigatedstrangehadronproductionin thecontextof amean-field
modelof the hadronicphase.

5) Theexperimentalsituationconcerningstrangehadrons(K, A) in relativisticnuclearcollisionsup to
2.1 GeV!u.is reviewedbyStockinhiscomprehensivereviewarticle[St86].Healsodiscussesthepossibleuse
of A-polarizationas a probefor collision dynamics.
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